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ABSTRACT
This PhD thesis is based in the field o f robotics and introduces a case study o f the design and 
development o f a multi-arm mobile robot system for nuclear decommissioning (MARS-ND). 
A key premise underlying the research was to develop intelligence in the robot that is similar 
to the cooperation and communication between the human brain and its two arms; hence the 
human body was adopted as the starting point to establish the size and functionality o f the 
proposed system. The approach adopted for this research demonstrates the development, 
integration and configuration o f a multi-arm robot system which consists o f two human arm­
like off-the-shelf manipulators whose joints are controlled using potentiometer sensors and 
hydraulic actuators. Using the manipulators’ sensor feedback, a wide variety o f complex tasks 
found in the rapidly expanding field o f nuclear decommissioning can be undertaken. The 
thesis also considers the issue o f collaboration, collision detection and collision avoidance 
between the two arms o f MARS-ND. As part o f the final stage o f this research the author 
participated in a collaborative research project with the Sugano Laboratory at Waseda 
University, Tokyo, Japan. The three major research issues addressed in this thesis are:
1. The selection and integration o f off-the-shelf hardware in the development o f MARS- 
ND using the latest technology available for robotic systems
2. The creation o f a suitable control system for the robot arms; and the building o f an 
advanced, user-friendly interface between the robot system and the host computer
3. The investigation and implementation o f collaboration, coordinated motion control and 
collision detection & avoidance techniques for the robot arms
The hardware and software integration for the whole robotic system is explained with the 
proposed software architecture and the use o f National Instruments (NI) functions and tools to
control the movement o f the arm joints and the performance o f a selected decommissioning 
task. This thesis also examines the operational software applied within the research through its 
discussion o f four interlinked areas:
1. The control software and hardware interface for the MARS-ND and the controller 
architecture
2. The application o f an NI Compact FieldPoint controller and FieldPoint I/O modules to 
facilitate wireless communication between the Multi-Arm M obile Robot system and 
the user interface in the host PC
3. The use o f Measurement and Automation Explorer (MAX) and LabVIEW software 
tools for calibration and the building o f user interfaces required for sending and 
receiving the signals needed to control the robot arm joints accurately
4. The application o f a PID toolkit in LabVIEW for the design o f a simple PID 
controller for the individual arm joints with a potentiometer sensor fitted inside each 
joint in order to provide a feedback signal to the controller
The thesis concludes that MARS-ND is a good example o f a robotic system specifically 
designed for hazardous nuclear decommissioning applications. It demonstrates the complexity 
o f such a system from a number o f aspects such as the need for mobility, control, sensor and 
system design, and integration using modem tools that are available off-the-shelf. In addition 
the use o f these modern tools allows a single mechatronics engineer to design, integrate, 
interface and build a motion control system for MARS-ND as compared to the traditional way 
o f building a similar robot by a team of specialised engineers. The contribution this research 
makes to the design and building o f multi-arm robot system for nuclear decommissioning 
industry concerns its size and mobility using a mobile platform to transport the multi-arm 
robot system. In addition links have been made between Lancaster University and Waseda 
University in the context of the development o f multi-arm robot systems.
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This thesis examines the development o f a Multi-Arm Mobile Robot System (MARS) for 
specific application in the nuclear decommissioning (ND) industry. For this research MARS- 
ND consists o f a Brokk 40 demolition robot (Brokk 2005) and two seven -  function 
manipulators called Hydro-Lek (Hydro-Lek 2005). The development o f MARS-ND for this 
research is comprised o f three practical stages:
1. The selection o f pre-tested off-the-shelf hardware and its integration in the 
development o f MARS-ND
2. The creation o f a suitable control system for the robot arms and the building o f user 
interfaces between the robot system and the host computer
3. The investigation and implementation o f collaboration, coordinated motion control, 
and collision detection and avoidance techniques between the two robot arms
Three key research questions emerge from these three stages and form the basis o f  this thesis:
• How to use modem commercially available off-the-shelf tools to build MARS-ND in a 
robust and cost-effective manner
• How to develop a communication interface between the different tools used to develop 
MARS-ND through one software application
Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION
• How to create motion coordination algorithms for successful collaboration and 
collision avoidance between the two arms when carrying out a specific task, such as 
dismantling an object or pipe cutting. These are discussed in further detail in the 
following sections.
1.2 The application of robotic systems for decommissioning and 
dismantling tasks
Over the next two decades hundreds o f nuclear facilities will come to the end o f their working 
lives and require decommissioning (Waste and Decommissioning 2006). These range from 
nuclear power stations, submarines, fuel processing plants and mines. The UK Nuclear 
Decommissioning Authority (NDA) estimate that the total cost o f dealing with the nuclear 
legacy in the UK is nearly $100Bn (NDA 2006).
The majority o f the decommissioning process uses well established demolition techniques, 





Figure 1.1 The nuclear fuel cycle (World Nuclear Association 2005)
2
Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION
nuclear facilities because o f the hazard o f radiation release and its potential impact on 
workers, the general public, and the environment. There is considerable political pressure to 
undertake nuclear decommissioning tasks quickly and, in many cases, the only means of 
facilitating this is through the use of automation and robotics in order to reduce the dose 
exposure o f workers. The obvious type o f facility that requires decommissioning is the 
redundant nuclear power station but a nuclear power station is only one part o f a complete fuel 
cycle as shown in Figure 1.1.
During the process of decommissioning considerable effort must go into containing the spread 
o f contamination to other parts o f the facility by reducing air-born dust and fluids. For this 
reason many operations take place inside specially constructed cocoons. Figure 1.2, shows 

























1.3 The increased demand for ‘immediate demolition’ as opposed to a ‘safe 
enclosure or deferred dismantling’ period
In the mid 1990s, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) adopted three 
decommissioning strategies, as described below; these strategies are currently applied in all 
IAEA safety standards (IAEA 2003, IAEA 1999, IAEA 2001). The strategy chosen can have 
an impact on the development o f new technologies necessary for the dismantling o f facilities, 
their characterisation or their decontamination.
1.3.1 Immediate dismantling
The implementation of an immediate dismantling strategy normally begins very soon after 
shutdown o f the plant, usually within five years. This strategy leads to the development o f 
remote control equipment or robotic systems that can access difficult to reach areas o f the 
plants with the objective to reduce the radiation exposure to the workers. Immediate 
dismantling, in compliance with international practice, is also chosen as a strategy when there 
is inadequate legal and or regulatory framework to address decommissioning activities.
1.3.2 Deferred dismantling (or safe enclosure)
This decommissioning strategy is called safe enclosure where the final temperament o f  the 
facility may be delayed for a period o f time. The facility is placed in a long term storage 
condition for up to 100 years, followed by the final decontamination and dismantling o f the 
facility to allow removal o f all regulatory control.
1.3.3 Entombment
In this strategy, the overall controlled area is reduced and the remaining radioactive material is 
encased onsite, normally in concrete. The remaining structure is monitored and maintained for 
an indefinite o f time.
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The stages o f decommissioning and the end state of the facility are mostly governed by 
regulatory, economic, or environmental issues. The strategy chosen to reach these conditions 
depends on factors that include the existence o f decommissioning funds or the availability o f 
requested and financially sound technology. For example, the existence o f adequate 
technology in a country faced with a specific, early elaborated and well substantiated 
decommissioning plan will lead to immediate dismantling o f the facility. A lack of 
technological means, however, can lead to deferred dismantling with the hope that 
technological development will tackle the issues in the future. Although long term safe 
enclosure does not usually require sophisticated decommissioning and dismantling methods 
and techniques, dismantling operations performed in the extended future can prove to be more 
difficult than expected due to the degradation o f equipment (IAEA 1999). In practice few 
references indicate that availability o f technology is a major factor influencing the selection o f 
decommissioning strategy. On the contrary, the strategy chosen may have an impact on the 
development o f new technology such as robotic systems necessary for the dismantling o f 
facilities.
In current practice the preferred strategy is immediate dismantling. There are several reasons 
for this. Immediate dismantling minimises costs associated with deferred dismantling and 
allows immediate decommissioning to occur using remote control equipment such as robotic 
systems. Furthermore immediate dismantling means that new nuclear power plants can be 
built on the same site to meet the increasing demands o f energy. The immediate dismantling 
strategy paves the way for the development o f sophisticated robotic systems from widely 
commercially available off-the-shelf technologies. This process proved difficult in the past 
because the technology was unable to support the requirements o f the decommissioning 
industry in relation to robotic systems as is discussed further in Chapter Two.
Another important factor in the selection o f a decommissioning strategy is the radiological 
risk (IAEA 1995). In the context o f deferred dismantling, radioactive decay over time leads
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directly to a reduction in the level o f radiological risk to the workers and the public. 
Radiological risks can be higher during early dismantling because o f the higher radiation 
levels. The application o f remote equipment can reduce these risks and facilitate immediate 
dismantling and decommissioning with the associated advantages outlined above.
1.4 The need to protect workers from radiation
A major objective o f decommissioning is to dismantle plant systems and resize, package and 
ship components to waste disposal facilities. This process can expose workers to high doses o f 
radiation as well as other significant safety risks. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s 
regulation 10 CFR 20 states that an occupational worker cannot receive more than 50 mSv per 
year for the full body dose (NRC 1999; Code of Federal Regulations 1993), once this dose has 
been reached the worker has to stop working immediately. This necessitates an increased 
number o f workers to be employed in order to accomplish the necessary task. By using robots 
the number o f workers is minimised which also creates many additional savings including a 
reduction in the quantity o f protective clothing needed, and decreased administration costs. A 
study published by Marian and Rowan (1987) indicates that worker exposure costs are more 
than $500,000 per man-Sv. A utility executive writing in Nuclear Engineering International 
(1990) stated that every dollar spent on robotics is doubled in return.
Robots are now used widely in the nuclear industry and their primary use in decommissioning 
applications is to reduce the radioactive dose levels to which workers are exposed by executing 
hazardous tasks that are dangerous to workers, to perform automated and repetitive work, or 
access areas that are difficult to reach or present life threatening hazards. In nuclear science, 
protection o f workers has become a catalyst for the development o f robotics, but profitability is 
also a strong motivator. It has become more economically feasible and desirable to use robots 
for a variety o f decommissioning activities compared to conventional, manual work methods 
because o f higher standards for worker safety, more severe regulatory and judicial penalties for
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violations and injuries, and increased capabilities and versatility o f robotic devices. 
Furthermore, a remote system is often the only way to enter a very high radiation field. Nearly 
all Decontamination and Decommissioning (D&D) activities that are too hazardous for direct 
human contact are presently executed using robotic systems. Many o f these robotic systems are 
custom-designed for specific projects, but this makes them expensive, often unreliable and 
limited (IAEA-395, 2001). Whereas conventional industrial robots have a mean-time-between- 
failure (mtbf) o f 60,000 hours, a typical customised one-off solution has a m tbf o f only 5-6 
hours.
1.5 Concerns regarding the application of robotics for decommissioning 
tasks
Common applications o f robotic systems in industry are driven by requirements to move 
parts, tools and materials through pre-programmed sequences to perform a variety o f tasks. 
Although not a pre-requisite for robotic systems, many applications are also driven by 
additional requirements to automate processes that are in some way too dangerous and too 
costly for human’s to perform manually. Many decommissioning contractors have 
experienced significant problems with complex customised robotic systems and are therefore 
sceptical about their deployment. The reasons are as follows:
• Technology limitations. Some contactors believe that existing technology in robotics 
is too basic to solve decommissioning problems reliably.
• Inflated claims and unrealistic customer expectations. Robotic companies often 
exaggerate the capabilities o f their current and future robotic systems for commercial 
and profit reasons. This has made contractors waiy o f using these systems for 
decommissioning tasks.
• Acceptance, fear and prejudice. Many contractors have fears concerning the 
application o f robotic systems for decommissioning purposes and are unable to see
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the potential of robotic systems to make decommissioning processes safer and reduce the risks 
to workers. These fears include:
1. Potential o f the robotic systems
2. Reliability and cost o f specialist repairs
3. Slow performance compared to humans
4. Fear o f job replacement by the robotic system
Even though many contractors have these fears and questions, companies still continue to 
utilise and develop complex robotic systems for D&D tasks.
1.6 Traditional and modern robots for nuclear decommissioning
Many o f the facilities currently being decommissioned are thirty to forty years old. Robotic 
technology was in its infancy when these plants were designed and built; they were therefore 
not constructed for robotic operations and are not robot friendly. They are typified by a 
complex interwoven web o f pipework and vessels, and can be considered as semi-structured. 
One type o f robot that was initially deemed suitable for nuclear decommissioning, were those 
produced for the factory automation market. Many factory automation robotic technologies 
have been adapted and used for the decommissioning o f nuclear facilities. For example, 
Challinor 1996 and Mort 1998 discuss the use o f industrial robots to dismantle vessels 
removed from buildings in the process o f being decommissioned. Factory automation robotic 
technologies have many technical attractions such as good reliability, high accuracy and the 
ability to replicate activities, they are also relatively inexpensive; but they have many 
disadvantages some o f which are outlined below.
The main objectives o f industrial robots and those designed for nuclear decommissioning are 
different. Factory robots were designed for factory automation and therefore have features 
designed within their hardware, software and firmware to address factory automation issues. 
These features can be at odds with the requirements o f machines used for nuclear
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decommissioning. In decommissioning it is necessary to take into account the large variety of 
items that have to be dismantled and the geometric changes that occur during dismantling; 
factory automation is not designed to tackle these types o f problems therefore modification 
and the adoption o f a different type o f hardware and software are required. In addition robot 
functions are pre-programmed for factory automation, whereas decommissioning robots 
require a system that can be programmed rapidly. Factory robots provide a means of 
increasing productivity and lowering production costs. In the decommissioning process it is 
necessary to use remote methods wherever it is difficult or impossible for the human 
workforce to enter, this often increases the decommissioning costs but there is no alternative 
but to use a remote system. In the future it is likely that there will be more stringent regulatory 
controls which will limit man-entry further creating the need for an increase in remote 
techniques.
The technology that is currently most applicable to nuclear decommissioning are Telerobotic 
Systems. Within these systems there is some form of human control within the loop, this is an 
important element for the effective use o f a robotic system in nuclear decommissioning. 
There is a lot o f research currently underway to extend the limited functionality o f  existing 
robot characterisation systems in order to meet the needs o f increases in decommissioning in 
the future. One example is architecture proposed by Cragg and Hu (2003). In this research a 
Brokk machine has been selected and modified in order to suit the specific nuclear 
decommissioning task being examined, which is pipe cutting.
1.7 Multi-Arm robot systems used for D&D tasks
Until recently multi-arm robot systems have been deployed by either a rigid boom overhead 
transporter, or by a crane. Below are a selection o f examples o f multi-arm robot systems with 
a summary o f their control systems and levels o f intelligence. There are no technical
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specifications provided with many of these systems due to the classified nature o f their use 
within the nuclear decommissioning industry.
1.7.1 Dual-Arm Work Module
The Dual-Arm Work Module (DAWM) shown in Figure 1.3 is based on two Schillings Titan 
II hydraulic manipulators (Schillings 2005) mounted to a 5 degree o f freedom (DOF) base. All 
actuation is hydraulic. The 5-DOF articulation provides centre torso rotation, linear actuation 
to change the separation between the arms, and arm base rotation joints to provide individual 
elbow up, elbow down or elbow out orientation for each arm. DAWM is mounted to the 
bottom o f a rigid boom overhead transporter; but is also sometimes deployed by a crane.
Figure 1.3 Dual Arm Work Module (DAWM) (Noakes 1999)
The control architecture for DAWM is based on:
-Uni x operating system
- Operator interfaces
- Virtual Machine Environment (VME) backplane-based multiprocessor VxWorks targets
- Five single-board computers
The five single-board computers are fitted in the VME backplane with one each for 
asynchronous control and communications, left master, left slave, right master and right slave.
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All computer processing unit boards are located in the master backplane and the slave side 
backplane is connected to the master via a VME-VME bus repeater. The real-time software is 
written in C++ and the operator interfaces are run on two separate monitors. The DAWM 
level o f intelligence is master-slave force reflecting tele-operation. It uses joysticks and 
switchboard for the control o f the camera pan tilt and lens. DAWM was developed at Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) by Robotics Technology Development Program (RTDP) 
(McKay 1993). DAWM has been used at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) in Chicago for 
study issues related to multi-arm manipulation, control, automation, operations and tooling. 
Some of the disadvantages o f DAWM is that it uses unsophisticated hardware and software, 
and the operator interface is not user friendly (Noakes 1999).
1.7.2 RODDIN
RODDIN as shown in Figure 1.4 is a crane deployed work platform, designed by 
CYBERNETIX, France. This system is used for pipe and metal cutting at decommissioning 
sites.
Figure 1.4 RODDIN (Desbats 2005)
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The RODDIN platform is equipped with two 6-DOF hydraulic manipulators (SAMM or 
MAESTRO) with an onboard or remote hydraulic power unit. The MAESTRO is a 6-axis 
manipulator with force feedback. It has a payload o f 80kg and a length o f 2.4m.
1.7.3 Advanced Servo-Manipulator
The Advanced Servo-Manipulator (ASM) as shown in Figure 1.5 is a remotely operated servo 
manipulator system designed and built at the Oak Ridge Laboratory (ORNL), Chicago, USA 
(Kuban 1987).
Figure 1.5 Advanced Servo-Manipulator (ASM) (Parker and Draper 1998)
ASM has been used to support nuclear fuel processing applications and to dismantle 
components including tubing jumpers, instruments, motors and tanks. The remote manipulator 
is a dual arm system that provides force feedback to the operator performing the task. The 
manipulator system is attached to an overhead crane and each manipulator has 6-DOF. 
Remote television cameras are fitted with the manipulators and can be repositioned by the 
operator using the same set o f controls provided for the servo manipulator.
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1.7.4 Dual-Arm Mobile Working Platform
The Dual-Arm Mobile Working Platform (PTM) shown in Figure 1.6 is a dual-arm intelligent 
tele-operation system. It has been developed by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) of 
France.
Figure 1.6 Dual-Arm Mobile Working Platform (PTM) (Desbats 2005)
PTM is specifically designed to carry out maintenance tasks in fuel reprocessing facilities 
where standard wall-mounted mechanical manipulators cannot be used. The arm in the PTM 
system is a general purpose manipulator developed for remote tele-operation and robotic 
applications in the area o f maintenance and intervention on process equipment. The 
manipulator is a 7-axis redundant manipulator with 25kg payload capacity and force feedback 
control.
1.7.5 LMF Vehicle
The LMF robot shown in Figure 1.7 was developed by the Cybernetix Group in France 
(Fidani and Baraona 2001). It is a modular vehicle for remote controlled intervention in 
hazardous internal and external environments and is used for purposes such as surveillance, 
inspection, maintenance, and decommissioning in nuclear facilities.
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Figure 1.7 LMF vehicle (Fidani and Baraona 2001)
The mobile base is designed to go over obstacles and is equipped with a heavy duty hydraulic 
tele-manipulator for master-slave control with force feedback. The control and data are video 
images which are transmitted by an umbilical cable. The dimensions o f LMF are as follows:
Width: 850mm, Height: 1900mm, Length: variable. The control station for LMF includes a
monitor for displaying 3D video images; a monitor showing a 3D simulation o f the vehicle 
with collision detection; a control desk for the mobile platform; a control desk for the control 
o f the tele-manipulator; and one master arm which can be used as a joystick for moving the 
LMF arms.
1.7.6 M-2 Manipulator System
The M-2 manipulator system consists of Master and Slave manipulators as shown in Figure 
1.8. The M-2 system has the following features:
• Force reflecting master-slave manipulator
• Dual 6-DOF arms
• 1001b lifting capacity
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• Removable wrist assembly and geared azimuth drive 540°
• Position-position bilateral force reflection mode
• Automated slave position calibration
• Camera positioning with 4-DOF, power zoom, focus, and iris
Figure 1.8 M-2 Manipulator System (Killough et al 1986)
The M-2 system is a force reflecting master-slave servo-manipulator developed by ORNL as 
research study for the consolidated fuel reprocessing program (Killough et al 1986). The M-2 
system provides force feedback for both arms. The force feedback facilities allow the operator 
to estimate the forces at the work site and gain a sense o f the feel characteristics o f the 
mechanical manipulator. The force reflection makes both the slave and master friction appear 
at the master. The M-2 system manipulators use metal tape and pulley power transmissions 
which provide veiy low friction. The original control for the M-2 system was built entirely 
from analog electronics. Each joint had its own servo control loop containing the basic 
position-position servo loop which limited the performance and reliability o f the M-2 system.
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In addition, because o f the drift characteristics o f the potentiometers, capacitors and resistors 
the analog circuit had to be retuned weekly when the manipulator was used frequently. A 
digital control system was later used to replace the analog system and this has improved the 
force-reflection performance, reliability, maintenance and operational features o f M-2 system. 
The hardware for the control system is built from general-purpose bus-based microcomputers 
with single board computers. FORTH programming language is used as the main software to 
control the arms.
1.7.7 Two-Arm Bilateral Servo Manipulator System
The Two-Arm Bilateral Servo Manipulator System (BSM) as shown in Figure 1.9 consists of 
two arm bilateral servo manipulators, a transporter, cameras, a signal and power transmission 
system, and a man-machine interface subsystem.
Figure 1.9 Two-Arm Bilateral Servo Manipulator System (BSM) (Nakamura 2005)
BSM was developed by the Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute (JNC) (Nakamura
2005). It was designed for full remote maintenance in a large cell in order to increase both the 
facility-operation-ratio and reduce the operator’s radiation exposure. The BSM is used to 
repair broken equipment or to replace the equipment and rack inside the cell.
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1.7.8 B212 Decommissioning Machine
The B212 decommissioning machine as shown in Figure 1.10 is developed by James Fisher 
Nuclear Ltd for use for decommissioning applications in the nuclear industry.
Figure 1.10 B212 decommissioning machine (JFN 2006)
This machine supports two 6-DOF manipulators on the tilt table. The tilt table consists o f two 
station supporting working manipulators, remote manipulator installation and removal, 
hydraulic rotary actuator and hydraulic and electrical service connections.
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There are many design and control limitations in the robotic systems discussed above; 
consideration o f these limitations has influenced the design o f MARS-ND. The main 
limitations can be summarised as follows:
1. Most o f the robotic systems are deployed by cranes and can only be used, therefore, if
cranes are available and there is sufficient space for manoeuvrability
2. Most o f the robotic systems are large and heavy and therefore require a large amount
o f hydraulic power and cannot be used for tasks in confined spaces
3. The robotic systems use old hardware and software with unfriendly user interfaces
4. Simple control systems are used to control the motion o f these robotic systems. These 
control systems rely on manual control by the operators
5. The control systems lack collision detection and collision avoidance capability
MARS-ND has been designed with unique features in order to attempt to overcome the 
limitations outlined above. The main new features are as follows:
1. It is operated using two separate systems that are integrated using a universal bracket 
and a single hydraulic system
2. It is small enough to be used for tasks found in confined spaces and in locations with 
little space for manoeuvrability
3. It consists o f two manipulators that posses a design configuration similar to the 
human arm in terms o f size, scale and dexterity. This facilitates increased ease o f 
control
4. Sophisticated hardware and software are used to operate the multi-arm system
5. A single operating software is used to control the motion o f every joint in both arms
6. No crane is required for its mobility as a mobile platform is used
7. Collision detection and collision avoidance are considered and established within the 
control system
8. A joystick is interfaced and used for the movement o f the arm joints allowing control 
o f the movement o f the arm
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9. A single operator interface is used this creates ease o f monitoring and a user friendly 
system
1.8 Summary and advantages of the use of Multi-Arm robot systems for 
D&D tasks
Multi-arm robots have many advantages over single-arm robots as has been noted by 
researchers and decommissioning agencies around the world (Alford & Belyeu 1984; Cox et 
al 1995; Miyabe et al 2004). One o f the key advantages is that a multi-arm robot system can 
emulate human arm anatomy and physiology in the sense that one arm can manipulate the 
work in process while the other manipulates a tool as can be seen in Figure 1.11 on page 20.
The dynamics o f single, serial manipulation has been thoroughly investigated over the past 
decade, and many o f the issues related to their control and programming are well understood 
(Thomas and Tesar 1982). A multi-arm robot system has the ability to perform two distinct 
operations either simultaneously or separately. Both arms also have the ability to perform the 
same processing operation in a coordinated manner or to share a task, such as holding and 
cutting a pipe. Multi-arm robot systems are advantageous over single-arm robot systems in the 
context o f tele-robotic application areas including the manipulation o f complex objects, 
assembly, micro-manipulation, remote space applications, and operation in hazardous 
environments. Multi-arm robot systems are becoming increasingly popular in the area o f 
industrial automation and space technology. There are many reasons for this, for example 
multi-arm robot systems can meet the payload capacities and the load balance requirements 
for particular applications as versatile assembly operations where a single-arm robot system is 
unable to satisfy these demands. There are also additional benefits such as sharing a heavy 
load. One o f the most important features however, is that in a constrained environment multi­
arm robot systems are directly tractable to multi-manual controllers for tele-operation. From a
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human perspective advantages o f using multi-arm robots within D&D tasks include removing 
personnel from hazardous environments and reducing the quantity o f labour intensive work.
L e f t  a r m  o u t  
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Figure 1.11 Human arms and robot arms (Bakari 2005)
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For example, current removal methods for piping systems within the decommissioning 
process are labour intensive, time consuming, costly and often represent a significant 
challenge to D&D decision makers. This creates motivation to utilise a remote controlled 
machine that can undertake coordinated tasks such as holding, crimping and cutting sections 
o f pipe in order to reduce the hazard o f exposure to workers experienced during the baseline 
manual removal process
Multi-arm robot systems however, pose an increased level o f complication due to the 
interaction and coupling between the manipulators. The effective use o f multi-arm robotics for 
hazardous materials handling, including the manipulation o f tools with work in process has 
also been investigated by Cox et al (1999) and Cox (2002).
Multi-arm robot tasks can be divided into two categories which may be addressed as 
“synchronised tasks” and “coordinated tasks” . In a “synchronised” task only one arm works 
on the work piece during each instant o f time. An example o f this is when various successive 
tasks are divided between two or more arms in order to increase the speed o f operation in an 
assembly operation. Coordinated tasks call for the cooperative and coordinated involvement 
o f more than one arm with the work piece during each instant o f time. This is illustrated in the 
handling o f materials and the turning o f a wheel with two arms; these tasks require 
coordination between forces, positions and velocities o f the involved end-effectors.
This thesis discusses the development o f MARS-ND for pipe-cutting tasks.
1.9 Brief outline of the content of the thesis chapters
Chapter 2 discusses the design requirements for a multi-arm robot for use in D&D 
applications. The processes involved in the development o f multi-arm robot system using 
modern tools and their systematic application using engineering principles are also explained.
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Finally the chapter outlines examples of robots developed and used for decommissioning tasks 
in the nuclear industry.
Chapter 3 introduces one o f the core aspects o f this thesis, the characteristics o f modular 
hardware and operation software for a robot system. This chapter introduces a case study 
concerning the selection o f pre-tested off-the-shelf hardware, its integration in the 
development o f MARS-ND, and justification o f the system. It examines the integration and 
application o f the Brokk hydraulic system to operate the Hydro-Lek manipulators separately 
and together using solenoid valve packs; and considers the sensors used to obtain feedback 
from the robot joints. The chapter then reflects on the NI hardware adopted for the operation 
o f MARS-ND and their advantages over traditional methods used to control other robot 
system. Chapter 3 also examines the operational software applied within this research project 
through its discussion of the control software and hardware interface for the MARS-ND and 
the controller architecture; the application o f PAC hardware, Compact FieldPoint and 
FieldPoint I/O modules, to facilitate wireless communication between MARS-ND and the 
user interface in the host PC; and the use o f Measurement and Automation Explorer (MAX) 
and LabVIEW software tools for calibration and the building o f user interfaces required for 
sending and receiving the signals needed to control the robot arm joints accurately.
Chapter 4 outlines the results of structural identification and low-level control o f the Hydro- 
Lek arms. It specifically discusses the use o f the Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) convention as a 
means o f defining the constant parameters o f the Hydro-Lek manipulator structure and 
practical issues arising during the experiments; and use o f robotic simulation software with 
the D-H convention to compute and obtain the transformation matrix T needed to calculate the 
forward and inverse kinematics o f the Hydro-Lek arms. The closed form solution and 
numerical solution for the inverse kinematics problem are briefly outlined. The application of 
PID toolkit in LabVIEW for the design o f a simple PID controller for the individual arm joints 
with a potentiometer sensor fitted inside each joint in order to provide a feedback signal to the
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controller is explained. The chapter also highlight the problems that were observed with 
respect to the mathematical complexity o f the closed form solution, due to the design o f the 
robot arm; and identifies an alternative solution to the design configuration in order to ease the 
finding o f a closed form solution for the inverse kinematics for the precise control o f the 
Hydro-Lek arm end-effector.
Chapter 5 analyses the role o f 3D simulation in the conduction o f a given task by an actual 
robot in the real environment. In this chapter, the research present the use o f a simulation 
technology currently in use called Workspace 5 robotic simulation software, and its 
comparison with a new mechatronics tool called NI LabVIEW-SolidWorks Mechatronics 
toolkit. This toolkit is designed to enable virtual machine prototyping; and the use o f 
electromechanical simulation to develop multi-axis motion profile for the robot arms, detect 
collisions, and validate them using 3D simulation. A USB joystick is integrated and 
programmed within LabVIEW software and used with the Mechatronics toolkit in order to 
control the axis o f the robot joints individually.
Chapter 6 demonstrates the kinematics control algorithm developed at Lancaster University 
for MARS-ND, and discusses its experimental results based on software simulation. This 
chapter also outlines the tests undertaken at Sugano Laboratory using the algorithm developed 
at Lancaster University; and the improvements and limitations that became evident through 
these tests. Finally the chapter compares the results between the two tests in the UK and Japan 
and gives recommendations for further research and application.
The concluding chapter, chapter 7 assesses the approach adopted in this research for the 
development o f a multi-arm mobile robot system for D&D tasks including the building o f 
hardware, software and control systems; and collision detection and avoidance. It also 
considers the experimental results obtained and discusses further improvements which could 
be made for example, improved performance through the use o f additional improved hardware
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and software including cameras, laser scanning and 3D virtual prototyping. Finally this 
chapter considers the contribution this thesis has to make to current research in the 
development o f multi-arm mobile robot systems for D&D applications; and recommends 
areas for further development.
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CHAPTER 2
THE DEVELPMENT OF 
ROBOTICS FOR D&D 
APPLICATIONS
2.1 Introduction
The UK government and the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority (NDA) are currently 
involved in D&D o f a high number o f ageing nuclear power stations and other facilities. 
These nuclear plants often contain radioactive and other hazardous materials that are harmful 
to humans. Much o f the decommissioning process utilises well established demolition 
techniques although there are complications within this process due to the risk o f exposure to 
workers and the wider environment from radiation. Nearly all D&D activities that are too 
hazardous for direct human contact are presently executed using robotics systems, however 
many o f these robotic systems are custom-designed for specific projects and are deployed by a 
crane rather than a remote vehicle (Richardson et al 1995). The NDA is looking for new and 
innovative technologies that will allow D&D operations in the UK to be faster, safer, and 
cost-effective and reduce the radioactivity dose levels to which workers are exposed. The 
application o f a multi-arm robot system within D&D tasks has the potential to meet these 
requirements.
The use o f robotic equipment has become readily accepted for a variety o f applications in the 
field o f decommissioning. The initial development o f robotic machines in commercial nuclear 
power focused on applications for situations that presented extreme hazards to personnel and
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workers. Robots were developed in the 1980s for remote inspections as well as survey and 
sampling capabilities in nuclear emergencies. These devices were designed to perform 
reconnaissance in post accident radiological conditions that would be life threatening to 
humans. As the domain o f robotic automation is widened, hazardous tasks that require human 
sensor perception, intelligence and dexterity in an unstructured environment are increasingly 
being considered for robots (Colbaugh and Jamshidi 2007). Modem commercial off-the-shelf 
tools permit engineers to build sophisticated robotic systems, such as MARS-ND, that can be 
easily reconfigured for various decommissioning tasks. These tools also possess open 
architecture environments which can be adapted easily for new applications and allow higher 
intelligence to be added. Many problems that arose in the past can now be overcome for 
example, the time spent developing and redeveloping the communication and subsystem 
interface infrastructure; and limitations placed on future development by the initial system 
infrastructure. It is therefore now easier and faster to assemble, program and control a robotic 
system for the rapid development o f automated solutions that suit the nature o f 
decommissioning activities.
2.2 Design requirements for a Multi-arm robot for use in D&D tasks
In order to perform a wide range o f D&D tasks remote robotic system need to have the 
following attributes (Noakes et al 2002):
•  Easily maintained manipulators
• Easy to operate
• Operate correctly first time
• Quick change-outs for the manipulator system
• Operable by one operator from a single location
• Reliable
• Flexible
• Low cost but heavy duty robot system
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• Task orientated
• A reconfigurable control architecture to suit different tasks
• Friendly and easy to use user interfaces with which to control the robot system
This research used two 7- DOF arms. A multi-arm robot system that is composed o f two 6 to 
7 DOF arms with a manoeuvrable base requires system architecture with the following 
features:
•  Standardised high load capacity actuators
• Bus communication among all components
• Standardised interface
• Operating software for all configurations o f the system
• Open architecture system controller
• A minimum set o f modules to provide repair by easy replacement
• When used in a decommissioning site, wash down capacity to enable decontamination
• When used in a decommissioning site, radiation tolerance for reasonable operational 
life
• A universal man-machine interface for human intervention and training
The layout shown in Figure 2.1 aims to reveal the requirement document for tasks undertaken 
by a multi-arm manipulator system. There are three areas that are highlighted for the 
structuring o f any given D&D problem, as follows:
The task to be carried out
The tool to be used
The manipulator requirement
It is known that each D&D problem has a unique identification with regards to the task, tool 
and manipulator specifications. This common framework however, can lead to a modular,
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redundant robotics technology that has on-site reliability sustained by multiple performance 
characteristics selected and monitored by human operators. Multi-arm robot systems must 
have effective cooperative manipulation strategies and use o f tools and equipment to perform 
D&D tasks. This is the basis for creating a sophisticated control system suitable for D&D 
tasks as outlined below.
0) ifc:




- Modularity (actuator and system 
level)
- Physical Constraints (joints limits, 
actuator torque limits, reachable 
space), Kinematic and Dynamic 
Models
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Tool Requirements:
- Characterisation o f standard tools 
(force/motion availability), custom- 
design tools
- Versatility o f tool dBase, task and 
time sharing, tool change-outs
- Tool-based performance criteria
T a s k  d e s c r ip t i o n  v i a  
p e r f o r m a n c e  r e q u i r e m e n t s
T o o l  a v a i l a b i l i t y  a n d  v e r s a t i l i t y
Task Requirements:
-  Environmental factors (World 
Modelling, Obstacle Avoidance)
- Performance requirements and 
constraints, Operator Interface
- Safety regulations, Reliability (Fault 
Tolerance)
Figure 2.1 Structuring o f D&D problems
A reconfigurable multi-arm robot system should ideally have the following operational 
features:
■ Human scale reach and dexterity
■ Heavy duty payload
■ Force control
■ Obstacle avoidance system
■ Remote tele-operated control for both arms
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The successful development of modular robotics at both the system and the actuator levels 
depends on two technology tasks which are:
1. High performance actuators which drive the joints o f the robot manipulator with 
precision and endurance
2. Operational software that controls manipulator movement o f reconfigurable robot 
manipulators while performing tasks either alone or in cooperation with other robot 
manipulator and equipment
2.3 System development using modern tools and processes
The processes concerning the development o f modem commercially available off-the-shelf 
tools have been the subject o f many studies. Hermann (1996) examined the importance o f a 
systematic development process and software tools for design. Hanselmann (1998) suggested 
that modem development processes are characterised by computer-aided support in all stages. 
Smith (1999) proposed that a more efficient development process is not intended to change the 
underlying theories but instead to improve software and hardware tools to make the process 
more efficient. In this research modem commercially available off-the-shelf tools that can be 
reconfigured have been used to build MARS-ND.
The development o f robotic systems for ND activities has faced many barriers which have 
affected the implementation o f these systems for decommissioning sites (DOE 2001). One of 
these barriers can be classified as technological. Technological barriers occur because a 
decommissioning robot must cope with the complexity o f the decommissioning process which 
may involve an unstructured and continuously evolving site, and multiple tasks with different 
characteristics and very little repetition. This is in addition to the need for the robotic system 
to be able to replicate subtle human actions such as handling and dismantling objects, which 
require the system to have a certain level o f intelligence such as an advanced control system, 
user interface and an intelligent sensory system.
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The development of a modern robotic system such as MARS-ND requires:
1. Standardised bus communication among all devices
2. Standardised interfaces
3. Universal operating software for configuration o f the system
4. Open architecture system controller
These requirements are discussed in further detail below.
2.3.1 Bus communication among robotic system components
In the past, the control systems applied for robotics in the unstructured environments were old 
and unreliable. Most o f the robotic systems were controlled by a mainframe computer which 
communicated with a number o f sensors, actuators and third party devices (field devices) by 
point-to-point connections. Mainframe computer-resident processes could communicate with 
each other through variables shared in a common memory. A centralised architecture o f this 
kind involves various problems which can be summarised as follows:
a. Complex wiring is needed for point-to-point connections to allow the control systems 
to exchange information with the field devices which can lead to problems in the 
maintenance and efficiency o f the communication system.
b. In order to develop increasingly sophisticated control systems greater processing 
power are required by the mainframe computers which can lead to high costs.
c. Mainframe computers may contain critical fault points within which a great part o f 
the control activity is concentrated.
d. The closed nature o f the system in mainframe computers means that it is impossible to 
interchange between the various elements, and difficult to upgrade the 
communication system to meet new control requirements
A mainframe computer system can still be used for simple applications with a limited number 
o f field devices. When centralised systems such as mainframe computers are used in current
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practice in industrial plants and the nuclear industry, sophisticated control systems are used in 
order to control the large number o f variables and correlate them by means o f computational 
algorithms. The control functions are also distributed over several processing nodes, each 
dedicated to a specific part o f the control process, and to a group o f field devices in order to 
enable point-to-point communication. The nodes cooperate with each other, communicating 
through a shared physical channel which generally has a bus topology as shown in Figure 2.2.
common bus
•  •  •
Processing NodeProcessing Node
Field devices 
(sensors, actuators and third part devices)
Field devices 
(sensors, actuators and third part devices)
Figure 2.2 Point-to-point control system
The indirect communication in the point-to-point control system shown in Figure 2.2 can 
cause the following shortcomings:
1. Coding and timing problems
2. Difficulties in distributing information from a sensor to several consumer processes
3. Increased critical wiring
In order to overcome the problems of point-to-point control systems, fully distributed control 
systems have been developed which allow several control activities to be combined in an 
integrated environment so as to meet increasingly critical time requirements and specific 
applications. In the architecture o f a fully distributed control system all the elements, both 
control and field devices, are connected to a single communication channel (Pleinevanx &
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Decotignie 1988; Pimental 1990). The field devices are therefore resources shared by all the 
processing nodes each o f which still controls a part o f the control process as can be seen in 
Figure 2.3 below:
Field devices Field devices
(sensors, actuators and third part devices) (sensors, actuators and third part devices)
•  • •  •
common bus
Processing NodeProcessing Node
Figure 2.3 Fully distributed control system
Figure 2.3 shows the same control system as depicted in Figure 2.2 but modified as a fully 
distributed control system. All the information handled by the field devices can be seen as 
objects which can be reached by every processing node through the communication channel.
In current practice, the level o f integration o f robotic system components determines the 
effectiveness o f modern technical systems (Mantyla and Andersin 1998). With respect to 
technology, integration has three principal constituents: standardisation, automation and 
rationalisation. A fully distributed control system develops when application o f the system 
occurs alongside functional and modular decomposition. In this way physical and, or logically 
distributed components that constitute the system facilitate a common goal. Communication 
between such components in a robotic system is a crucial issue. A key property o f modern 
automated systems is the intensive cross-communication and interaction between elements 
within the system and their changing environments. Automated systems now comprise o f a 
number o f off-the-shelf devices from different commercial outlets that can all be governed by 
a single controller. Implementing a distributed measurement and control system allows
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engineers to optimise the processes running on each machine and over the network, creating a 
more reliable and higher performance system. LabVIEW is a general-purpose programming 
system that contains a complete library o f built-in elements for open connectivity and system 
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Figure 2.4 Modern distributed system
The distributed system shown in Figure 2.4 can be separated into two parts, the backbone of 
the system and the nodes. The backbone is the top level o f the system and can be simplified to 
the key servers and the network. The most difficult and time consuming part o f building a 
system is often the integration o f components into the backbone. Until recently it was 
necessary to gather the requirements o f each component and identify software tools at the 
beginning o f the process to facilitate the integration process. Tools that are open and flexible 
are crucial to making this process easier. Open software tools use industry protocols, such as 
Application Programming Interface (OPC) and Transmission Control Protocol/Internet 
Protocol (TCP/IP), and work with other third party hardware from a variety o f vendors to 
make integration easier for the end user. One o f the key characteristic o f the backbone is that
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it can communicate with the rest o f the hardware through a common protocol, such as TCP/IP. 
In addition, the individual software used at each machine in the network supports the same 
communication protocols.
LabVIEW is designed for the development o f open connectivity with a broad range o f devices 
to speed test system integration quickly and effectively. The devices include off-the-shelf 
tools for robotic systems, protocols, and interfaces required by test and measurement 
applications. LabVIEW software has been developed to work with third party hardware such 
as a USB joystick. It has the underlying architecture o f a traditional programming language, 
which allows researchers to work effectively with physical input and output (I/O), real-time 
constraints, and hardware configuration. LabVIEW supports many industry standard 
protocols, reduces the development time for each machine on the network and integrates 
networked devices with the key servers. In Figure 2.4 LabVIEW software is the software that 
runs the key servers and manages the network transfer, data management, data visualisation, 
alarms and events, and security. The key servers are designed to support a variety o f 
communication protocols and they can interface with legacy and next generation machines on 
the system. The hardware with specific tasks, such as the robot motion controller, is an 
example o f the node level o f the system. With certain hardware components, intelligence can 
be incorporated at the I/O level. In this PhD research, LabVIEW software has been used as the 
operating software and the main graphical programming software to interface and build 
motion control for the MARS-ND system.
2.3.2 Standardised interfaces
It is a challenge to develop a communication interface between all the different tools within a 
complex robotic system through single operating software. In addition it is necessary to create 
a graphical user interface where all these tools can be operated in a friendly manner, and 
simple steps can be used for reconfiguration and modification o f the robot to achieve different
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aims. A real-time graphical simulation is considered to be one o f the most important tools for 
advanced tele-operation systems because it gives the operator a number o f options of 
operating modes which allow tasks to be achieved with relative ease. Traditional control 
interfaces for robotic systems have a hard-wired interface for example buttons, switches and 
dials, then a command-line interface. The operator o f such an interface is required to know 
each and every function, which can become difficult if there are many buttons and switches 
placed on the same control panel.
Figure 2.5 Graphical user interfaces
A graphical user interface (GUI) can facilitate a more engaged human interaction with the 
tools adapted to control the robot system, constrain user inputs to valid ranges and units, 
supply tubular and plot-based output where needed, and provide users with data from sensors 
on the robots used for control. The demands o f a robotic system mean that the software 
applied must create an environment that enables modularity, integration and the possibility o f 
reprocessing. In ND advanced tele-operation systems are applied for most o f the hazardous 
and complex applications such as materials handling and pipe cutting. Real-time graphical
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simulation is considered to be one o f the most important tools for these applications to allow 
effective communication between the robot system and operator (Bicknell and Hardey 1998). 
The aim of using advanced graphical user interface software for a tele-operation system is to 
provide the operator with a variety o f operating modes through which tasks can be achieved as 
easily as possible. Figure 2.5 below shows examples o f real-time graphical user interfaces that 
use graphical programming for the control o f robotic manipulators.
Graphical or iconic programming is a method o f writing custom programs based on placing 
and writing a variety o f graphical function objects (icons) in a diagram. Graphical 
programming is very modular in that the application can be broken down into multiple 
modules which can be constructed and tested separately. This characteristic enables the re-use 
o f any module with other applications. One o f the advantages o f graphical programming is 
that it allows non-expert users to develop the required software rapidly and with an acceptable 
level o f quality. Graphical programming has been found to be very successful over a range of 
applications in software development including LabVIEW software. For example, Shreier 
(1999) and Robinson (1998) demonstrated that the use o f a graphical programming 
environment with real-time data acquisition opens a new area for the use o f Windows for 
critical control tasks and for the development o f a simulation system because o f the easy to 
use built-in tools. This study also showed the ease with which the programmer can design a 
user interface for a complex system. Similar studies were carried out by Fountain 1999 and 
Hoadley et al 1998. Baroth and Hartsough 1995 demonstrated that the use o f Graphical 
Programming to accomplish a programming task requires up to 10 times less time than the 
time required for textual programming.
2.3.3 Universal operating software
Until recently robot joints were controlled in real-time at high sample rates by embedding 
control loops in customised hardware. For example the PUMA 560 robot controller has two
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customised boards for Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) control o f each DOF using 12 
boards in total (Edward et al 1992). In current practice many robotic companies and 
researchers are able to move the control o f the robot from hardware to software control which 
creates the following advantages:
1. Lower costs as they can run on general purpose computers instead o f specialised 
hardware
2. Increased flexibility because control algorithms can be modified
3. More powerful control algorithms can be implemented
4. Allow upgrading to more powerful computers without changing software
Universal operating software is an operating system that manages computer resources and 
provides programmers with an interface to access those resources. The operating system 
performs basic tasks such as controlling and allocating memory, prioritising system requests, 
controlling input and output devices, facilitating computer networking and managing files.
LabVIEW was chosen as the universal operating software for this research because o f its 
connectivity with a broad range o f devices, protocol, and interfaces required for measurement 
applications. It contains libraries o f functions and development tools specifically designed for 
data acquisition, instrument control and automation control. LabVIEW also uses Virtual 
Instruments (VI) for its graphical programming through which the object in graphical 
programming simulates the actual instruments. VI has been useful in this research because it 
allowed the operator to use the LabVIEW libraries which contain all the necessary icons 
needed to build the control model for the MARS-ND. This has eliminated the need for 
expertise in programming language such as C++. An example o f LabVIEW ’s VI layout is 
shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6 LabVIEW Vis (NI LabVIEW 2005)
The VI structure consists of: Front Panel, which is an interactive user interface for data entry 
and output visualisation. Block diagram, which represents the source code for the application 
and consists o f icons connected together by wires through which the data flows. The iconic 
functions in the block diagram can be other Vis, called sub Vis.
2.3.4 Open architecture system controller
Robot controllers can be classified into three main categories: proprietary (also called closed), 
open, and hybrid systems. A proprietary system is one in which it is very difficult to integrate
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external hardware, including sensors and software. A completely open architecture is one in 
which all aspects of the design can be changed or modified by someone other than the original 
manufacturer. In an open system the hardware and software structure is such that integrating 
sensors, operator interface and new control laws for servos motors and actuators can be done 
without any difficulties. In a hybrid system, certain aspects are closed, for example the control 
laws, whereas most of the elements are accessible. The majority o f robotic systems sold at the 
current time have proprietary controllers. This is desirable when the application is well 
defined and is not expected to change. This type o f “turn-key” system requires little in-house 
expertise and development. Recently, however, the demand for increased capability and 
flexibility has led to a dramatic increase in the use o f controllers based on open architectures. 
Having outlined the system development using modem tools and processes I will now discuss 
the development process for robotic systems in hazardous environments.
2.4 The development process for robotic systems in hazardous environment
A robotic system generally comprises many modules that need to work together to perform a 
task. The required capability range o f robots for hazardous environments is very wide 
depending upon factors such as the nature o f the task, the degree o f structure in the 
environment and the level o f hazards. The development o f advanced technology requires both 
a study o f economic feasibility and an assessment o f available technology. The identification 
o f the required capabilities that a robotic system should have is not an easy task and it requires 
the use o f a systematic approach that enables the developer to gather concrete information to 
help satisfy the end user requirements.
The adoption o f a systematic approach in the development o f any system requires the use of 
an appropriate development model, which takes into consideration the unique nature o f the 
particular tasks. The many modules o f a robotic system for decommissioning make it a 
multidisciplinary system in which the selection of a development model based on only one
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module is not appropriate (Zied, K. 2004). Seward (1999) has noted that an important aspect 
o f the development process is the difference between the development o f a system for 
research purposes and a system for commercial purpose. The latter has well-defined end 
results which allow the formulation o f specific requirements, but the former is open-ended 
which means that it is difficult to identity specific requirements. It therefore becomes 
necessary to identity a starting point and an ending point for the research project.
The use o f systems engineering (SE) principles allows a research project to identity the user 
and the system requirements in a general manner, and create architectures for future research. 
This permits different teams to collaborate even in different time periods. The adoption o f a 
development model such as the SE Model (Stevens, R., et al 1998) allows for the 
implementation o f a partially developed system and supports the continuity o f the research 
project. In a commercial project, the same principles can be applied but, as mentioned above, 
it is necessary to define the endpoint o f the project. Stevens presents in detail the development 
process using the SE principles. All o f the models identified are based on the basic sequential 
model. The sequential model steps are adopted to tailor a development model that suits the 
development o f construction robotic systems.
2.4.1 Implementation of a partially developed system in a new system
The SE process is designed to cope with complex systems; part o f this complexity can come 
from the use of partially developed systems. It is necessary to emphasise the difference 
between legacy systems and partially developed systems. Legacy systems, as identified by 
Stevens, R., et al (1998), have been developed often without good documentation and are 
already in use as final products. Partially developed systems are systems whose development 
has been stopped for unknown reasons. The partially developed system can be documented and 
re-engineered for further development in terms o f SE principles. Figure 2.7 shows the 
implementation o f a partially developed system in different stages o f the development process.
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Partially Developed 
System


















Figure 2.7 The use o f a partially developed system in the development o f a system using
systems engineering principles
In order to identify the system functions it is necessary to perform a complete analysis o f the 
partially developed system, system architecture and the system components. The output from 
this analysis is a document that describes the system objectives and component functionality. 
It thus becomes possible to recall the format o f the architectural design document as a model 
for the output of the partially developed system analysis in terms of:
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5. Dependency & required resources
6. Test criteria
The partially developed system document can then be fed into the system engineering process. 
Already developed components can be modified or integrated within the system according to 
the requirements o f the architectural designs. When this process is complete the development 
process can return to the normal steps for integration and verification up to the final operation 
(Zied, K. 2004).
2.4.2 Elements of the development process
For this research it is assumed that the target task is to cut and remove pipes from inside a 
contaminated area in a nuclear power plant. The management decision is to adopt robotic 
technology capable o f performing these tasks in such an environment, presuming that the 
economic study showed that this solution is feasible for the decommissioning tasks (Zied, K., 
et al. 2000). The main steps o f the development model discussed above are as follows:
2.4.2.1 User requirements
The user requirement capture process can be employed to produce the User Requirement 
Document (URD). The environment variables discussed by Bahr, N. (1997) can be 
represented pictorially to identify the working environment and all adjacent subsystems 
involved in the traditional methods and robotic solution (See Figures 2.8a and 2.8b). Figure 
2.8a explains the interaction between people and their working environment. Figure 2.8b 
explains the interaction between hardware systems such as robotic system and its working 
environment.
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Figure 2.8 Environmental variable: (a) Traditional method and (b) Robotic solution
(adapted from Bahr, N. 1997)
This process helps to define the user requirements and the system requirements for the new 
system. In the following example, the client (the contractor who wishes to introduce the new 
technology) raises the following six issues:
1. The site is highly contaminated and requires the avoidance of direct human 
intervention
2. Pipe cutting should be as quick as possible with reasonable accuracy using existing 
saws and other supporting equipment
3. The system should be easily decontaminated following completion of the task
4. The cost o f the new system should be within the agreed limit
5. A user interface should be provided together with information concerning operation 
and safety
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6. A compatible off-line system for task simulation, planning, scheduling, costing and 
report generation is required 
In this example the site and safety engineers raise the following issues:
1. The means o f access to the working area should be identified prior to the actual 
operation
2. The supporting equipment, such as power sources, should be identified
3. A waste packaging and disposal route should be identified
4. The hazards involved in the system should be identified and a risk assessment should 
be prepared prior to implementation.
5. Surveillance cameras are needed for operation and site supervision
2.4.2.2 System requirements
It is now possible to identify the required system capabilities to meet the user requirements. 
The user requirements can be translated into system requirements which can be defined in 
terms o f different functions. The main system is divided into two subsystems, the first is the 
off-line system, and the second is the on-board system.
The main functions of the off-line system are:
a) To receive the contract information
b) To create simulations for the system components and the working site
c) To identify tasks
d) To plan tasks
e) To prepare task schedules
f) To evaluate the contract costs
g) To generate a descriptive report for the whole contract including prices
h) To review the resources required
i) To review safety issues, codes o f practice and regulations
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j) To arrange for tools and logistics dispatch 
k) To issue working orders
The on-board system function is divided into six functions; these functions collaborate to 
perform the overall function. There are interdependencies between the systems involved in 
undertaking these separate functions. These functions can be decomposed as follows:
1. Handling input and output from and within the system
a. Receiving work instruction and task details from the off-line system
b. Sending and receiving information from and to different components o f  the 
system
c. Monitoring the performance o f the individual system components and 
assuring harmony
d. Task monitoring and task sequence control
2. Handling platform position
a. Selecting the platform
b. Moving the platform to a desired position
c. Providing a stable position for the platform
d. Interacting with other functions
e. Logging o f all operations to enable full traceability o f the process
3. Handling environment information
a. Monitoring the working area
b. Checking for collisions in the working area
c. Perceiving relative position and orientations with regard to the working area
d. Issuing safety warnings
e. Interacting with other functions
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4. Handling motion
a. Receiving position information
b. Sending signals for position modification
c. Rectifying position
d. Path planning
e. Interacting with other functions
5. Handle end-effector position
a. Receiving commands
b. Handling tools
c. Providing a stable platform for tools
d. Providing resources for other functions
e. Providing desired configurations
f. Interacting with other functions
6. Handling tools
a. Providing multiple tool docks
b. Providing a stable platform for tools
c. Providing easy engagement and disengagements o f tools
d. Sending tool status
2.4.2.3 Architecture design
The architectural design concepts can be represented in three forms, all o f which give 
increased understanding o f the system under development. The first form is the system 
structure which defines the major component organisation and decomposition. The second 
form is the system behaviour which defines the inherent dynamics in the system and shows 
how the system will behave during operation and the system layout. Finally the system layout
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defines the physical interrelationship between the system components and their relative 
positions.
(a) System structure
For a robotic system it is possible to define the major components based on the functional 
decomposition presented in the system requirements. It is however difficult to make a relative 
structural decomposition or a hierarchy o f the major components because all o f them are 
distinctive and cannot be subsystems o f each other. The decomposition o f each component can 
be identified based on the sub-functions involved in the main function o f the component.
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The user interface Sensing module




Figure 2.9 MARS-ND structure
Figure 2.9 shows the major components o f a robotic system structure which include: off-line 
simulation module, the user interface, the controller module, the sensing module and the 
manipulator & end-effector module.
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(b) System behaviour
The system behaviour model shown in Figure 2.10 illustrates the top-level behaviour o f the
major components o f the system this includes handling the plan & schedule tasks, the costs
involved for the whole project, and the layout o f the on board system. Clearer system
behaviours may be illustrated by lower level subsystems for example communication
behaviour in the controller module, where data is exchanged within the subsystem itself as
well as between other subsystems in the architecture. Figure 2.11 shows an example o f the
controller module structure and hierarchy. Figure 2.12 shows a behavioural model o f the
controller module
Off-line sy s tem  H andle co n trac t
Receive co n trac t 
inform ation
Plan & sc h ed u le  
ta sk s
Provide site /sy stem  
sim ulation
Evaluate involved 
c o s t
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Figure 2.10 System top level behaviour model
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Figure 2.11 Controller module structure
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Figure 2.12 System controller behavioural model
(c) System layout
The top layout o f the system is a direct interpretation o f the physical component arrangement. 
The components perform the main functions illustrated in the functional decomposition 
diagram while their behaviour is illustrated in the behavioural model. The on-board system 
layout as represented in Figure 2.13 gives details o f the final working system. The major 
components shown in Figure 2.13 are the six modules already identified in the behavioural
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module but with an emphasis on the components used in the design. The initial aim that 
underpinned the building o f MARS-ND was to reproduce human capability in a robotic 
system, in terms o f movement, range and forces, to allow that system to undertake anything 
that a human can do.





The User InterfaceMobility Module
Figure 2.13 MARS-ND layout
2.5 The type of robots developed for decommissioning
Current automated systems employ virtually no autonomy or programmed motion; invariably 
there is a human in the control loop and this is expected to continue for many years to come. 
Consequently all systems employ remote control, tele-operation or master-slave manipulation. 
Current systems tend to fall into one of the four following categories:
1. Relatively expensive customised solutions to specific problems
2. General purpose plant as shown in Figure 2.14
3. Systems fabricated from off-the-shelf components as shown in Figure 2.15
4. Automated process plant for packaging and waste processing
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Figure 2.14 BROKK general purpose plants
Schilling Hydro-Lek
Figure 2.15 Off-the-shelf manipulators
At Windscale Advanced Gas Cooled Reactor (WAGR), a customised solution was used for 
the (DECON) demonstrator project (Benest and Wise 2002). DECON is one o f the recognised 
decommissioning strategies. Within DECON everything is decontaminated to a level that 
allows removal o f regulatory control shortly after shutdown of operations. Residual waste is 
treated, packaged and removed for disposal; no benefit is derived from waiting for additional 
decay o f radioactivity. Figure 2.16 shows the customised solution system used for DECON. It 
consisted of an extendable mast with a 6-DOF manipulator at the end. Waste material was 
transported out of the reactor containment vessel by overhead gantry crane and finally
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lowered through the floor into concrete storage vessels for disposal. The floor over the reactor 
was filled with lead shot to protect the workers above. Dose rate was kept to a total o f 17 mSv 
per worker over the six year o f the project. It produced 22 tonnes o f Low Level Waste and 10 
tonnes o f Intermediate Level Waste. The total project cost £80m, with the automated handling 
system alone costing about £8m.
Figure 2.16 Decommissioning robot for WAGR reactor
There are advantages and disadvantages to DECON. The advantages are that it quickly frees 
the site and allows some of the workforce to be retrained for decommissioning. The 
disadvantages are that more waste is produced and workers are exposed to a greater radiation 
hazard. Automation and robotics therefore have a significant role to play within this process. 
If the reactor vessel at WAGR had been demolished immediately, dose exposure would have 
been 1 Sv/hr, a worker would therefore have reached their annual dose rate in 20 minutes.
2.6 Current Brokk machines used for decommissioning applications
Brokk machines are primarily designed for demolition tasks and are already used within the 
nuclear decommissioning industry for demolition and other tasks. Examples o f BROKK
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general purpose machines are shown in Figure 2.14. The Brokk machine is suitable for 
adaptation for specific nuclear decommissioning tasks such as pipe cutting and the removal of 
identified parts for the following reasons:
•  The Brokk machine is both tough and small allowing it to be used for demolition 
tasks and to be operated inside buildings and in confined spaces
• A wide range o f end-effector tools are available for the Brokk machine in order to 
carry out a variety o f tasks
• The Brokk machine is already used widely within the nuclear decommissioning 
industry so it has a proven track record
• A remote operation pendant containing a joystick and control buttons allows the 
operator to be at a safe distance from high radiation areas and hazardous debris
In this research a multi-arm robotic system has been attached to the Brokk manipulator 
through a universal bracket. The main task for the Brokk machine has been modified from 
demolition to D&D tasks in order to undertake the following:
1. To carry and transport the multi-arm robot system when the multi-arm robot system 
needs to be used for decommissioning tasks
2. To position the multi-arm robot system by lifting or lowering it to the right position 
needed for the multi-arm robot system to undertake the required task
3. The Brokk hydraulic system is used to power hydraulically the multi-arm robot 
system
Figure 2.17 shows a selection o f modified Brokk machines used for decommissioning 
applications in the E1K with a single arm robot system. Because o f the classified nature o f this 
work it was not possible to obtain further information regarding their specification.
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Figure 2.17 Modified Brokk Machines for decommissioning applications (JFN 2006)
2.7 Conclusion
This chapter has discussed the design requirements for a multi-arm robot system for use in 
D&D tasks. It explains the development o f the multi-arm robot system using modern tools and 
processes, and demonstrates the systematic approach in the development o f the robot system 
using system engineering principles. Finally this chapter has given examples o f the types of 
robotic systems currently used for decommissioning tasks in the nuclear industry, including 
some of the Brokk machines presently used in the UK for decommissioning applications. 
Chapter 3 discusses in detail the development o f MARS-ND and compares the traditional and 
modern paths used for the development o f this robotic system.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
MULTI-ARM ROBOT SYSTEM
3.1 Introduction
Until recently the field o f robotics drew on a multitude o f engineering disciplines including 
mechanical, electrical, control, software and computing (Clarence W. De Silva 2007). The 
interactions between these different disciplines, however, was quite complex because the 
technology available hindered the development and interaction between the robotic systems, 
and the control o f these systems by a single operator. The requirements o f a robotic system as 
given below illustrate their interdisciplinary nature and the need for easy communication 
among the various engineers involved in their design:
• The geometry o f the manipulator must allow its tool to be positioned along the path
• The required positions for the servos that drive each joint o f the manipulator must be 
generated in real time usually by computer
• The servo system must be capable o f responding to the required positions in a smooth 
and timely manner
• The joint actuators must be sized to provide the torques needed as the arm moves
• The feedback transducers must have appropriate resolution to allow the servos to 
control the joint positions within a defined error
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• The mechanical system itself must meet specific predefined degrees o f stiffness, 
accuracy and repeatability
• There must be a suitable user interface as well as an interface to production control 
computers
3.2 Traditional development path
In the traditional path for developing a robot system each engineer has specific and defined 
roles.
Controller





Hydraulic valves pack 
with amplifiers Software Engineer
Computer! Engineer
Figure 3.1 Traditional paths for developing a robotic system (Bakari 2008)
For example, mechanical engineers design the robot structure and its joint mechanisms, 
bearing and heat transfer characteristics; electrical engineers design the robot’s control 
electronics, power amplifiers and signal conditioning; electro-mechanical engineers may work 
on the robot’s sensors; computer engineers design the robot’s computing hardware; control 
engineers design the motion algorithms for every motion of the robot joints and the open or
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closed loop control required for the robot system; and software engineers design the software 
or the programming code needed to produce the signal outputs for the robot’s joints, and read 
the signal inputs from the robot’s sensors as well as the user interface. Figure 3.1 
demonstrates these roles.
The main computer used to communicate with the traditional robotic devices shown in Figure 
3.1 utilises point-to-point connections, as explained in chapter two. A computer based on 
point-to-point connections (Salvatore et al 1995) makes the interchange ability among the 
various devices impossible and inhibits the ability to upgrade the communication system 
because each device has to be returned to its specialised engineer in order to upgrade and fix 
faults.
Some other problems and disadvantages o f traditional approaches:
1. Each device or subsystem shown in Figure 3.1 is designed by a different company
2. Coding for different components o f the system with time-execution problems
3. Difficulties in the distribution o f information for example, from a sensor to several 
consumer processes
4. Complex and critical wiring connections between the subsystems
5. Large processing power required to achieve a sophisticated control system
6. High costs
7. The presence o f critical fault points may jeopardise the functioning o f large control 
blocks if they malfunction
8. The closed nature o f the system makes interchange ability among the various 
elements o f the control system very difficult
9. Difficult to upgrade the communication system to meet new control requirements
10. Difficult to modify the controller when intelligence is added to the system in order to 
suit the nature o f that task
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Robotics and automation challenge traditional engineering disciplines because o f the need for 
an integrated approach toward the selection o f devices in order to meet the intended function. 
This process intrinsically requires team activity and the crossing o f boundaries between 
conventional engineering disciplines. Robotics and automation are still emerging areas of 
engineering and require the integration o f the essential elements o f mechanical engineering, 
electrical engineering, and computer science.
3.3 Modern development path
One o f the key issues in the development of modem robotic systems is the Mechatronic 
approach (A. Ollero et al 2006). The modern development path o f robotics requires engineers 
to be able to move between different engineering disciplines and to be able to apply and 
integrate both theory and practice. The emergence o f Mechatronics facilitates this process. 
Mechatronics is a science which combines mechanics, electronics, control and computer 











Figure 3.2 Mechatronics (Aerial Venn diagram 2007)
Mechatronics applies the latest, cost effective technology in the areas o f computers, 
electronics, controls, and physical systems to the design process to create products that are
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more functional and adaptable. Mechatronic design deals with electronically controlled 
mechanical devices in such a way that the distribution o f functions between mechanical and 
electronic hardware, and software components within the devices takes into account the 
overall performance o f the system rather than the separate elements (Rolf Isermann 1996). It 
also considers the possibility o f future modifications. The structure o f such a system should be 
an open architecture system. Mechatronics has transcended traditional engineering 
disciplinary boundaries and makes the development o f robotic systems easier than the 
traditional development path. Figure 3.3 shows a modem Mechatronic system where real­
time software is at the heart o f the system.
O th e r  C o m p o n e n t s  
( C o m m u n ic a t io n s )
O p e r a t o r  In te r f a c e
C o m p u ta t io n  
( s o f t w a r e ,  E le c t r o n ic s )
A c t u a t io n  
( P o w e r  M o d u la t io n )
In s t r u m e n ta t io n  
( s ig n a l  P r o c e s s in g )
P h y s ic a l  S y s t e m  
( R o b o t ic s )
Modem Mechatronic 
System
Figure 3.3 Modem Mechatronic System
Today the use o f modem commercially off-the-shelf tools combined with the modem 
development path enables systems such as robotic systems to be developed without using the 
traditional development path. The modern development path using modem tools, allows 
researchers to undertake the following:
• To combine several control activities in an integrated environment using standardised 
bus communication between all tools. This is the basis o f the development o f fully 
distributed control systems. In the architecture o f a fully distributed control system all 
the tools needed to control the robot system are connected to a single communication 
channel
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• To build a real-time graphical simulation interface and a single advanced real-time 
graphical user interface that provide the operator with various options o f operation 
modes to control robot tools and allow tasks to be achieved in a user friendly manner
• To use universal operating software, such as LabVIEW software, which is capable of 
connecting with a broad range o f devices, protocols, and interfaces required for 
measurement applications
• To use an open architecture controller which can be changed or modified by the user, 
the hardware and software structure for this type o f controller is such that integrating 
sensors, operator interfaces and new control laws for servos and actuators can be done 
more easily
In the traditional approach the robot design process is divided into two sequential phases: the 
mechanical design and the control system design. The mechanical design is not usually 
influenced by the control system design because the mechanical architecture is designed using 
multi-body simulation as the basis of the desired dynamic performance o f the machine. The 
detailed design o f each member is checked by means o f Finite Element (FE) analysis which 
considers the required robot motion and applied forces.
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Figure 3.4 (a) Traditional approach o f robot manufacturer (b) Integrated mechatronic 
approach
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The control system is realised using kinematic equations which regulate the position o f each 
actuator separately in order to impose the desired end-effector position. With the Mechatronic 
approach mechanics and control are studied simultaneously. This allows both the kinematic 
model and the dynamic model to be obtained. Figure 3.4 shows a comparison between the 
traditional industrial approach o f robot manufacturers and the alternative modern integrated 
Mechatorinc approach (Luca et al 2003).
The research undertaken for this PhD represents a case study o f the application o f a 
Mechtronics approach combined with the use o f modem tools to develop a robotic system 
such as MARS-ND without the use o f a traditional development path. In the past this task 
would have required a team of engineers comprising mechanical, electrical, control, software 
and computer engineers to work together. The interaction among these and other disciplines 
would have proven to be quite complex. In this research the development o f the robotic 
system has been undertaken primarily by a sole researcher.
3.4 Modern off-the-shelf tools
M odem commercial off-the-shelf tools permit engineers to build sophisticated robotic systems, 
such as MARS-ND, which are easy to reconfigure for tasks such as those found in nuclear 
decommissioning processes. Modern off-the-shelf tools also possess open architecture 
environments which can be adapted to new applications and allow higher intelligence to be 
added. These tools allow problems that arose in the past to be overcome, for example the time 
spent developing and redeveloping the communication and subsystem interface infrastructure; 
and the delay or hindering o f the ability to add high level intelligence by initial system 
infrastructure. It is now easier and faster therefore to assemble, program and control a robotic 
system for the rapid development o f automated solutions that suit the nature of 
decommissioning activities. This rapid development is the result o f the integration o f new 
technology with commercially available off-the-shelf tools. An example o f modern off-the-
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shelf tools increasingly used within the robotics field are a new class o f devices such as 
controllers and field devices, commonly referred to as Networked Embedded Devices (NED). 
Their increasingly low cost and small size makes them suited for the development o f 
sophisticated robotic systems and large scale sensing applications.
The robotic system developed for this thesis, MARS-ND, was built entirely from commercial 
off-the-shelf components. MARS-ND is a hydraulically/electrically linked system with special 
features such as programmability, resolved motion and collision avoidance. The development 
o f such a system enables subtle and precise demolition tasks to be performed in radioactive 
environments which are often too hazardous for humans. The main off-the-shelf components o f 
MARS-ND consist of the smallest Brokk demolition machine, the Brokk 40 (Brokk Technical 
paper 2004), as a mobile platform; and two Hydro-lek robot manipulators (Hydro-Lek Ltd
2004). Suitability, cost and availability were all important factors in the selection o f these 
particular off-the-shelf-components for the development o f MARS-ND. These components and 
other off-the-shelf tools used within the MARS-ND system and some o f the problems 
discovered are discussed in more detail below.
3.4.1 Hydro-Lek manipulator
Dimensions:
Length o f arm:





Lift capacity at full 
reach at 160 bars :











Figure 3.5 Off-the-shelf 6 DOF Hydro-Lek manipulator
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The Hydro-lek HLK-7W as shown in Figure 3.5 is a 6 DOF manipulator with a continuous 
jaw  rotation mechanism and dual function gripper fitted with a pressure sensor and designed 
to grip an object and also cut ropes up to 19mm diameter. The azimuth yaw, shoulder pitch, 
elbow pitch, forearm roll and wrist pitch joints are fitted with potentiometer feedback sensors.
From the experience o f previous working system (Esposito, C., et al 1993) the desirable 
characteristics o f a manipulator for working in hazardous environment can be identified as 






6. Remote data communication system
7. Payload carrying capacity over 200kg
8. On-board power supply
In addition, the selection of a manipulator o f 6-DOF is essential to perform full motion in 3D 
space. The specific user requirements before the purchase o f an off-the-shelf manipulator 
introduce two important constraints which contribute to the technology selection process. 
Firstly, the system should provide a stable platform for the tools. Locking facilities such as 
non-return valves or self-locking actuators can be used to lock the manipulator joints at any 
position and orientation even when the robot is de-powered. Secondly, the requirement to use 
existing tools implies that the design o f the end-effector should consider the tool manifold 
interfaces. Standard tool interfaces can be installed in the end-effector or in the tool change 
dock.
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Figure 3.6 shows the Hydro-Lek manipulator purchased for this research. This manipulator 
was chosen because of its low cost and availability however, it did not meet all o f the user 
requirements as explained in Table 3.1 below. It has the facility for self-locking actuators or 
non-return valves when the robot is powered but there is no locking mechanism that can hold 
the manipulator at any position and orientation when the robot is de-powered. This could be 
rectified by the addition o f appropriate check valves in the hydraulic system. The robot 
manipulator came with a specific dual-function end-effector, in order to attach different types 
o f end effectors modification will need to be carried out on the tool interfaces.
t ) '0
©>
Figure 3.6 Hydro-Lek with built in actuators (Bakari 2006)
3.4.2 Brokk 40 machine
The Brokk 40 robot consists of a moving vehicle with a single 5-DOF manipulator with five 
linear actuators; a hydraulic tank; and a controller and remote control device designed to 
operate the vehicle and its manipulator.
Figure 3.7 Brokk 40 Machines, one with tool attached and one without tool
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The Brokk 40, as shown in Figure 3.7, is an off-the-shelf machine which was designed for 
heavy demolition tasks and to pass through very narrow spaces such as 650mm wide 
doorways. Its low weight enables it to be used in most buildings and small dimensions 
(Width: 600mm; Height: 900mm) allow it to operate in confined spaces. It is electrically 
powered which also facilitates internal use. It is the smallest robot in the Brokk family.
3.5 Integration and interfaces
Integration and interfaces in an open architecture system refers to an information technology 
system (software, hardware or a combination of both) that can be connected easily to devices 
and programs made by other manufacturers. Open architecture use off-the-shelf components 
and conform to approved standards. For the robotics industry, the interoperability permitted 
by open architecture controls is considered critical in order to reduce the price o f integration 
between different robotic systems. In the following sections hardware and software integration 
and interfaces are discussed to show how MARS-MD was built using tested off-the-shelf 
commercially available components.
3.5.1 Universal bracket attachment
For this research, the Brokk 40 machine was modified to carry and transport two 6 DOF 
manipulators. A universal bracket was manufactured and fitted at the end o f the Brokk 
manipulator where the multi-arm system is attached, as shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9.
Figure 3.8 Universal bracket (Bakari 2007)
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Figure 3.9 Universal bracket attachment with Brokk Machine (Bakari 2007)
The mounting bracket was designed to both hold the weight o f the two arms with full 
payloads and act as a stable platform for the two arms. The other side o f the bracket is 
designed to be fitted to the end o f Brokk machine manipulator where it can be rotated forward 
and backward. Figure 3.10 shows the front o f the mounting bracket with the two Hydro-Lek 
arms attached. Figure 3.10 also shows the back view of the mounting bracket with the end of 
the Brokk manipulator attached to the bracket and the hydraulic hoses for operating the 
Hydro-Lek arms.
Figure 3.10 Universal bracket supporting the Hydro-Lek arms (Bakari 2007)
3.5.2 Attachment of Multi-Arm system and Brokk machine
A system integration process was carried out physically by bringing together many 
subsystems and their components into one system and ensuring that the subsystems fitted and
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functioned together as one system. Figure 3.11 shows the layout o f the hardware integration 
which consists o f the two Hydro-Lek arms mounted on a mounting bracket. The distance 
between the two arm bases is 500mm.
Hydro-Lek Arms
Multi-Arm Mobile R obot System
Figure 3.11 Hardware integration (Bakari 2007)
The mobile platform of the Brokk machine was used to carry the multi-arm system with a full 
100kg payload for each arm. It was tested for critical position for a variety o f different 
configurations o f both arms. An important problem that became evident concerned stability 
for the system as a whole and specifically for the Brokk machine, due to the weight o f both 
Hydro-Lek arms and high payloads. It became evident that the design o f the Hydro-Lek arms 
did not meet our original design specifications, which included lower weight and shorter arms. 
It was necessary to explore a variety o f solutions to solve the stability issues. The best solution 
found was to remove the last link of the Brokk machine manipulator in order to counter­
balance the payloads without using the Brokk front stabilisers. For this research however, the 
last link o f the Brokk manipulator was not removed because the Brokk remained 
predominantly still for research purposes.
Multi-Arm Robot System
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3.5.3 Brokk load and stability
Figures 3.12 and 3.13 below show the load and stability o f the Brokk machine with and 
without the use o f a front stabiliser. These figures illustrate a variety o f payloads at different 
points on the Brokk arm, without tool attachment. The maximum payload that the Brokk arm 
can withstand is 60kg.
1 5 0 0
1000  - -
5 0 0  - -
(n n )
1 5 0 0 - -
1000  - -
5 0 0  - -
Figure 3.12 Brokk load and stability without the use o f the front stabiliser (Brokk Technical
Paper 2009)
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Figure 3.13 Brokk load and stability with the use o f the front stabiliser (Brokk Technical
Paper 2009)
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The design o f the Hydro-Lek arms received for this research did not meet our original design 
specifications, therefore the weight of the attached Hydro-Lek multi-arm system, illustrated in 
Figure 3.14 below, exceeded the maximum payload o f the Brokk arm. This made it essential 
to apply the front stabiliser o f the Brokk machine to counter balance the excessive loads.
Universal bracket
L Max. payload = 60 kg
r -    ’  t  .t x t
W B ro k k  front stabiliser
The weight o f  both Hydro- 
Lek arms + universal 
bracket =  95 kg
Figure 3.14 Brokk load stability with the attachment o f Hydro-Lek arms (Bakari 2006)
3.5.4 MARS-ND final design specification
Table 3.1 below gives a summary o f the original design specification required for this 
research, and the final design specification following the delivery o f the components of 
MARS-ND. The purpose of this table is to analyse, evaluate and identify the limitations o f the 
original robot design specifications o f MARS-ND identified in order to meet the objectives of 
this research; and the final design specifications. For the sake o f this research and its time 
frame, the final design specifications were accepted to allow the processes o f its integration, 
interface, control and observation to be undertaken during the period o f this research.
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Final design specification Met our design 
objectives
Brokk 40 mobile platform
1
Small enough to be 
manoeuvred in a confined 
space, able to pass small 
doors and be transported in 
an ordinary lift and by a 
small van
Brokk 40 machine has a 
proportional control system 
that provides precise 
manoeuvres in confined 
spaces. With its small 
dimensions o f 600mm width 
and 740mm height it can pass 
through normal doors. The 
weight o f the machine 380 kg 
which allows it to be 




To have enough hydraulic 
power to operate both 
Hydro-Lek arms
Brokk’s hydraulic system 
pressure 17,5 MPa and Pump 
flow rate o f 13,5 l/min were 
more than was needed to 
operate the Hydro-Lek arms. 
A pressure relief valve was 
used to lower the oil pressure 




To have enough hydraulic 
power to lift the Hydro-Lek
The Brokk system had 
enough hydraulic power to lift YES
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arm system to any position 
without struggle
the Hydro-Lek arms upward, 
downward, left and right
4
The weight o f the Hydro- 
Lek arms + the universal 
bracket for attachment 
should not exceed the 
Brokk maximum payload 
o f 60 kg
The weight o f the Hydro-Lek 
arms was 95 kg, which 
exceeded the maximum 
payload o f the Brokk 
machine. This caused 
problems for the stability o f 
the Brokk machine
NO
Hydro-Lek 6 DOF manipulator
6 To have 6 revolute joints (6 
DOF)
Each Hydro-Lek arm has 6 
revolute joints and a gripper
YES
7
To possess human arm 
configuration and 
flexibility
The Hydro-Lek arms possess 
human arm configuration with 
azimuth yam, shoulder pitch, 
elbow pitch, forearm roll, 
wrist pitch and wrist rotate, 
but they lack flexibility in 
terms o f joint configuration
NO
8
To be similar or close to 
human arm size o f 1000 to 
1200mm length. To have a 
width o f 150 mm
Hydro-Lek was delivered 
with 1500 mm length and 180 
mm width NO
The weight o f each arm to 
be 30 kg - 32 kg so that
The Hydro-Lek arms 
delivered were 45 kg in air
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9 both arms + the universal 
bracket used for attachment 
would be under the 
maximum payload o f the 
Brokk arm
and 32 kg in water. 
Unfortunately both arms were 




Each joint o f the arm fitted 
with a feedback sensor such 
as a potentiometer sensor
All o f the joints o f the Hydro- 
Lek arm were fitted with 
potentiometer sensors except 
the wrist joint which only 
rotates 360° continuously. 
This caused problems for the 
formation o f the kinematic 
equation needed to build a 





working pressure not to 
exceed the Brokk working 
pressure
The Hydro-Lek arm 
maximum working pressure 
was 16 MPa. It only needed a 
small pressure relief valve to 
be attached to the main 
hydraulic line to reduce the 
Brokk working pressure o f 
17,5 MPa to around 12 MPa
YES
12
To have a locking system in 
order to lock the joint 
actuators when the system 
is de-powered
No locking facility NO
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The work envelop of both The distance between both
arms to be similar to the arms was 500 mm. The length
work envelop for human of both arms were longer than
13 arms. The work envelop is required but it covered the YES
determined from the sum of work envelop when
the degrees of freedom undertaking a given pipe
(DOF) plus the length of cutting or parts dismantling
the robot arm task
Table 3.1. The design objectives of MARS-ND and its limitation 
3.5.5 cFP controller and valve pack integration
Figure 3.15 shows the integration o f the cFP controller and the valve pack through 
cables. These cables were originally connected when the proportional amplifier was 
delivered.
P r o p o r t i o n a l  a m p l i f i e r s  +  S o l e n o i d  
v a l v e s  +  p r o p o r t i o n a l  s p o o l  v a l v e
N l  C o m p a c t  F i e l d p o i n t  +  I /O  
m o d u l e s  +  P o w e r  s u p p l y
Figure 3.15 Electronic and hydraulic integration (Bakari 2007)
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3.5.6 Using NI Measurement and Automation Explorer (MAX)
The development software used to control robotic systems is expensive due to the inherent 
complexity o f these systems. There is therefore a need to develop tools that permit a reduction 
in the programming effort and aim for the generation o f modular and robust applications.
LabVIEW software fulfils many o f these requirements because it is an object orientated 
framework for programming robotic systems and it provides a full-featured graphical 
programming tool to develop measurement, automation and control applications and its 
development system is reusable software which has a clear interface. Furthermore LabVIEW 
is an open system that allows the researcher to carry out modifications, extensibility and 
integration with other systems. Figure 3.16 shows the data flow layout throughout the system 
from the LabVIEW interfaces on the host PC (user interface) to the robot arm joints.
C o m p a c t  F i e l d P o i n t  
c o n t r o l l e r
Figure 3.16 Software integration layout (Bakari 2007)
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LabVIEW operational software was used to create and test the motion control loop before it 
was downloaded to the FieldPoint controller in the building o f MARS-ND.
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Figure 3.17 NI Measurements and Automation Explorer (MAX)
The NI Measurement and Automation Explorer (MAX) (National Instruments 2006) is the 
software downloaded to the host PC, as shown in Figure 3.17. It is integrated with the 
software driver for FieldPoint hardware and used to configure the FP hardware. It also acts as 
the network communication interface. The MAX manages and controls all the analog I/O 
module signals between the FieldPoint controller and LabVIEW software.
3.5.7 USB SpacePilot interface
A 3D spacepilot controller (3D Connexion 2005) was used to control the MARS-ND arms 
therefore it was appropriate to bridge the MARS-ND with the spacepilot using the java 
behavioural model. Software Development Kit (SDKs) was available for the spacepilot in 
C++, visual basic.NET and java. It was decided to use the visual basic.NET example and link 
this into the Java behavioural model using a TCP/IP interface. This was the intended external 
interface for the application.
3.5.8 USB Joystick interface
The use o f a commercially available USB joystick called Predator GM-2500 (Trust Company
Products 2007) made it possible to overcome the limitations and difficulties faced when using
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the SpacePilot. A joystick simulation VI model was available in the LabVIEW built -in 
library. This model was designed to recognise and communicate with the commercially 
available third party USB joystick. This interface and the programming process are discussed 
in Chapter 5.
3.5.9 Wireless communication setup
Robots used in the field o f decommissioning applications are driven by electrical motors, 
pneumatic actuators, or hydraulic actuators. In all cases, it is necessary to supply power to 
each actuator and take the information from the sensors in the joints and end-effectors o f the 
robot. This requires many cables and wires to provide the communication between the 
operator on the host PC and the robot while in a decommissioning environment that is too 
hazardous for the presence o f human operators. These cables and wires however, need to be 
long enough for the robot to travel to its designated target. This immediately creates a problem 
as these cables limit the movement and manoeuvrability o f the whole robot. In this research 
the communication between the human operator in the host PC and the robot is wireless apart 
from one single cable which provides the electrical power needed to operate the Field Point 
controller and the hydraulic oil pump which operate the robot actuators. Figure 3.18 shows the 
real-time operation of the tele-operated multi-arm mobile robot over a wireless link using off- 
the-shelf commercially available wireless network systems.
A standard IEEE 802.11 (WLAN Standards 2005) wireless local area network system was 
setup for the control o f the MARS-ND system. A wireless access point (AP) was used for this 
wireless networking to allow the communication between the Compact Field Point controller 
and the host PC through an Ethernet converter and NETGEAR wireless USB (NETGEAR
2005). The Compact FieldPoint 2120 automation controller sent all the control signals that 
drove the actuators and received the feedback signals from the joint sensors. The Field Point 
network communication interfaced then automatically published all the measurements through 
the wireless network to MAX on the host PC.
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Figure 3.18 Wireless communication system for MARS-ND (Bakari 2006)
The MARS-ND system is completely wireless system except for a single cable attached to the 
mobile platform which provides the electrical power needed to operate the mobility o f the 
Brokk machine; the Field Point controller; and the proportional amplifiers needed to operate 
the solenoid valves which operate the robot actuators. For the next stage o f this research it will 
be necessary for MARS-ND to be completely wireless so that it can be used to execute a 
given task in an environment that is too hazardous for human presence. It will therefore be 
essential to consider the use o f a powerful on-board rechargeable battery to provide an 
equivalent electrical power to operate MARS-ND. This battery could be attached, for
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example, to the back o f the Brokk machine. A high performance Li-ion battery pack that 
possesses good runtime and high torque/velocity power can be used as an on-board power 
supply for MARS-ND. A high energy and high power Li-ion battery manufactured by (ABSL 
Power Solution 2009) can be obtained or manufactured to meet MARS-ND power 
specifications which include the following:
• Brokk machine: the electric motor to drive the hydraulic pump requires 4000 Watts
• NI compact FieldPoint: maximum power to connect it to the I/O modules requires 9 
Watts
• Proportional amplifier for solenoid: supply voltage o f 24 VDC and maximum current 
o f 1200 mA
The use o f an on-board battery was not considered for this research because the aim o f the 
research was to create a prototype to be used in a laboratory setting solely for research 
purposes.
3.6 Conclusion
This chapter has discussed and compared the traditional and modem paths for developing a 
robotic system. It has shown the disadvantages o f the traditional path and the importance o f 
building a sophisticated robotic system using a modem development path. The modem 
development path includes the use of a mechatronic design process with available modem 
commercial off-the-shelf tools that possess open architecture environments. These tools can 
be adapted to new applications and allow higher intelligence to be added. This chapter has 
also discussed the selection o f commercially available off-the-shelf hardware and their 
integration within a mobile delivery platform. The chapter then describes the selection o f 
commercially available off-the-shelf hardware for the development o f MARS-ND.
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The specific tools chosen for MARS-ND were selected because o f the ease with which they 
communicated with one another, and could be integrated and controlled from one operating 
system. One o f the premises o f this research was to develop MARS-ND using the modern 
development path and the application o f mechatronics because o f the ease o f communication, 
integration and interaction. The application of mechatronics concepts within this research 
allowed one researcher to develop MARS-ND without the need for external expertise in terms 
o f software and hardware integration, programming and motion control o f the robot. These 
choices proved to be an effective approach to the development o f MARS-ND both in terms o f 
the functionality o f the robot with respect to the off-the-shelf tools selected; and the ability for 
one researcher to integrate the software and hardware systems and to build the motion control 
profile. The off-the-shelf tools that were used to build the foundation o f MARS-ND are 
outlined in this chapter, while the rest of the items are illustrated in Appendix A.
The use o f LabVIEW operating software, as discussed in this chapter, facilitated the creation 
o f motion control for the robot arm because o f the ability o f LabVIEW to integrate and 
communicate with all o f the off-the-shelf tools within a single user interface. This is a 
different approach to previous research projects which have used specific pieces o f software 
for each tool, creating several user interfaces to facilitate control o f the robot arm. The 
application o f LabVIEW within this research simplified this process because o f the use o f one 
user interface.
Furthermore this chapter has explained the wireless communication system setup for MARS- 
ND. This involved the application o f a Compact FieldPoint controller using a standard IEEE 
802.11 wireless local area network system, an Ethernet converter and USB NETGEAR for 
MARS-ND. The Compact FieldPoint controller is an example o f a new class o f device 
commonly referred to as Networked Embedded Devices (NED). These NED are designed to 
permit wireless networking to be setup easily, using wireless local area network systems that 
allow communication between the motion controller and the user interface on the host PC in
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order to control the motion o f the robot arms. The use o f NED as a wireless communication 
system for MARS-ND made the wireless communication system a relatively simple and cheap 
system that could be easily set-up and did not need software expertise.
The purpose of hardware integration and the development o f software interfaces are to 
establish the low and high levels controllers. In order to establish the low level controller it is 
necessary to have available the kinematics model o f the robot arms. Kinematics modeling o f 
the robot arms is important in order to understand the behavior o f the arms. The low level and 
high level controllers used for MARS-ND were modeled using LabVIEW operating software 
system. Their function was implemented through the application o f a Compact FieldPoint 
controller which was used to program and implement selected tasks. This use o f LabVIEW 
operating software and Compact FieldPoint controller allowed the control o f the robot arms 
while undertaking a given task. The Kinematics modeling and the low level controller used 






To achieve smooth and fast motion o f robot manipulators it is necessary to use model-based 
motion control schemes. In order to achieve high-performance model-based motion control a 
control engineer must take the following steps:
I. Model the kinematics and dynamics o f the robot
II. Obtain model parameters via direct measurements and, or identification
III. Establish the accuracy o f the models and validate the estimated parameters
IV. Deduce to what extent the rigid-body model covers the real robot dynamics 
Model-based motion control schemes also employ models o f robot kinematics and dynamics.
Robot kinematics can be classified as forward kinematics (FK) and inverse kinematics (IK). 
FK is a computation o f the position and orientation o f the robot’s end-effector as a function o f 
its joint angles. IK is a computation o f the joint angles o f the robot arm from the end-effector 
coordinates by means o f its position and orientation. The solution o f the robot manipulator IK 
can be split into two categories:
1. Closed form solutions: The IK can be rewritten in a manner that leads to a set o f highly 
structured non-linear equations that may be solved explicitly for the joint variables. 
The closed form methods commonly used are: geometrical and algebraic. The
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geometrical approach exploits all geometric relations o f the manipulator under study 
(Hemami, A. 1987 and Lee & Ziegler 1982). The algebraic method (Paul, R.P. et al 
1981 and Paul et al 1984) is based on the manipulation o f the homogeneous 
transformation matrices in order to isolate the joint variables. This method is the most 
common approach used to obtain the inverse kinematic solution o f a robot 
manipulator.
2. Numerical solutions: A numerical algorithm is applied that explicitly generates all 
solutions in a computationally feasible manner. These solutions are iterative in nature 
and have been the subject o f extensive research (Lumelsky, V. J. 1984, Milenkovic,
V., and Huang, B., 1983, Uicker, J. J. et al 1964, Goldenberg et al 1985 and Gupta, 
K.C. and Kazerounian, K 1985).
Software packages such as the Symbolic Robot Arm Solution Tool (SRAST) developed by 
Luis G. et al (1988) can also be used to calculate FK and IK. They allow the engineer to avoid 
the need to use algebraic computations to verify results. SRAST is a symbolic computation of 
robot manipulator kinematics that symbolically solves the FK and DC o f an n degree-of- 
freedom manipulator with the use o f Artificial Intelligence Techniques. As an input it expects 
corresponding Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) parameters; as an output it generates a closed form 
o f the FK and IK solution.
The D-H convention is a notation system developed to assign orthonormal coordinate frames to 
a pair o f adjacent links in an open kinematic chain (Denavit, J., & Hartenberg, R., 1955). The 
procedure involves finding the link coordinates and using them to find 4x4 homogeneous 
transformation matrices composed o f four separate submatricies to perform transformations 
from one coordinate frame to its adjacent coordinate frame. D-H is also a form of kinematic 
calibration. In order to compute the FK and IK, kinematic calibration is needed.
Kinematic calibration is a process o f determining the actual kinematic parameters by using the 
nominal kinematic parameters and some measurements made on the robot. Various methods
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have been used for calibrating robots. These methods have been reviewed by Roth, Z. et al 
(1987) and Sheth and Uicker (1971). In general calibration involves the following three stages:
1. Modelling which involves developing a model to represent the kinematic parameters as
a function o f a measurable parameter (Paul 1982, Kirchner et al 1987, Judd and
Knasinski 1987)
2. Measurement which involves developing a strategy to measure the measurable 
parameters (Whitney et al 1986, Bennett and Hollerbach 1988 and Driels 1993)
3. Identification which involves determining the actual kinematic parameters by using the 
model and measurements (Skiar 1987, Driels 1990 and Ananth 1992)
In the discussion o f kinematics and dynamic modelling within robotics literature, a number o f 
modelling methods are presented to meet a variety o f different requirements (Sciavicco and 
Siciliano 1996, Vukobratovic and Potkonjak 1982, Fu et al 1987 and Kozlowski 1988). For 
robot kinematics, the model suggested is a mapping process between the task space and the 
joint space. The task space is the space o f the robot-tip coordinates, these include:
• The end-effector’s Cartesian coordinates
• The angles that define the orientation o f the end-effector
The joint space is the space o f joint coordinates, these include:
• The angles for revolute joints
•  The linear displacements for prismatic joints
The robot configuration is defined in the joint space. The mapping from the joint to the task 
space is the FK or direct kinematics. The opposite mapping is the IK which reveals singular 
configurations that must be avoided during manipulator motions. Both FK and IK can be 
represented as recursive or closed-form algebraic models. The algebraic closed-form 
representation facilitates the manipulation o f a model enabling its straight forward 
mathematical analysis. In the context of robotics it is important to achieve high accuracy of
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computation as quickly as possible; this can be achieved faster with the closed-form models 
than a numerical iteration solution. The closed form models are therefore preferable to a 
numerical iteration solution for real-time control. It is usually not an easy task however to 
derive closed-from models in compact form in particular IK models, even when software for 
symbolic computation is used. The derivation demands a series o f operations, with permanent 
combining o f intermediate results to enhance compactness o f the final model. To simplify 
derivation, a control engineer sometimes approximates robot kinematics for example, by 
neglecting link offsets according to D-H notation (Sciavicco and Siciliano 1996; Fu et al 
1987).
When a model is derived it is useful to establish its accuracy. To compare it with a recursive 
representation o f the same kinematics is a straightforward procedure with available software 
packages. Examples o f software routines specialised for robotic problems include Workspace 
and others presented in Nethery and Spong (1994) and Corke (1996). Once a model has been 
prepared the next step is to estimate the model parameters. Kinematic parameters can be 
obtained with sufficient accuracy, as they are found through direct measurements. The 
estimation itself is a process that requires identification experiments performed directly on the 
robot. To establish experimental conditions allowing for the simplest and the most time- 
efficient least-squares (LS) estimation o f the parameters, joint motions, speeds, and 
accelerations are reconstructed via an observer (Belanger 1992 and Belanger et al 1998). After 
the estimation is finished experimental validation o f the model has to be carried out. The 
objectives o f experimental validation are to test how accurate the model represents actual robot 
dynamics. If the accuracy is satisfactory the application o f the model for model-based control 
purposes can be established. For validation purposes a manipulator needs to execute motions 
similar to those it is intended to perform in practice. In the task space, these are the sequences 
o f straight-line and curved movements. A dynamic model can be further used in model-based 
control algorithms. The model contributes to the performance o f the applied control algorithms 
to the extent that it matches the real robot dynamics.
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4.2 Hydro-Lek robot modelling for motion control
4.2.1 Kinematic modelling
Robot manipulators can be considered as a set o f bodies or links connected in a kinematic 
chain by joints (Lewis et al 2004). The HLK-7W Hydro-Lek arm is a 7-function robot 








Figure 4.1 Hydro-Lek multi-arm system
Figure 4.1 shows the 7-function or 7 degree o f freedom (DOF) HLK-7W manipulator. Joint 
one (azimuth yaw) rotates with an axis perpendicular to plane XY. Joint two (shoulder pitch) 
rotates perpendicular to joint one. Joint three (elbow pitch) rotates parallel to joint two and is 
offset by link indicates as A. Joint four (forearm roll) is perpendicular to joint three and is 
offset by the link indicated as B. Joint five (wrist pitch) is perpendicular to joint four, parallel 
to joint three and is offset by the link indicated as C. Joint six (jaw) is perpendicular to joint 
five and is offset by the link indicated as D. The Hydro-Lek HLK-7W manipulator structure is
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kinematically defined by giving each link four parameters which are dh ah 6t and a ,. The four 
given parameters describe how to get from one joint to another. Neighbouring links have a 
common joint axis between them. The distance along the common axis from one link to the 
next link is offset d,. The amount of rotation about the common axis between one link and its 
neighbour is joint angle <9,.
Figure 4.2 D-H parameters layout for Hydro-Lek arm (Bakari et al 2007)
The definition of mechanisms by means o f these four parameters is the D-H convention (Cox, 
D., 2004; Denavit, J., & Hartenberg, R., 1955; Hemami, A., 1986). The location and 
orientation o f each joint frame is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.3 shows the following connections: link i connected to link M  to link i+ 1 through at.
'  a x i s  i +- 1
d| = link offset
a , =  lin k  le n g t h  
„ 7 abcutxi _
a \ = H-1 ►
0 | - X |  ^ b c u tz i- j Y
Figure 4.3 Schematic o f the adjacent axes with assigned reference frames (Desai, J. P., 2005)
This figure demonstrates the steps involved in determining the D-H parameters. In the D-H 
method four parameters have to be determined to build a complete homogeneous 
transformation matrix. These parameters are the twist angle a„ link length a„ link offset dh 
and joint angle 6,. Parameters a, and a, are based on the geometry o f the manipulator and are 
constant values based on the manipulator geometry, while parameters dt and 6, can be variable 
depending on whether the joint is prismatic or revolute. In a robot manipulator, there are 
commonly two types o f joints: revolute or prismatic. The revolute joint allows for rotation 
between two links about an axis, and the prismatic joint allows for translation or sliding 
motion along an axis. In a revolute joint, the link offset d  is a constant while the joint angle 6 
is a variable; in a prismatic joint the link offset d  is variable and the joint angle 6 is normally 
zero. The link length a, and the twist angle a, are determined by the geometry o f the 
manipulator and are therefore constant values.
Having determined all the D-H parameters, the transformation matrix T  can now be 
computed. The homogeneous transformation matrix is a 4 x 4 matrix which maps a position
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vector expressed in homogeneous coordinates from one coordinate system to another 
coordinate system. A homogeneous transformation matrix can be considered to consist o f four 
submatrices. The upper left 3 x 3  submatrix represents the rotation matrix; the upper right 3 x 
1 submatrix represents the position vector o f the origin o f the rotated coordinate system with 
respect to the reference system; the lower left 1 x 3 submatrix represents the perspective 
transformation; and the fourth diagonal element is the global scaling factor.
^3x3 ^3x1 ro ta tio n  m a tr ix p o s itio n  ve c to r
./lx3 l x l p ersp ec tiv e  tr a n s fo r m a tio n sca lin g
In equation 4.1, the upper left 3 x 3  submatrix represents the rotation matrix; the upper right 3 
x 1 submatrix represents the position vector o f the origin o f the rotated coordinate system with 
respect to the reference system; the lower left 1 x 3 submatrix represents perspective 
transformation; and the fourth diagonal element is the global scaling factor. In order to find 
the homogeneous transformation matrix T that represents a rotation o f a  angel about the O X  
axis, followed by a translation o f a unit along the O X  axis, followed by a translation o f d  
along the O Z  axis, followed by a rotation o f 0 angle about the O Z  axis it is necessary to use 
equation 4.2 as given below:
T =  Tz,e * Tz d * T'x,a * Te.a (4-2)
To form the homogeneous transformation matrix for joint i (i =1,2,....,n), the position and 
orientation o f the i th coordinate frame with respect to the previous one ( / — 1) can be specified 
in equation 4.3 as given below:
f }  . = [ R i- l  : d i - i
1 1  io  0 O ' 1
(4.3)
The matrix Rl_t  represents the orientation o f frame Ot shown in Figure 4.3 with respect to 
frame 0 j_ l5 therefore
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c o s  61 - s i n 0 j O' 1 0 o •
*1-1 = s in  0 j COS 0 j 0 X 0 c o s  a t - s i n  di
.  0 0 1. .0 s i  ncci COSOCi .
c o s  - c o s a ; s i n 0 j  s in  a *  s in  0 ; 
s i n 0 ;  c o s  a t c o s  Qt - s i n c c j  c o s  6t
0 s in  a,- c o s  a,-
(4.4)
The vector d \_1 describes the position of the origin o f frame 0 t with respect to frame 0 ^  1? 
therefore
d\ - 1  =
at c o s  0 j 
a j  s in  0 j (4.5)
Finally the homogeneous transformation matrix for joint i takes the following general format
t } =
cos Qt -  cos a.1 s i n 0 i  
s in  61 coscciCosOi 
0  s in  a.
0 0
sinajSin0i ajCos0j
— s in  c tj c o s  0 j  a ^ s i n 0 j
c o s  a t di
0 1
(4.6)
The FK can be computed as a product of homogeneous transformations between the 
circumjacent coordinate frames as shown in Figure 4.4 below.
Figure 4.4 Transformation from end-effector (tip) frame to base frame
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The following equation, equation 4.7, can be used when computing the homogenous 
transformation illustrated in Figure 4.4:
W )  = 7'1°(e)T21(0 )r32(e ) .........  r 1 =
1X3
(4.7)
The orientation and position o f the tip coordinate frame 0n with respect to the base frame O0 
is determined by R ° and d°, respectively. In general, both and nonlinearity depend on 
the generalised coordinates, it is thus not always possible to explicitly express 6 in terms o f 
the tip position and orientation coordinates. Consequently there is no general closed-form 
representation of the IK and numerical techniques are often used to solve IK (Sciavicco and 
Siciliano 1996).
4.2.2 Determining the D-H parameters for Hydro-Lek arm
The Hydro-Lek arm has six joints all o f which are revolute joints. Each o f these joints has a 6 
value o f 0vanable with i being the joint number. Starting from the base, the joint coordinate 
frames are assigned. Having established the coordinate frames, the next step is the 
determination o f the D-H parameters.
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Figure 4.5 Worspace 5 simulation software (Bakari 2005)
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Robotic simulation software Workspace 5 was used for this research to obtain the D-H 
parameters for the Hydro-Lek robot arms. Figure 4.5 shows the Hydro-Lek robot arm without 
a gripper in Workspace 5 window with the D-H table obtained.
4.2.3 Validating the D-H parameters with other robotic software
The D-H parameters were validated using two robotic simulation software Workspace 5 and 
MATLAB Robotic Toolbox (Corke 1996). After the Hydro-Lek model was derived it was 
necessary to establish its accuracy with the D-H parameters obtained using hand calculations 
that followed the D-H convention rules. Figure 4.6 and Table 4.1 below shows the results o f 
the D-H parameters created for the Hydro-Lek robot arm and its comparison with the use of 
Workspace 5 robotic simulation software. When these results were compared they were found 
to match, Workspace 5 therefore proved that the kinematic modelling for the Hydro-Lek arm 
was correct and valid.
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6 0 0 0 284.80 0.00 180.00
T wist Angie: 0.000 _ _ d  
_cJ . Numerical Options... |










L o - n tc/ 2 d i g V a r ia b le
2(1-2) 0 0 g V a r ia b le
00 'to 1 w n / 2 a 3 0
g V a r ia b le
4(3—4) n / 2 a 4 g V a r ia b le
5(4-5) n / 2 a 5 0 g V a r ia b le
6(5—6) n 0 d-6 g V a r ia b le
Table 4.1 Hydro-Lek arm D-H parameters
Figure 4.6 D-H parameters from Workspace 5 (Bakari 2006)
MATLAB Robotic Toolbox includes many useful functions for robotics such as kinematics, 
and dynamic and trajectory generation. The Toolbox provides efficient simulation and 
analysis for serial robots using specially developed MATLAB functions and objects. In this 
research MATLAB Robotic Toolbox was used to verify the correctness o f the kinematic
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modelling and the D-H parameters obtained for the Hydro-Lek robot arm. The functions used 
in the verification were the FK, IK, and the drivebot function which is used to drive a 
graphical simulation of Hydro-Lek created with the Robotic Toolbox. Figure 4.7 below shows 







Figure 4.7 MATLAB Robotic Toolbox (Bakari 2006)
This verification process also proved that the kinematic modelling o f the HydroLek arms 
using hand calculation and Workspace 5 simulation software were correct when compared 
with the result obtained using Robotic Toolbox.
Robotic Toolbox can also be used for trajectory generation in Cartesian and joint spaces. The 
trajectory generation algorithm used in the toolbox is based on the work o f Paul R. (1981). 
Figures 4.8a, 4.8b and 4.8c show the trajectories in joint and Cartesian spaces from point to 
point and in a straight line along the x-axis, respectively.
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Figure 4.8 (b) Trajectory generation in joint space
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Figure 4.8 (c) Trajectory generation in Cartesian space
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4.2.4 Forward kinematics for Hydro-Lek arm
Given a set o f joint angles the FK problem of the Hydro-Lek robot arm is simply to compute 
the position and orientation o f the tool-rip frame relative to the base frame. In order to
compute the FK, the following is given, as illustrated in Figure 4.9:
1. The length (L) o f each link of the robot arm
2. The angle (0) of each joint o f the robot arm




Joint angles Forward (Direct)
Kinematics
Position and 







Figure 4.9 Forward and inverse kinematics concept
Link transformations can now be formed using the homogenous transformation matrix in 
equation 4.6 and the D-H parameters in Table 4.1.
Joint One -  Azimuth Yaw
T 1 — in  
COS#! 0 sin  # ! a x cos # !
sin  # ! 0 -  cos # i a ± s i n # !
0 1 0 d i
0 0 0 1
(4.8)
Joint Two -  Shoulder Pitch
7>2 _1 1 ~
cos 0 2 —sin 0 2 0 a 2 c o s 0 2
sin 0 2 cos d 2 0 a 2 s i n # 2
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
(4.9)
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Joint Three -  Elbow Pitch
sin03 0 —COS03 - a 3 sin 03
-COS03 0 —sin03 a3 cos 03
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
Joint Four -  Forearm
COS 04 0 sin 04 a4 cos 04








.  0 0 0 1
Joint Five -  Wrist Pitch
cos 05 0 sin 05 - a 5 cos 05
sin05 0 —COS05 —a5 sin05
0 1 0 0
.  0 0 0 1
Joint Six -  Wrist Roll
-s in 0 6 cos 06 0 0
COS06 sin06 0 0
0 0 -1 d 6
0 0 0 1 .
Having determined all six transformation matrices for the Hydro-Lek robot arm, the product 
o f the six-link transform matrices leads to:
rr u r 12 **13 Px
r 2i r 22 r 23 P y
r 3i r 32 r 33 P z
0 0 0 1
For which r ^ V l  <  i , j  < 3 represents the elements o f the orientation matrix Rq and the 
vector P  =  [Px P y  P z ] T represents the position o f the end-effector with respect to the base
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coordinate frame. Further details concerning the FK calculation are discussed in Bakari et al 
(2007).
4.2.5 Inverse kinematics for the Hydro-Lek arm
Given the position o f the end-effector, the role o f the IK is to compute the angles o f each joint 
o f the robot arm. Although solving the IK problem o f a robot arm using a closed-form analytic 
solution is preferable and has many advantages over a numerical solution including faster 
calculation than numerical iterative procedures, it was not possible to develop a closed-form 
analytic solution for the Hydro-Lek arm for this research. After a considerable amount of 
research it did become possible to achieve some sets o f analytical equations for some joints o f 
the robot arm but it was not a complete solution because o f the existence o f coupled position 
and orientation for some o f the joints o f the robot arm. This design problem is discussed in 
more detail in section 4.2.6 below. A detailed description o f the research on the development 
o f a closed-form inverse solution is outlined in Appendix D. A numerical solution was 
implemented, however, through the application o f the Jacobian pseudo-inverse method 
(Kapoor, C., & Tesear, D., 1999; Lewis, F. L., et al 2004; Meredith, M., & Maddock, S., 
2004).
4.2.5.1 The Jacobian solution
The Jacobian matrix solution for the HydroLek arm relates the joint velocities in joint space to 
the end-effector velocity in Cartesian space. The Jacobian matrix is a matrix o f differentials in 
which any differential changes in the end-effector location are caused by differential changes 
in the joints variables. The Jacobian matrix J (q ) is the transformation from end-effector 
velocity vector [pT a)T]T to joints velocity vector q. Since the generalised Cartesian 
velocity vector o f the end-effector is composed o f two sub-vectors P  and co, the Jacobian 
matrix may be partitioned into linear and orientation parts by writing,
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For which P  =  [p x P y  P z ] T represents the resolved linear velocity o f the tool-tip and 
Oi =  [Mx °>y <*>z]T represents the angular velocity. In this matrix the linear position
Jacobian Jp (q)  represents the first three rows o f J ( q ) and the angular Jacobian (q)  its last 
three rows. Thus the arm Jacobian J (q ) is 6 X n matrix, with n the number o f joints in the 
manipulator. In this case n = 6, therefore the Jacobian o f the Hydro-Lek manipulator is 
square. The computation of the linear position Jacobian can be obtained using the following 
relation:
_ ,  > rap dp dpi
J v (q) -  [dqi dqz dqn\ ( )
The following chaining operation can be used to evaluate the orientation o f the arm Jacobian:
T‘o = T \ T \  T U  = «o pi, 
0 0 0  1
(4.17)
In this operation R l0 denotes the rotation matrix of frame i with respect to the base frame, for 
which R l0 = [Xi y i  z{\.
The vectors Xi, and z t represent the x, y and z-axis o f frame i in the base coordinate. Since 
all angular velocities are represented in the same coordinate frame, as represented by the joint 
rotation q t = 0* which occurs about joint axis Zj_i, the angular velocity for joint variable i is 
given by z ^ q .  The orientation part o f the Jacobian matrix therefore, can be constructed 
taking into account the fact that the prismatic joints do not contribute to the angular velocity 
o f the end-effector. Hence, the orientation part o f the Jacobian matrix may be written as:
Ja>(q) = [kiZo  M i  M n - l ]  (4.18)
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Where ki — 0 if q t is prismatic and k t = 1 if q t is revolute. Also the vector z 0 =
[0 0 i f .
The implementation of IK in this research is based on the Jacobian technique. The objective o f 
this technique is to incrementally change the joint orientations from a stable starting position 
towards a configuration state that will result in the required end-effector being located at the 
desired position in work space. The amount o f incremental change on each iteration is defined
by the relationship between the partial derivatives o f the joint angles 0 = [0± 0 2 .........0 6]r
and the difference between the current location o f the end-effector X  =  [pT o)T]T and the
desired position, X d = \P Td (*)d]T. The link between these two sets o f parameters leads to the 
following Jacobian system:
d X = J ( 0 ) d 0  (4.19)
By rearranging equation 4.19 this is represented as:
d 0  = J t f y i d X  (4.20)
This form transforms the nonlinear system of equation into a linear one that can be solved 
using iterative steps. This results in a new problem however in that equation 4.20 now 
requires the inversion o f the Jacobian matrix which can be a difficult process. It is therefore 
preferable to use the right-hand generalised pseudo-inverse (Meredith, M., & Maddock, S., 
2004). Generating the pseudo-inverse o f the Jacobian can lead however, to inaccuracies in the 
resulting inverse that need to be reduced. Any inaccuracies o f the inverse Jacobian can be 
detected by multiplying it with the original Jacobian then subtracting the result from the 
identity matrix. A magnitude error can be determined by taking the second norm o f the 
resulting matrix multiplied by dX,  see equation 4.23 below. If  the error becomes too big, then 
d X  can be decreased until the error falls within acceptable limits.
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An overview of the algorithm using iterative IK is as follows:
1. Calculate the difference between the goal position and the actual position o f the end- 
effector:
d X  =  X d - X  (4.21)
2. Calculate the Jacobian matrix using the current joint angles
3. Calculate the pseudo-inverse o f the Jacobian
J+= ]T(J]Tr 1 (4.22)
4. Determine the error o f the pseudo-inverse
error = | | ( /  - J J - ^ d X ] ]  (4.23)
5. If  error > e then
d X  = ^ / 2 •> g° back to step 4 (4.24)
6. Calculate the updated value o f the joints angle vector 6 and use this as the new 
current value,
0 =  9 +  J +d X
(4.25)
7. Use the FK to determine whether the new joints angle vector locate the end-effector 
close enough to the desired location and orientation. If the solution is adequate then 
terminate the algorithm, otherwise go back to step 1.
The computational demand o f the algorithm is relatively high over a number o f iterations.
4.2.6 Issues related to the structure of Hydro-Lek arm
In this research a great deal o f time was spent attempting to obtain the closed-form IK solution 
o f the Hydro-Lek arm in order to achieve high accuracy fast computation for real-time control 
o f the Hydro-Lek arm. The problems discussed in section 4.2.5 with respect to the 
mathematical complexity o f the closed-form IK solution were mainly due to the bad design 
configuration o f the Hydro-Lek HLK-7W manipulator. Figure 4.10 (a) shows the Hydro-Lek
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HLK-7W arm that was used for this research. Figure 4.10 (c) shows a new recently designed 
Hydro-Lek arm based on the HLK-7W arm. In this research, the problems discovered in the 
original Hydro-Lek HLK-7W with regards to the complexity o f the closed-form IK, appeared 
through the application o f the robotic simulation software for kinematic modelling. These 
findings were verified at a later stage when Hydro-Lek provided the design for a modified 
version o f the Hyrdo-Lek HLK-7W arm. The new arm has 7-functions and is similar to the 
HLK-7W arm, the difference between the two arms is that the new arm has design 
improvements in terms o f flexibility of use; reach; and improved configuration for better 
control o f the arm and ease o f kinematic modelling, especially the closed form IK solution. In 
addition, the hydraulic actuator needed to rotate joint five is modified; and the power and ease 
o f rotation for the new arm is significantly improved. The new arm also eliminates some 
parameters such as the dimension a4 as shown in Figure 4.10 (b). This elimination, as shown 
in Figure 4.10 (d), may prove that the closed form IK of the new Hydro-Lek arm can be 
achieved.
rx
Figure 4.10 (a) Hydro-Lek HLK-7W arm
rnO
Figure 4.10 (b) Hydro-Lek HLK-7W arm joints 4 and 5
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Through comparison of these two arms it became clear that the Elydro-Lek HLK-7W arm was 
originally designed without carrying out any kinematic or dynamic modelling using simulation 
software in order to understand the behaviour of the arm before it was manufactured. This is an 
example o f how important it is to understand the configuration o f robot manipulators before 
manufacturing commences. In addition it is important to also understand their kinematic 
complexity, especially the IK problems; their control; the power o f the actuators; and the types 
o f task that can be carried out by the end-effector. This verification process helps to reduce 
obstacles, cost and problems after the robot arm is manufactured.
Once all the kinematics and dynamics for a specific robot arm have been developed, it is then 
possible to design and build the low level controller.
Figure 4.10 (c) Hydro-Lek new arm
Figure 4.10 (d) Hydro-Lek new arm joints 4 and 5
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4.3 Low level controller
The low-level controller receives the required joint angles from the high-level controller. It 
then sends signals to the robot valves in order to move the robot to the desired position in a 
well-controlled motion. The high level controller undertakes all the mathematical operations 
to assign the joint angles needed to move the robot end-effector to a desired position defined 
by an angular or Cartesian position. The Low-Level controller functional decomposition is 
illustrated in Figure 4.11. The high level controller functional decomposition is illustrated in 
Figure 4.12.
Hydro-Lek Robot Arm 
Low-Level Controller
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Figure 4.11 Low-level controller
The low-level control design can be implemented using a standard Proportional Integral 
Derivative (PID) controller or a Proportional Integral Plus (PIP) controller (Young et al 1987). 
There are several ways in which a PID controller can be designed, these are outlined below:
1. Dynamic modelling o f the manipulator in which the position, velocity, and 
acceleration o f the joints are mapped into forces. The torque exerted to the structure is 
based on the Lagrange formulation, which ensures the appropriate structure o f the
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dynamic model commonly used in control algorithms. Once the dynamic modelling is 
achieved and all the necessary parameters are defined, then the system identification 
toolbox of MATLAB software can be used in conjunction with the CAPTAIN toolbox 
developed by Young et al (2003) to obtain the PID tuning needed to form the PID 
control algorithm.
2. The "‘guess and check” method is a trial and error method that can be used to obtain 
the PID gains. In this method, I (integral) and D (derivative) terms are set to zero first 
and P (the proportional gain) is increased until the output o f the loop oscillates. Once 
P has been set to obtain a desired fast response, the integral term is increased to stop 
the oscillations. Once the P and I have been set to obtain the desired control system 
with minimal steady state error, the derivative term can be set.
3. The Ziegler-Nichols method (T. Hagglund and K. J. Astrom 2004) is another popular 
method of tuning the PID controller. It is very similar to the trial and error method.
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Figure 4.12 High-level controller
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A PIP controller has a different process o f design to PID. The transfer function o f a robot, 
which represents the system behaviour, can be obtained using a data-based modelling 
technique. One o f the successful techniques is that developed by Young P. C. (1996) which 
has found a wide range o f applications including heavy machinery (Dixon et al 1997), 
intelligent excavator (Gu et al  2004) and environmental related applications (Lee et al  1998; 
Taylor et al 1998). The PIP control system provides a solution for controlling a system with 
time delays. It works in the same way as the Smith Predictor (SP) works in the traditional 
PI/PID digital control systems but in a much more flexible and robust way in changing the 
design terms. The PIP controller can be considered as an extension o f the conventional PI 
controller in which the PI action is enhanced by higher order forward path and feedback 
compensators, Taylor et al (1998).
The system identification toolbox o f MATLAB in conjunction with the CAPTAIN toolbox 
can be used to obtain the transfer function o f the robot manipulator in discrete time. The base 
for the data-based modelling technique is to collect information about the behaviour o f the 
robot as a result o f varying the input signals to the robot valves for example by relating the 
input voltage to the output joint position.
In this research work a trial and error method was used to set the gains for the PID controller. 
The process involved the application o f LabVIEW PID toolset. This was available for 
modification and could be found in the PID palette in the built-in library within the LabVIEW 
software. The PID toolset shown in Figure 4.13 is a PID algorithm for simple PID 
applications or high speed control applications that require an efficient algorithm. The PID 
algorithm features a control output range which limits the integrator anti-windup and 
bumpless controller output for PID gain changes. The polymorphic VI shown in Figure 4.13 
can be used to operate on a single input value while implementing a single control loop or an 
array o f input values while implementing a parallel multi-loop control.
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Figure 4.13 PID toolset in LabVIEW 
The parameters in the VI are:
O u tp u t range: Control output is mapped to the range specified for output high and output 
low. Default range is -100 to 100.
Setpoint: The setpoint value of the process variable that is being controlled. This is the 
desired value for the process variable.
Process variable: The measured value of the process variable that is being controlled. This is 
the feedback value of the feedback control loop.
PID  gains: Cluster of proportional gain, integral time, and derivative time parameters.
D t (s): Interval in seconds at which the VI is called.
R einitialize? (F): The set of TRUE reinitialise internal parameters, such as integrated error, to 
default values o f 0.
O utput: The control output o f the PID algorithm that is applied to the controller process.
Dt out (s): Actual time interval in seconds.
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Figure 4.14 LabVIEW Block Diagram to represent the formation o f the control loop
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Figure 4.14 shows a LabVIEW Block Diagram that was designed containing the modified PID 
VI for the control o f a single joint o f the Hydro-Lek arm.
Figure 4.15 shows the LabVIEW Front Panel that was built for the PID gains when the trial 
and error process was carried out for the individual joint o f the Hydro-Lek arm.
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Figure 4.15 LabVIEW Front Panel for the control o f PID gains
4.3.1 Valve calibration
In order to help provide the arm joints with meaningful input values it was essential to carry 
out valve calibration. Valve calibration is based on normalising the input voltage o f each joint 
into input demands; to achieve this, a specific positive voltage is applied to the valves in order 
to hold the arm fixed. Without such valve calibration the robot arm will gradually slack down 
because o f the payload carried by each joint. The procedure o f valve calibration undertaken 
for this research is outlined below:
Step (1): A series of planned experiments were carried out on the individual Hydro-Lek arm 
joints to produce input-output time series data relating the angular position o f each joint and 
the valve input voltages, as shown in Table 4.2. Two factors were obtained for each joint.
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86 ° - 0 °  _  86 °  
Factor =  1 6 .1  - 3 . 4 5  _  1 2 .6 5  _
Step (2): This step involved the creation o f a model in LabVIEW as shown in Figure 4.16. 
This model applies the two factors obtained in Step 1 for the calibration process.
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Figure 4.16 LabVIEW Block Diagram to represent the calibration process
A LabVIEW VI model was also created to operate the two proportional amplifiers P02 in 
order to control the two solenoid valves using set points as shown in Figure 4.17.
Figures 4.16 and 4.17 shows the Block Diagram and Front Panel Vis that were used to 
calibrate and provide the arm joints with meaningful input values.













Table 4.2 Calibration results
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Figure 4.17 LabVIEW Front Panel for calibration observation
Step (3): Once each joint has been successfully calibrated and a meaningful input signal for 
the proportional amplifiers have been obtained, the solenoid valves can be controlled to open 
and close the oil ports to a desired proportion. The input voltage values are then re-adjusted 
again so that small voltage values < lvolt become the signal required to operate the joints. 
This change is achieved by adjusting the dither frequency and amplitude, ramp time, and 
maximum and minimum current on the amplifier device.
Step (4): This process involves interfacing the following LabVIEW Vis:
•  The motion control VI explained in Figure 4.16
• The PID control VI explained in Figure 4.14
• The forward kinematic (FK) VI
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Figure 4.18 LabVIEW project for MARS-ND
The LabVIEW Vis are interfaced into a single project or a single user interface VI where the 
motion control for the robot joints and the observation o f the sensors feedback can be 
executed. Figure 4.18 shows the LabVIEW project that was built to accommodate the motion, 
kinematics and third party device communications.
4.3.2 Data collection and analysis
A series of experiments were carried out on the Hydro-Lek arm joints 3 and 4 to produce 
input-output time series data relating the angular position o f joints 3 and 4 and the setpoints. 
This in turn allowed the researcher to observe the input voltage o f the valves in the same 
LabVIEW GUI. Figures 4.19 and 4.20 show the variation of the angular position o f joints 3 
and 4 with the setpoints which are translated as an input voltage to the joint valves.
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Figure 4.19 Variation o f angular position o f joint 3 with the input voltage (as setpoints)
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Figure 4.20 Variation o f angular position o f joint 4 with the input voltage (as setpoints) 
4.3.3 PID tuning
The PID control loop in this project was created using the trial and error method as outlined 
earlier in this thesis. It is a simple PID algorithm which allowed accurate and smooth motion 
control o f the robot joints. The following steps were used to develop the PID controller: firstly 
to read the sensor feedback signals; secondly to create the desired output signal for the joint 
actuators from LabVIEW by calculating the proportional, integral, and derivative responses; 
and thirdly to total those three elements to compute the output signal. The PID control system
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performance in LabVIEW was measured by applying a step function as the setpoint command 
variable. This is illustrated in LabVIEW Front Panel VI in Figure 4.22. A sample time o f 1/10 
second was used for the PID controller where it samples its input from the analog input NI 
fieldpoint channel and produces a control output signal on an analog output NI fieldpoint 
channel. After the setpoint is applied the response of the process variable is measured, as 
shown in Figure 4.21 below, which in this case is the sensor feedback o f the robot manipulator 
joint. Figure 4.21 represents the PID tuning process for joint 2 o f the Hydro-Lek arm where 
the setpoint represents the step function, and the current position represents the process 
variable.
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Figure 4.21 PID performance for joint 2 o f the Hydro-Lek robot arm
The low level controller design is based on controlling each joint separately or 
simultaneously, as needed. Each joint of the robot arm is modelled using the trial and error 
technique. Several tests were carried out for each joint o f the arm to evaluate the use o f the 
PID gains and to prove the effectiveness o f the low level controller. Figure 4.20 shows the 
LabVIEW Front Panel model used for the implementation of the PID gains with the robot 
joints. Figures 4.23 is the graphical representation used to show the plotted data with time 
delay obtained during the practical experiments for joint three of the Hydro-Lek robot arm. It 
also show the effectiveness o f the PID gains obtained through trial and error for joints two and 
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the joint actuator, and the feedback signal received from the potentiometer sensor fitted inside 
the robot joint.
Figure 4.22 LabVIEW Front Panel used for checking the effectiveness o f PID gains
The table below shows the PID gains obtained for joints two, three and four o f the Hydro-Lek 
arm. The PID gains were obtained using the trial and error method as discussed above.
Joint name Proportional gain Integral gain Derivative gain
Joint two 0.16 0.25 0.25
Joint three -0.19 -0.24 0.19
Joint four -0.75 0.5 0.5
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Table 4.3 PID gains for Hydro-Lek joints two, three and four
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Figure 4.23 below illustrates the plotted data o f the measured response o f the process variable 
o f Hydro-Lek arm joint 3, which is quantified by measuring defined waveform characteristics.
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Figure 4.24 The PID response o f joint 3 with overshoot, Rise Time and Steady-State Error
Figure 4.24 shows that after the PID gains are tuned, their measured waveform characteristics 
shows percentage overshoot. This is the amount that the current sensor position (process
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variable) overshoots the final value, expressed as a percentage o f the final value. Other 
elements shown in Figure 4.24 include, Rise Time which is the amount o f time that the system 
takes to reach a steady-state; and Steady-State Error which appears after the time required for 
the process variable to settle to within a certain percentage o f the final value and is the final 
difference between the process variable and the set point. The PID control loop developed for 
each joint o f the Hydro-Lek arm joints was a simple PID control loop. This requires more 
accurate tuning in order to define the performance requirements for a reliable control system 
so that the control system is able to meet the design requirements. Design requirements 
include overcoming the effects of disturbances in the system which can affect the 
measurement o f the process variable. Theses disturbances include noise, lighting, oil leakages 
and heat.
In this research, there were two main drawbacks that resulted from using this LabVIEW 
project. Firstly, oil leaked in some of the robot joints; this phenomenon required the PID gains 
for those joints to be re-tuned. Figure 4.25 shows an example o f a result obtained after the oil 
leakage for one joint. Secondly, it was originally planned to use the PIP control algorithms to 
control the motion o f the Hydro-Lek robot arm, but time shortage cut short the study and the 
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Figure 4.25 Results for disturbed PID gains
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4.3.4 Kinematics controller
The kinematics modelling o f the robot arm and the design o f the low level controller can all 
be contained within a kinematic controller. The kinematics controller is a software-based 
module. The behavioural model shown in Figure 4.26 shows the interrelationship between the 
module components.
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Figure 4.26 Behavioural model for the kinematics controller
The behavioural model allows the division o f the kinematics controller into five components:
1. Interfaces - represents interfaces o f the input devices such as joysticks, spaceball, 
mobile phone and other interfaces such as the simulated robot and sensors.
2. Demand - deals with the demanded values o f variables and rate in joints space and 
Cartesian space
3. Processing - deals with processing the input variable and rates for conversion into 
interchangeable forms. It also deals with trajectories generation in joints space and
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Cartesian space. Other functions include singularities detection and the issuing o f 
warnings when limits or ranges are exceeded.
4. Output and warnings -  gives values for the joints variables, mainly deals with the 
outputs to the user. Cartesian variables and rates are monitored and warnings are 
visualised.
5. Implementation - deals with the low-level controller interface in which data in the 
form o f demanded joints variables and rate are passed to the low-level controller and 
the current joints variable fed-back to the user interface.
The user interface works as a shell containing all o f these sub-modules. The user interface 
controls inputs and monitoring outputs from the kinematics controller.
4.4 Conclusion
This chapter has discussed the importance o f the Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) convention for 
the formation o f the FK and IK modelling for the Hydro-Lek 7-function arms for MARS-ND. 
It has also outlined the difficulties that hindered the calculation o f the closed-form IK 
solution.
The Hydro-Lek 7-function arms were purchased with limited technical information. It was 
therefore necessary to understand the FK and IK of the arms in order to be able to understand 
their behaviour so that they could be controlled. Through the research process it emerged that 
the D-H convention is the most popular convention in the field o f robotics for modelling the 
FK and IK o f any robot arm. In order to apply this complex convention it was first necessary 
to understand its theory and application. The D-H parameters were then validated with the use 
o f robotic graphical simulation software which enabled the kinematics o f the Hydro-Lek arms 
to be checked for accuracy.
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Following these processes the design of a kinematics controller in LabVIEW provided an 
interface with external sensors and a simulation package. In this way a specific controller was 
built for the arms which gave the researcher full control of all aspects o f them. This type o f 
controller is called a Low Level Controller, as discussed in this chapter. The development and 
application o f a single motion controller for the Hydro-lek arms with the use o f LabVIEW as 
the operating software is a step forward from previous projects which have used many 
different controllers and software for the various movements o f the robotic arms. Thus the use 
o f LabVIEW and the Low Level Controller simplified the motion control process o f the 
Hydro-lek arms. Valve calibration was undertaken in order to help provide the arm joints with 
meaningful input values; this process was carried out by normalising the input voltage o f each 
joint into input demands. The low-level controller design is based on the individual joint 
control strategy. Each joint o f the robot arm is modelled using a trial and error method with 
the PID gains using LabVIEW PID toolkit. The effectiveness o f the low level controller for 
each jo in t o f the robot arm was tested using the motion control loop designed in LabVIEW.
This chapter has also commented on the issues that emerged during the research process in 
relation to structural problems o f the Hydro-Lek HLK-7W arms. These problems became 
evident because o f the intensive research carried out regarding the exact solution o f IK. The 
problems highlight the importance of carrying out FK and IK as part o f the design process, 
before the manufacturing stage; they also demonstrate the importance o f rigorous research to 
the robotics industry.
Chapter 5 will discuss the high level control for the Hydro-Lek arms. It describes the use of 
SpacePilot to control the motion o f each joint or the tool tips o f the robot arms; and the 
problems encountered when using this device. It then outlines the use o f an alternative simple 




3D GRAPHICAL SIMULATION 
AND USER INTERFACES FOR 
HYDRO-LEK ARMS
5.1 Introduction
Remote robotic operations in space, nuclear and undersea environments present challenges 
that are not usually present in the manufacturing industry where the environment may be 
controlled. Remote operations in harsh environments require sophisticated and reliable control 
algorithms capable of adapting in real-time to unexpected events in the workspace (Anthony 
Lai 2005). Pre-planned, model-based control is insufficient in these environments; instead the 
manipulator system must be sensor-rich with advanced 3D visualisation for safe, effective and 
dexterous operations.
Many mobile robots in current use have a degree o f autonomy in that they are able to 
undertake programmed tasks while simultaneously responding to environmental factors. A 
large proportion of these mobile robots are remotely operated platforms that also have local 
autonomy (Vajta, L. and Juhasz, T. 2005). A key factor, therefore, in the human-robot 
interface is realistic visualisation (F. Driewer et al 2007). For this reason tele-robotics and 
robot simulation are usually an interconnected research area. The interactive human control of 
these tele-robots needs advanced 3D visualisation using novel graphical techniques.
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In some cases, robotic motions and behaviour can be pre-recorded so that the operator only 
needs to satisfy a simple condition to trigger playback o f the action. For example, assembly 
line robots that produce many o f the same type o f vehicle will repeatedly go through identical 
motions, making pre-recorded actions a good solution for control. While this works well in 
static settings, when the environment is dynamic situations may arise where a pre-determined 
movement may not be appropriate or possible. In such cases human intervention may provide 
a more desirable or efficient outcome than an autonomous response may suggest. In order for 
this switch to be as smooth as possible, the operator needs to be able recognise the internal 
state o f robot and direct the robot effectively. Simulation o f robotic systems can be used for 
layout evaluation, feasibility studies, presentations with animation and off-line programming 
(Sorenti, P. 1997). A significant amount o f current research concerns the development o f 
efficient and simple control systems for robotic systems, because robotic systems are complex 
(Terry L. Huntsberger et al 2004).
The objectives o f this chapter are to demonstrate how the FK and IK o f the Hydro-Lek arms 
can be obtained using 3D robotic simulation software. The FK and IK can then be used as the 
basis to build the low-level and high-level controllers for MARS-ND. This chapter also aims 
to show that the motion control o f the Hydro-Lek robot arms can be improved significantly in 
terms o f operator flexibility and control o f the robot arms, when third party devices such as 
SpacePilot and USB joystick are interfaced with the LabVIEW high-level controller of 
MARS-ND. The advantages and shortfalls of each device are compared and discussed.
This chapter discusses the use o f 3D robotic simulation software interfaced with a motion 
controller and directly controlled via a USB joystick in order to try to control the Hydro-Lek 
robot system in an efficient and simple manner. As a result o f this process the robot arm will 
immediately respond and take any action that the user requests o f it, regardless o f the current 
situation o f the robot. While this allows for predictable control o f the robot arm, it also allows
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the user to inadvertently put the robot arm in undesirable situations, such as a collision with 
another robot arm for a multi-arm robot system.
5.2 Workspace 5 simulation software
The use o f graphical simulation software has many applications in the robotics industry, 
which can be summarised as follows:
1. Environmental modelling
2. Tools, equipment and robot modelling
3. Motion planning
4. Off-line programming
5. Monitoring and real time control
In this research project, Workspace 5 (Flow Software Technologies 2005) robot simulation 
package was used in the simulation o f MARS-ND, to obtain the D-H table and for animation 
purposes. Figure 5.1 shows the 3D model of the Hydro-Lek robot arm in Workspace.
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Figure 5.1 Hydro-Lek 3D model in Workspace 5
The graphical simulation process o f the Hydro-Lek robot arm mainly depends on the D-H 
convention (Denavit-Hartenberg 1955). The D-H parameters can be derived by constructing a 
kinematical diagram for the Hydro-Lek arm. As mentioned in Chapter 4 the D-H table
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obtained using Workspace 5 was used for the formation o f FK and IK o f the arm and to create 
a high-level motion controller. In the early stages o f this research it was decided that the role 
o f the Workspace 5 simulation process would be to undertake the following processes:
a. Robot design specification
b. Motion planning for the robot arm
c. Environmental modelling for the robot system
d. Task monitoring
e. Off-line programming
5.2.1 Robot design specification
The Hydro-Lek arm is an off-the-shelf arm bought to a fixed specification, it was therefore not 
necessary to carry out the robot design specification process. In this research, the use o f 
Workspace 5 helped to understand the design behaviour o f the Hydro-Lek arm and its 
kinematic chains. If the robot arm is designed by the software user, then robot design 
specification can be a useful step in order to test the adaptability o f the robot components and 
explore possible modification to suit the system under development.
5.2.2 Motion planning for the robot arm
The robotic simulation process is often used for motion planning and to check paths for 
resolved motion (T. Reichenbach and Z. Kovacic 2005). The simulation process is also used 
to identify the working envelope o f the robot. The identification o f the working envelop 
enables the calculation o f the maximum plan area that the end-effector can continuously scan. 
All planned motions o f the robot can be recorded and viewed as video clips creating 
documentation that can be passed on and used by other professionals. In this research, the 
Workspace 5 simulation package was used to record a simple planned motion for the Hydro- 
Lek arm. Figure 5.2 and 5.3 show the planned motions for the multi-arm system and the 
moving vehicle Brokk 40.
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Figure 5.2 MARS-ND 3D model in Workspace 5
Figure 5.3 Brokk 40 3D model in Workspace 5
5.2.3 Environmental modelling of the robot system
Off-line programming for construction tasks requires frequent updating and reprogramming in 
response to any changes in the working environment. This is time consuming and hard work 
and for these reasons suggests that it is not feasible to begin every programming task from 
scratch. Simulation software such as Workspace 5 allows the conversion o f Computer-Aided 
Design (CAD) drawings to a readable format that the simulation package can implement with 
the off-line programming process.
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5.2.4 Task monitoring
Within task monitoring the simulation package is connected to the actual robot using a 
suitable interface; it occurs in real time (A. Maslowski et al 2002). This process, in 
combination with a CCTV camera, can give a clear image o f the robot moving in the working 
environment.
5.2.5 Off-line programming
One o f the important features o f the simulation process is off-line programming (S. F. Chan et 
al 1988). Off-line programming allows instructions to be generated and deployed to the 
controller through a suitable interface, after satisfactory simulation o f the working 
environment and the involved tasks. The simulation package Workspace 5 provides track files 
which record all movements o f the robot during the task simulation performance. These track 
files can be converted into the controller task language files which can be loaded during the 
actual task performance.
In this research, it was anticipated that Workspace 5 would be used in conjunction with 
LabVIEW operating software for the building o f the high-level controller for MARS-ND. 
This process would have allowed the graphically simulated robot model in Workspace 5 to 
imitate the actual robot. Previous PhD research at Lancaster University (Zied 2004) 
successfully implemented the data transfer between LabVIEW and Workspace 4 simulation 
package using a specially written Dynamic Link Library. Workspace 5 was only used in the 
development o f MARS-ND to help obtain the D-H parameters required to find the FK and IK 
o f the Hydro-Lek arms, and to create 3D animations. This was because Workspace 5 was not 
user-friendly when it came to 3D modelling o f the Hydro-Lek arm unless the 3D model was 
imported from another 3D package such as SolidWorks. For this reason an alternative 3D 
simulation package SolidWorks CosmosMotion was explored with the use o f  a SpacePilot and 
joystick. These options are discussed in the following sections.
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5.3 SpacePilot interface
Java-based tele-operated applications are often used within robotics particularly in the context 
o f educational equipment or simple robots (F. A. Candelas et al 2003, S. Dormido 2003 and 
G. T. McKee 2003). In the field of industrial robot arms there are fewer applications and 
generally these are designed for specific tasks, for example those used in car manufacturing 
(F. A. Candelas et al 2003 and R. Marin et al 2002). Only a few industrial robot applications 
are based on an open architecture, which offers the flexibility to change the robot being used 
or to add new robots without modifying either the user-interface or the architecture o f the 
system (A. Aditya & B. Riyanto 2000 and K. Goldberg & R. Siegwart 2002). With regard to 
simulation, there are not many Java-based applications for industrial robots that offer a 
realistic virtual environment. The majority represent only wired-models or simplified 
structures.
Figure 5.4 High-level controller VI
In this research, an attempt was made to interface a SpacePilot device (3D Connexion 2005) 
with the high-level controller VI models in LabVIEW (Edward Robertshaw 2008), as shown
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in Figure 5.4. Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 shows the SpacePilot button configuration and 
application configuration.
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Figure 5.5 SpacePilot button configuration panel
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Figure 5.6 SpacePilot application configuration panel
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A LabVIEW VI code was created and used to parse a string. It was decided that the MARS- 
ND system would use named joints, with the name equal to the names used in the LabVIEW 
behavioural model for each joint. This gave MARS-ND notifier objects within the LabVIEW 
TCP interface model which could accept double inputs. These in turn could act as set points 
for the robot joints so that the joints would rotate to the values specified.
It was possible to modify the TCP/IP project supplied with LabVIEW (shown in Figure 5.7) 
to input into the parser. When the VI was run it hosted a TCP/IP service which allowed 
external access. The use o f this modified TCP/IP project, however, presented a concern 
related to security because it made it possible to control the MARS-ND over the network and 
the Internet. The protocol made no provision for authentication or encryption as this was 
beyond the scope o f this research.
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Figure 5.7 TCP/IP project in LabVIEW
This TCP/IP project allowed communication between the 3D Space Pilot and the MARS-ND 
motion controller VI in LabVIEW. The 3D SpacePilot controller was used to control the 
movement o f MARS-ND arms; the MARS-ND motion controller in LabVIEW was bridged 
with the SpacePilot using the java behavioural model (Edward Robertshaw 2008). Software 
Development Kits (SDKs) (Microsoft 2007) were available for the spacepilot in C++, visual 
basic.NET and java. For this research visual basic.NET was selected and linked to the Java
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behavioural model using the TCP/IP interface, which acted as the external interface for the 
application.
Following the above explorations, it was decided to keep the control o f the robot arms as 
simple as possible. The task o f the control became to move the setpoint for the robot arms in 
3D space. This implementation proved to be successful but there were limitations o f the 
system at this point that concerned the graphical user interface (GUI) and the rate o f response 
o f the MARS-ND arms. Although it was possible to control the MARS-ND arms relative to 
the inputs o f the SpacePilot, there was a lack o f feedback from the robot joint sensors. This 
created logistical problems relating to the fine tuning o f the design as it was difficult to relate 
the physical location of MARS-ND to the GUI diagram, as shown in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8 Java 3D model GUI
The disadvantages and difficulties encountered in this research in the interfacing o f SpacePilot 
with LabVIEW for motion control are summarised below:
1. LabVIEW did not understand SpacePilot as a third party device, therefore a modified 
LabVIEW TCP/IP project was needed to communicate with the SpacePilot
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2. Non friendly use o f Java 3D model GUI
3. Difficulties in tuning the feedback from the MARS-ND arms with the 3D Java model
4. Slow rate o f response o f the MARS-ND arms when used with the Java model due to 
the limited computer memory available for the PC used
5. A more powerful PC was needed to simulate the Java 3D model as Java 3D model 
slowed down the PC
5.4 Joystick interface
A modular reconfigurable robot system consists o f a collection o f robot modules such as 
actuators, rigid links, and end-effectors (Yang et al 2002, C. J. J. Paredis 1996 and Chen et al 
1999). These modular components can be assembled rapidly into various robot configurations 
which have different working capabilities (G. L. Yang et al 2002 and I. M. Chen & G. L. 
Yang 1998). The formalisation of a generalised control scheme for such a modular 
manipulator, however, is more difficult than for a conventional manipulator due to its 
flexibility in configuration (F. C. Park 1994, J. Z. Xiao et al 2002 and W. H. Chen et al 2002). 
“Teach and play back,” therefore, is an effective and convenient method for the motion 
control o f  a modular manipulator. In this context, a joystick can be employed as an intuitive 
position or velocity input device. It can make interactive communication between the operator 
and robot possible; this is an important feature o f intelligent robots (T. Fong et al 2003). 
Moreover, the algorithms developed for joystick-based motion control can be easily extended 
to haptic device based tele-presence control (N. Turro et al 2001, J. M. Hollerbach 2000 and 
M. Girone et al 2001). Haptic interfaces are devices that can communicate the sense o f human 
touch through a multitude o f sensors to a robot system, allowing the robot system to simulate 
the human movements. In tele-presence control, a human operator interfaces with a robot via 
visual, auditory and force feedback as a form o f remote control for the robotic system. It 
allows control o f a robot in difficult situations.
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A joystick-based motion control can be realised in either joint space or Cartesian space. Joint- 
space motion control is relatively easy and straightforward as it does not need kinematics 
models so that it is independent of manipulator configurations. The major drawback o f joint- 
space motion control however, is that the operator has no feeling for the end-effector motions 
in Cartesian space. It is therefore not possible to achieve accurate position controls in 
Cartesian space. Cartesian space motion control is the control o f the robot end-effector with 
the use o f the robot kinematics models. The advantage o f Cartesian space motion control is 
that the operator can have a sense o f the location o f the robot end-effector.
In this research a commercially available USB joystick was employed as a motion input 
device. Neither the system’s design nor the operating software was tied to a particular 
joystick. The joystick selected for the research has twelve programmable buttons and four 
controllable axes which are operated through the stick handle and a throttle, as shown in 
Figure 5.9.
Buttons






Figure 5.9 USB joystick
The stick handle has three DOFs which include the left-right motion (LR), forward-backward 
motion (FB), and twist motion (T). For Cartesian space control, LR move, FB move and T can 
be used to control the manipulator motion (translation and rotation) about X, Y, and Z-axis,
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respectively. For joint space control, only the forward-backward motion o f the stick handle is 
used to control the selected joint. The throttle is used to perform fine step control because it 
can capture small input. For this research, an existing LabVIEW joystick VI model was 
modified to accommodate the joystick buttons for joint space control. Six o f the twelve 
programmable buttons were used to control the Hydro-Lek joints. Each button was 
programmed to control the motion o f the designated joint. Each time one o f the six buttons 
was pressed then two of the four controllable axes were used to move the selected joint to a 
desired degree. The joystick control interface created in LabVIEW software for this research 
is illustrated in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10 Joystick control model VI in LabVIEW
The application o f a USB joystick in this research allowed the limitations and difficulties 
faced using the SpacePilot to be overcome. LabVIEW software recognised the USB joystick 
as a plug and play device. In addition, there was a simulation VI model available in the 
LabVIEW built-in library to communicate with devices such as a PC mouse, keyboard, and 
third party devices such as a joystick. This VI model was adopted and modified for this
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research in order to recognise and communicate with the USB joystick. Six o f the joystick’s 
twelve buttons were interfaced and tuned with the joystick simulation VI model. Each o f these 
buttons was reprogrammed to rotate each joint o f the Hydro-Lek arm with the use o f FB 
motion o f the joystick stick handle. Figure 5.11 shows the high-level block diagram for the 
joint space and Cartesian space controls. Inputs to the robot arm system consist o f position 
and velocity which are delivered via the USB joystick and the graphical user interface within 
the LabVIEW MARS-ND project. These are represented by the internal commands.
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Figure 5.11 High-level block diagram for the USB joystick
It only took a very short amount o f time to both modify and tune the joystick simulation VI 
model shown in Figure 5.10 with the USB joystick buttons, and to interface it with the 
LabVIEW control VI built to control the MARS-ND joint actuators. The USB joystick was 
programmed and limited to control only the joint space o f the Hydro-Lek arm. It was not 
possible to implement the end-effector motions in Cartesian space for the following reasons:
1. The wrist o f the Hydro-Lek arms had no feedback sensor, it was therefore difficult to 
know the position and orientation o f this wrist joint
2. Incomplete information of kinematic models for the Hydro-Lek arms in the LabVIEW 
user interface control VI because o f step 1
3. The operator did not have a complete understanding o f the end-effector motions in 
Cartesian space because o f step 2
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In order to overcome the obstacles faced when using the 3D java model o f the robot arms, a 
SolidWorks 3D model o f the Hydro-Lek arms was used instead. The SolidWorks 3D model 
was interfaced with LabVIEW software using a newly designed tool called NI LabVIEW- 
SolidWorks Mechatronics Toolkit. This toolkit is a user friendly GUI compared with the Java 
3D model. Figure 5.12 below shows the layout o f the USB joystick interfaced with the 
LabVIEW control models and SolidWorks 2007.
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Figure 5.12 Joystick and 3D SolidWorks interface with LabVIEW
In order to create LabVIEW simulations, the SolidWorks robot models are saved as Virtual 
Reality Modelling Language (VRML97) file formats and then exported to LabVIEW. In order 
to perform a LabVIEW simulation with 3D visualisation provided by SolidWorks VRML97 
export, it was necessary to create a program that contained three V i’s. These included:
1. Top level VI which contained the simulation loop and the state-space matrices 
information
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2. First sub VI that drew and updated the picture in accordance with the simulation 
parameters
3. Third and lowest level VI which imported and parsed the VRML97 file to create 
objects names and parent/child relationships for each object in the robot system
NI LabVEEW-SolidWorks Mechatronics Toolkit was used in this research for the following 
reasons:
1. To coordinate it with the USB joystick buttons in order to directly change the 
individual robot joint angles. For example, when the joystick was moved in a 
specified direction one o f its coordinated buttons fed and controlled the designated 
MARS-ND joint directly in order to move this joint to a desired angle
2. To map each axis o f motion in LabVIEW (step 1) to the constrained joints o f the 3D 
robot model in SolidWorks
There were three main problems that were encountered using LabVIEW with SolidWorks 
2007 within this research. Firstly, because o f the limitations o f current technology for 
LabVIEW and SolidWorks software, it was not possible to implement a live update o f 
position data displayed. All action, such as the joystick positions, needed to be recorded then 
“play them back” in SolidWorks. This meant that this research was only able to record a 
position array using the joystick and then send this motion waveform to SolidWorks. 
Secondly, SolidWorks 2007 uses arrays or buffers o f data rather than a single point at a time. 
In other words, it was necessary to prerecord all of the motion data first before sending it to 
SolidWorks, using a “Run COSMOSMotion Simulation.vi” . This VI cannot be used in the 
same loop as the VI that reads the joystick. The joystick data was saved in an array and then 
sent to SolidWorks 3D model after the joystick loop had finished running. Thirdly, the 
dynamic data type that was sent had to have the correct time interval (dt) information in it, 
otherwise the simulation will not play at the correct speed.
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5.5 Conclusion
This chapter has discussed the importance o f using 3D graphical simulation software such as 
Workspace 5 to help develop the FK and IK equations for the Hydro-Lek 7-function arms in 
order to build the low-level and high-level controllers. It has also outlined the limitations that 
hindered the use o f this software with the real robot. The graphical simulation process in 
Workspace 5 depends mainly on the D-H convention. This was used for validation which 
enabled the kinematics o f the Hydro-Lek arms to be checked for accuracy. The Hydro-Lek 
arms were off-the-shelf components, it was therefore only necessary to understand the FK and 
IK in order to be able to understand the behaviour o f the arms so that they could be controlled.
This research has found that the use o f graphical 3D simulation for off-line simulation is very 
important in the context o f a multi-arm robot system, in order to understand this system while 
undertaking a given task in a specified environment. The control o f a multi-arm robot system 
is more complex than a single arm system. The use o f 3D simulation in conjunction with the 
robot motion controller can significantly enhance the understanding o f the nature o f the task a 
multi-arm robot executes. This has particular significance in the context o f nuclear 
decommissioning and the undertaking o f tasks within a hazardous environment. 3D 
simulation can also considerably help the understanding o f the robot kinematics and dynamics 
before the motion controller is established. This aspect is important in the design stage o f the 
robot arms, before they reach the manufacturing stage. This aspect was not employed before 
the manufacture o f the Hyrdro-Lek arms used in this research project, as discovered through 
this research.
This chapter has also discussed the high level control for the Hydro-Lek arms. It has described 
the attempted use o f SpacePilot to control the motion o f each joint or the tool tips o f the robot 
arms and the problems encountered when using this device. It then demonstrated the use o f an 
alternative simple third party device, called a USB Joystick, interfaced with the motion
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control model built with LabVIEW software and 3D real-time animation o f the robot arm. 
With regards to the high level control, this research has found that the MARS-ND system can 
be operated using a USB joystick and 3D simulation software for real-time control and 
updating o f data to the 3D simulation. This type o f control, based on sensors, is important in 
the context o f  nuclear decommissioning in order to fully understand the movements o f the 
robot arms in real time. It allows cameras and feedback systems to be supplemented by 3D 
simulation giving a more accurate sense and feeling o f the real time movements o f the robot 
within its changing or hazardous environment. Cameras were not used however in this 
research because o f the timeframe and costs.
In this research, the forming o f the FK and IK using Workspace 5 facilitated the building o f 
the low-level and high-level controllers. The interfacing and integration o f SpacePilot and a 
USB joystick in conjunction with LabVIEW operating software establishes a new approach to 
control issues for multi-arm robot systems in the context o f decommissioning tasks. It is 
important because it allows control o f the whole robot arm in any desirable location using a 
simple mechanism, such as the joystick. This gives the operator flexibility and maximum 
control o f the robot. In addition, the interfacing and integration o f the USB joystick in 
conjunction with LabVIEW operating software allows each arm to be controlled 
independently by separate joysticks.
In conclusion this research has created a foundation for the control o f MARS-ND. This can be 
developed by other researchers to enable the addition o f cameras and a haptic device to further 




ALGORITHM TEST FOR 
MARS-ND
6.1 Introduction
Most robotic tasks that involve interaction between two parts, such as a multi-arm robotic 
system, cannot be successfully carried out by relying on purely positional control strategy. For 
example in the assembly o f rigid parts even small path-planning errors and, or control position 
inaccuracies may induce undesirably large values of contact force. A current issue that is at 
the forefront o f robotics research is the problem of collision-free trajectory planning. Collision 
avoidance is one o f the most important issues o f collision-free trajectory planning when 
operating a system with more than one robot arm. The aim of collision avoidance is to provide 
control schemes to avoid potential collisions. Several collision avoidance techniques have 
been developed and applied in a variety of contexts in which robotic systems are employed. 
These techniques include heuristic algorithms, non-linear programming, configuration space 
method, artificial potential field algorithms, and kinematics control algorithms.
Collision detection is a subset o f collision avoidance. It is concerned with the detection o f 
colliding, or potential colliding, between manipulator links and obstacles; manipulator links 
themselves; or between two separate manipulators operating close to each other. The aim of 
collision detection in the context o f a multi-arm robotic system is to find the minimum 
distance between the corresponding objects o f each robot arm. Various collision detection
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methods are currently used these include, sensor detection or measuring such as laser sensors; 
ultrasonic; sonar; bumpers; and object visualization using geometrical calculations. There are 
also various techniques o f minimum distance calculation that include, distance between point 
and point; point and line segment; and between two line segments. In minimum distance 
calculations the objects and links o f the manipulators or obstacles are modelled and 
represented as points and lines.
The objective o f collision detection is to automatically report when a geometric contact is 
about to occur or has actually occurred. It is typically used in order to simulate the physics o f 
moving objects, or to provide the geometric information which is needed in path planning for 
robots. Usually the static collision detection problem is studied first and then later extended to 
a dynamic environment. If the position and orientation o f the objects is known in advance the 
collision detection can be solved as a function of time. A related problem to collision 
detection is determining the minimum Euclidean distance between two objects. The Euclidean 
distance between two objects is a natural measurement o f proximity for reasoning about their 
spatial relationship. This chapter discusses the collision avoidance algorithm test for MARS- 
ND and its limitations. The collision avoidance techniques used by Sugano Laboratory and 
Kosuge and Hirata Laboratory, and their possible application to MARS-ND were discussed in 
detail in Chapter 7.
6.2 Previous collision avoidance approaches
The problem o f collision avoidance is central to model-based manipulation systems. The 
simplest collision avoidance algorithms for this type o f system fall into generate and test 
paradigms. A simple path from start to goal, usually a straight line, is hypothesised and then 
the path is tested for potential collisions. If collisions are detected a new path is proposed, 
possibly using information about the detected collision to help hypothesise the new path. The 
three steps in this type o f algorithm are:
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1. To calculate the volume swept out by the moving object along the proposed path
2. To determine the overlap between the swept volume and the obstacles
3. To propose a new path
An essential component o f robot motion planning and collision avoidance is a geometric 
reasoning system (Lin, M. C., et al 1994). This can detect potential contacts and determine the 
exact collision points between the robot manipulator and the obstacle, or between two 
manipulators within a specified workspace. Although this system does not provide a complete 
solution to the path planning and obstacle avoidance problems, it often serves as a good 
indicator to steer the robot away from its surrounding obstacles before an actual collision 
occurs. For almost three decades it has been a priority o f robotics research to produce paths 
for robotic devices that avoid collisions by undertaking motion planning (Cameron 1998). 
Until recently however two central problems restricted the use o f motion planning. Firstly, the 
computation time required to undertake and carry out motion planning limited its usefulness. 
Secondly, the majority o f approaches to motion planning adopted and modified the methods 
for stationary obstacle avoidance.
In previous approaches to the development o f an algorithm for collision avoidance the time- 
varying obstacle in the configuration time-space (CT-space) is converted to a stationary 
obstacle. In this approach, therefore, motion planning for time-varying obstacle avoidance is 
reduced to path planning for stationary obstacle avoidance. Many researchers have examined 
the context o f a single robot with stationary obstacles (Lozano-Perez 1981; Brooks 1983; Luh 
and Campell 1984; Red and Troung-Cao 1987); there is limited research, however, that is 
concerned with the problem o f a time-varying environment (Lee et al 1998) and the issue o f 
collision-free motion planning for a multi-robot system (Yanqiong Fei et al 2004). Below I 
give a brief outline o f the development o f the key ideas that have led to current thinking in 
motion planning.
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Freund and Hoyer (1985, 1986) formulated the problem of collision avoidance for a multi­
robot system as a path-finding problem and suggested an algorithm with simulation results. In 
1998 they introduced the concept o f a hierarchical coordinator based on the nonlinear control 
approach, and suggested a real-time collision-free motion planning method for a multi-robot 
system. Although they provided a practical and systematic approach, they encountered 
difficulties in the construction o f the hierarchical coordinator.
Erdmann and Lozano-Perez (1986) explored the motion planning problem for multiple 
moving objects using the configuration space-time technique to process time-varying 
constraints imposed on a moving object. They represented the configuration space-time by 
using two-dimensional slices and searched for a collision-free path in the space-time.
Lee and Lee (1986, 1987) studied the collision avoidance problem o f dual robots. They 
modelled the robots as spheres and assumed that each robot moved along pre-specified 
straight-line paths. By constructing a collision map using the path and trajectory information 
o f two robots, they proposed a time scheduling algorithm to modify the velocity profile for the 
secondary robot. Although this study showed an easy-to-use method for the collision-free 
motion planning o f a multi-robot system, it did not take into account the fact that a collision- 
free trajectory may not exist on the given path; and did not provide an analytical method to 
construct a collision map. Chang et al. (1994) improved these results by constructing a more 
accurate geometric model o f a robot. They presented a method to obtain heuristically the 
minimum delay time o f one robot. Although they still needed pre-specified paths o f two 
robots to avoid stationary obstacles, they simplified the computational burdens o f constructing 
a complete collision map.
Kant and Zucker (1986) solved the trajectory planning problem in time-varying environments 
for a point robot. In their approach the problem o f planning a collision-free trajectory is 
decomposed into two sequential sub-problems o f path finding with stationary obstacles; and
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velocity planning along the chosen path. They first represented potential collisions as 
forbidden regions in a path-time space by using the path information o f a point robot and the 
trajectory information o f moving obstacles. They then presented algorithms to solve the 
velocity planning problem with different optimality criteria. Kant and Zucker (1986) also 
developed the path-velocity decomposition technique. In this technique the paths o f two 
robots were independently planned by initially taking only stationary obstacles into 
consideration. Kant and Zucker then modified the velocity profile o f the two robots to avoid 
collision between them. This approach utilised a stationary obstacle avoidance scheme in the 
path planning step, but did not consider moving obstacles except for the other robot.
The technique o f path-velocity decomposition formed the basis o f two further methods. Shin 
and Bien (1989) developed the concept o f coordination space constructed with scalar variables 
to define the positions along prescribed paths. Bien, Lee and Lee (1992, 1995) proposed an 
analytical collision-free and time-optimal trajectory planning method for two robot 
manipulators in the coordination space. The robots were assumed to move along prescribed 
paths with limited actuator torques and velocities.
The essential concept o f the artificial potential field (APF) approach, proposed by O. Khatib 
(1986) for obstacle avoidance, is to make local decisions at each step based on the distance 
vectors to the goal and various obstacles. This eventually leads to the goal position. This 
method treats the robot, represented as a point in configuration space, as particle acting under 
the influence o f a potential field whose local variations are expected to reflect the structure o f 
the free space. The potential function is defined over the free space as the sum o f an attractive 
potential which pulls the robot toward the goal configuration; and a repulsive potential which 
pushes the robot away from the obstacles to prevent collisions. Virtual forces are defined by 
negative gradients o f potential function. The robot is controlled by the sum o f the force 
moving from high potential configuration to low potential configuration.
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Kinematics control algorithms for collision avoidance (Maciejewski and Klein 1985; Zlajpah 
and Nemec 2002) consider the problem as an inverse kinematics problem. M ost o f these 
algorithms were designed for applications which have desired end-effector trajectories 
throughout the tasks. They solve the inverse kinematics for the angles and angular velocities 
to satisfy the end-effector constraints and for collision avoidance if  the manipulators are 
redundant. Collision avoidance can therefore be achieved without changing the motion o f end- 
effector, if  the manipulators have redundant degrees o f freedom.
In 1985 Maciejewski and Klein implemented a kinematics control algorithm for a redundant 
manipulator to avoid obstacles in dynamically varying environment. Figure 6.1 shows an 
illustration o f the theory they discussed and equation 6.1, gives the equation they used to 








Figure 6.1 Kinematics collision avoidance (Maciejewski and Klein 1985)
6 = J i x e +  [/„(/ - y e+/ e) ]+(*o - h l t X e )  (6.1)
Where
6: An n-dimensional joint velocities vector, where n is the number o f DOF
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J: Jacobian matrix (R. Paul 1981)
I: Identity matrix;
Je : Jacobian matrix o f the end-effector
J0: Jacobian matrix o f the collision avoidance point
Je : Pseudoinverse o f J  e
x e \ Velocities vector o f the end-effector
x 0: Velocity vector of the collision avoidance point
Maciejewski and Klein suggest that there are some singular matrices, caused by the singular
position o f the collision avoidance point, that have to be taken into account when considering
the control. This is due to the use o f the pseudoinverse in the equation.
Zlajpah and Nemec (2002) discuss kinematics control algorithms as illustrated in Figure 6.2. 
They categorized the algorithms as velocity strategy and force strategy. They proposed a force 
strategy control which is a similar algorithm as that presented by Maciejewski and Klein, but 
also using artificial forces. This strategy avoided the use o f the pseudoinverse problem.
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The main advantages o f kinematics control algorithms are that they are easy to implement 
however, they are only suitable for applications which possess a redundant manipulator with a 
specified end-effector trajectory. In this research the kinematics control algorithm was 
adopted and tested for MARS-ND. In the following sections the control strategy for MARS- 
ND is illustrated; the implementation o f the kinematics control algorithm with MARS-ND is 
discussed; and an examination is given o f the collision avoidance strategy developed in order 
to find a solution to the problem o f collision avoidance between the two Hydro-Lek arms 
while undertaking a given task. An introduction to collision detection using minimum distance 
calculation, kinematics control algorithms, collision avoidance strategy and its general 
solution are illustrated in Appendix B.
6.3 Control strategy for multi-arm robot system
The configuration space algorithm is a good choice to build the control system for a simple 
dual-arm robot system with two or three DOF for each arm. This is because it can easily 
convert the dual-arm collision-free control problem to a path-finding problem for a point robot 
in ^-dimensional space, where n is the number o f DOF o f the dual-arm robot. The control 
strategy in C-Space algorithm for collision-free control is to control the two arms as a whole. 
The arms always move in configurations that are available within the free space; they do not 
collide unless the C-Space is wrongly constructed. This algorithm is hard to implement 
however, when using with high DOF robot systems. An alternative control strategy is the 
master-slave strategy. This uses a hierarchical control scheme for the two manipulators which 
assigns different level priorities for the two arms in order to execute their given tasks. The 
control system allocates different tasks for each manipulator and the two manipulators move 
simultaneously. If a collision occurs, the low priority manipulator, the slave, must give way to 
the high priority manipulator, the master. The master-slave strategy was adopted for MARS- 
ND. Figure 6.3 shows an illustration o f the master-slave control strategy.
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Figure 6.3 Master-slave control strategy
In the master-slave control strategy adopted for MARS-ND the master arm can move to a 
desired location while the slave arm plans its trajectory without interrupting the master arm. 
The control system can configure the slave arm’s trajectory with constraints that will prevent 
it colliding with the master arm while in motion. If a desired trajectory is not available for the 
slave arm the control system will continue to check the trajectory availability, when it finds 
one then the slave arm is able to continue with its tasks. If no trajectory is found then the 
control system has to re-plan the end-effector trajectory until it reaches the looping limit. If 
the system reports an error, it means the slave arm failed to achieve its given task. The 
constraints on slave arm trajectory generation can be used for many purposes including a 
jo in t’s angular velocity control and a jo in t’s acceleration control. For the development of 
MARS-ND it was used for collision avoidance based on the control strategy described above 
in Figure 6.3.
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The kinematics control algorithm that was adopted to achieve collision avoidance control for 
MARS-ND was applied because o f its simplicity o f implementation. It is based on finding a 
minimum distance. Figure 6.4 shows an example o f how the minimum distance has an 
influence on collision avoidance control for the multi-arm robot system. Figure 6.4 also 
illustrates that once the system finds the minimum distance it compares this with specific 
critical distances such as di & J 2 and from these comparisons makes decisions. For example, 
if the minimum distance d  > d t means the slave arm is in the safe zone then the trajectory 
generation will continue for the slave arm. If the minimum distance is d  < d2 then system 
suspension will occur because the two arms are close and potential colliding will happen. If  dj 
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Figure 6.4 Minimum distance influence
The strategy o f collision avoidance is to identify the point on the manipulator which is closest 
to an obstacle, denoted as collision avoidance point (A0), and then assign to it a motion 
component that moves the point directly away from the obstacle as shown in Figure 6.5. In the 
case o f a multi-arm system, the minimum distance (d0) between each link o f the two arms can
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be calculated using virtual models which have the coordination details for all the links o f the 
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Figure 6.5 Minimum distance influence (Bakari 2008)
6.4 The implementation of the kinematics control algorithm
Kinematics control can be easily implemented using the equation B39, as given in Appendix 
B, within a control flow which uses the solution o f the desired joint angular velocities 0 to 
determine the desired angle of each joint. The system can therefore control the slave 
manipulator without colliding into the master manipulator, which is the set o f moving 
obstacles, and thus achieve its goal. Equation B39 shows that there are many variables that 
need to be determined in order to find the solution of 9.
The implementation o f kinematics control can be divided into several subtasks, as illustrated 
in Figure 6.6, in this way the algorithm can be implemented step by step. The variables 
demonstrated in Figure 6.6 are the determination o f end-effector velocity; avoidance velocity; 
Jacobians; virtual manipulators modelling; and algorithm flow control. These are explained in 
detail in Appendix B.
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Figure 6.6 Work breakdown structure model
When a master-slave control system is used, the collision avoidance control problem for the 
dual-arm manipulators is transformed into the problem of collision avoidance control for a 
single-armed manipulator with moving obstacles. This is because the master arm is considered 
as a set o f moving obstacles. When the condition o f the end-effector trajectory is specified it is 
possible to implement the kinematics control algorithm to achieve collision avoidance control 
for the slave arm. After a detailed analysis of the kinematics control algorithm, the control 
algorithm can be implemented step by step as outlined in Figure 6.6.
6.5 Test and evaluation
When the master-slave control strategy was applied to MARS-ND it was found that the 
kinematics control algorithm would be a good choice for collision avoidance control if the 
condition o f the slave robot manipulator end-effector trajectory is provided. The following 
sections explain the kinematics control algorithm for collision avoidance as applied for 
MARS-ND. Firstly a description of the test environment is outlined and a selection o f tests
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concerning the computation o f parameters is provided; then the kinematics control algorithm 
for collision avoidance is presented, and an evaluation o f implementation for MARS-ND is 
discussed.
6.5.1 Test environment
All the tests were carried out using a robot motion simulation package in MATLAB 
developed by the author and another researcher at Lancaster University (Bakari and Hu Yang 
2007). Some o f the functions were extended from the robotic toolbox for MATLAB as 
developed by Peter I. Corke (1996). The simulation package created the robot according the 
D-H parameters specified and displayed it in a 3D space. It simulated the 3D robot using a 
real-time animation function. Figure 6.7 shows an illustration o f the robot motion simulation 
package. The robot manipulators models used for the tests were the dual-arm Hydro-Lek 
manipulators as shown in Figure 6.8 and a 6-DOF planar robot as shown in Figure 6.9. Since 
the dual-arm Hydro-Lek manipulators model is complicated and difficult to handle for testing 
the algorithm, some tests used the planar robot which made it easy to discover problems while 
testing.
F i g u r e  1
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Figure 6.7 MATLAB simulation package
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Figure 6.8 3D model o f Hydro-Lek arms (Bakari 2008)
Figure 6.9 A simple planar robot (Hu Yang 2007)
6.5.2 Test of the computation of parameters
To successfully implement the kinematics control algorithm it was found to be extremely 
important to make sure the parameters in equation B39 were provided correctly. This included 
the homogenous solution gain a h , the avoidance velocity gain a 0; the Jacobians for both 
end-effectors; the avoidance point / J  and / 0 ; the end-effector velocity X e \ and the avoidance 
velocity V 0 . Additional tests were also carried out to check that the parameters were provided 
correctly.
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6.5.3 Function test for the distance calculation
The homogenous solution gain and the avoidance velocity gain, OC^and CCq are functions 
which are relative to the minimum distance. In order to ensure these two gains are correct it is 
necessary to ensure the minimum distance is calculated correctly. There are also other 
parameters that are provided by the distance calculation function. These include the location 
o f the collision avoidance point, which is used for generating the collision avoidance point 
Jacobian matrix; and the direction of the avoidance velocity V q .  The distance calculation 
function is therefore one o f the most important factors that needs testing.
6.5.4 Test setup
The minimum distance function can calculate the minimum distances between two line 
segments (as described in section B.l.1.3 in Appendix B); or between a point and a line 
segment; or between two points. Since the minimum distance calculation between two line 
segments includes the calculation o f the other two cases, the test is based on the case o f two 










Figure 6.10 Distance calculation function test
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Assuming that there are two line segments as shown in Figure 6.10:
S egm ent one: 5 , = seg m en t(J®, P2), P} = [2,0,O f , P 2 = [ 2 ,0 ,2 f  
S egm ent tw o: S 2 = segm ent{P 3, P 4) ,P3 = [2 ,2 ,0]T, P 4 = [0,0,2]r
The test is performed using MATLAB. Firstly MATLAB constructs the two segments with 
specified end-points; it then requests the distance function for the two segments; and finally it 
puts the return values into three variables and displays them to see the results. All o f these 
activities are achieved using the following commands:
»  p i  =  [2,0,0]';
»  P2 = [2,0,2]';
»  p3 =  [2,2,0]';
» p 4  =  [0,0,2]';
»  s 1 =segm ent(p  1 ,p2); 
»  s2=segm ent(p3,p4);
» [d ,p ,u ]= d istance(sl,s2 );
» d , p , u  
d =  1.4142
p = -1.0000 u =  -0.7071
-1.0000 0.7071
1.0000 0.0000
Where d, p  and u are the three variables, d  is the minimum distance; p  is the point which has 
the minimum distance, represented in a position vector with respect to the first end-point o f 
the ‘slave’ segment. In this case the ‘slave’ segment is S2; and the second end-point is P 3; u is 
the unit vector o f the direction o f the avoidance velocity.
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z
x
Figure 6.11 Distance calculation function test
In order to check the correctness o f the outcomes o f the distance calculation function, the 
three variables also need to be calculated manually. From Figure 6.11, it is easy to see that the 
minimum distance is the distance from P 5 to P6; the avoidance velocity direction is from P 5 
points to P 6; and the position vector o f the minimum distance point, which is P 6 in this case, is 
Pg- P 5. Therefore the three variables can be calculated as follows:
d  = J 2 2 - ( V 2 ) 2 =  4 2  « 1 .4 1 4 2 (6.2)
u =
p  - P6 5
||#> - P  I6 5
1 2 - 1







The testing process allows the performance o f the distance calculation function to be read 
easily from table 6.1. It shows that the function gives the values exactly as expected.
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Table 6.1 Test results from the distance calculation function
This test has thus numerically proved the distance calculation function can provide the correct 
calculations for two line segments. Moreover, the distance calculation function also gives 
excellent performance for complex situations.
1000 
500 




Figure 6.12a Distance calculation test for a multi-obstacle environment
Figure 6.12a shows an example of a distance calculation for a multi-obstacle environment. In 
this example a manipulator traces a specified end-effector trajectory and another manipulator 
is considered as seven obstacles. This is because the manipulator consists o f seven links and
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each link is considered as an obstacle. The distance calculation function tends to calculate the 
minimum distance from the move manipulator to each obstacle and gives very good results. 
‘It can be used for the kinematics control algorithm to generate G^and CC0; and to provide the 
location o f the avoidance point and the direction o f the avoidance velocity. Figure 6.12b 

















Figure 6.12b Corresponding minimum distance between the moving arm and each obstacle 
6.6 Jacobian generation function test
A concept o f the kinematics control algorithm is the mapping o f the Cartesian Space velocity 
to the Joint Space velocity by using a matrix. The matrix is the pseudo-inverse o f Jacobian, 
the Jacobians are therefore the most important factors for the kinematics control. The test 
presented here checks the correctness of the Jacobian generation and tests the correctness of 
the end-effector velocity determination. Since the Jacobians and the end-effector velocity can 
also be used for calculating the inverse kinematics for a robot, where only the inverse 
Jacobian and end-effector velocity are used, the inverse kinematics calculation can also be 
used for testing the Jacobians and end-effector velocity.
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The test method is as follows:
• Specify the end-effector trajectory
• Force the robot to trace the trajectory using the inverse kinematics
If the robot can trace the trajectory then both the Jacobian and end-effector are correct, 














Figure 6.13b Jacobian generation function test
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Figures 6.13a and 6.13b show a test for the end-effector Jacobian and end-effector velocity. It 
can be seen that the end-effector can move to trace the trajectory. The collision avoidance 
point Jacobian generation function can also be tested in the same way and gives the same 
result. The Jacobians generation function and the end-effector velocity calculation function 
therefore appear to be working correctly.
6.7 Collision avoidance function tests
During all the tests explained above it was found that the parameters cch and a 0, J%, J 0, x e 
and the direction o f v 0 could be generated correctly. The only factors left behind are the 
scalar quantity o f v 0; the influence distance d*; and the unit gain distance d u (illustrated 
in section B.3.2 from Appendix B). These three variables are adjustable however, which 
means that they can be specified by the user and thus also become secured. All the parameters 
are therefore secured to be generated correctly. The following sections show the test o f the 
collision avoidance algorithm based on the planar manipulator model, and the test o f the 
collision avoidance algorithm based on the Hydro-Lek manipulator model.
6.7.1 Test on planar manipulator
A six DOF planar manipulator was created using the robot motion simulation package in 
MATLAB. The link lengths o f the manipulator were 70mm, 200mm, 100mm, 100mm and 
80mm. An obstacle was created with an unknown location in relation to the manipulator. The 
manipulator was therefore only able to avoid the obstacle by using the kinematics control 
according to the minimum distance. The primary task was to track a specified end-effector 
path from a to b, specified by eeTrajQ function (please refer to the end-effector trajectory 
generation function in Appendix B). The critical distances selected were d t =  55m m ,
d u = 4 0  m m . The quantity o f the avoidance velocity w asv =  150 m m ! s . Figure 6.14 below 
demonstrates the setup o f the planar manipulator.
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Figure 6.14 Planar manipulator
To find out the effectiveness o f the collision avoidance control when implemented with the 
Planar and HydroLek manipulators, the test was processed using the three steps given below:
1. The robot was forced to track the path without considering the collision avoidance by 
using the equation 0  = J * x e instead o f the kinematics control equation B40 (given 
in Appendix B)
2. The robot traced the path with the collision avoidance control by using the equation 
B40
3. The minimum distance was plotted against the time for both tests, with and without 
the collision avoidance control.
From the test results, given in Figure 6.15a, it can be seen that the manipulator tracked the 
specified path and ignored the existence of the obstacle. This suggests that the manipulator 
will collide with the obstacle. Figure 6.15b shows that when the manipulator moves toward to 
the obstacle the minimum distance decreases until the manipulator collides with the obstacle,
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then the minimum distance becomes zero. When the manipulator crosses over the obstacle, 










Figure 6.15b Minimum distance
Figure 6.16a shows that the manipulator did not collide with the obstacle while it was tracking 
the same specified path. Figure 6.16b shows that the minimum distance begins at the same 
point as shown in Figure 6.15b but decreases smoothly approaching 40mm.
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Figure 6.16a Path tracking motion
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Figure 6.16b Minimum distance
The green line shown in Figure 6.17 represents the minimum distance effect without using the 
collision avoidance control algorithm. The blue line in Figure 6.17 represents the minimum 
distance effect when the collision avoidance control is applied. The differences highlighted by 
this graph are that the green line decreases to zero and then rises because the manipulator 
crosses the obstacle. The blue line also decreases to the same extent until it reaches 55 where 
it is set as the influence distance dr, it then smoothly approaches 40 where it is set as the unit
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gains distance. The collision avoidance control influences the approaching speed o f the 
obstacle when this occurs; the manipulator starts to slow down in order to prevent the 
potential collisions.
80
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Figure 6.17 Comparison of the two minimum distance results 
6.7.2 Test on Hydro-Lek manipulator
The test on the Hydro-Lek manipulator was also based on the robot motion simulation 
package in MATLAB, where the simulated robot is the Hydro-Lek manipulator. The critical 
distances are set so that d ; = 55 and d u = 40 . The quantity o f avoidance velocity is v =  150 . 
Figure 6.18 shows the initial setup.
The test method for the collision avoidance control for the Hydro-Lek manipulator was the 
same as that used for the planar manipulator. The test results, given in Figure 6.19, show that 
potential collision is prevented, but the manipulator does not complete the tracking task. From 
the perspective o f the minimum distance it also shows that the manipulator stops at the point 
when it reaches the minimum distance 50 as shown in Figure 6.20. The collision avoidance 
control returned an error message, “Solution wouldn't converge”. This message is returned
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when the control algorithm cannot find a solution to move the end-effector to the target 













Figure 6.18 Hydro-Lek manipulator test setup
Through the tests it was confirmed that the parameters needed for the kinematics control were 
secure and could be used for the algorithm. It was also found that the algorithm worked for the 
6 DOF planar manipulator, and gave a good performance; it also prevented a potential 
collision between the robot and the obstacle. It can therefore be concluded that the 
implementation o f kinematics control for collision avoidance would seem to work well, 
particularly on high redundancy planar manipulators, although some problems were evident. 
For example in the test on the Hydro-Lek manipulator the potential collision was prevented 
but the primary task, which was to trace a specified end-effector trajectory, was also 
suspended. The manipulator still had enough redundancy to reconfigure the joint to continue 
tracking the path without collisions. This is illustrated in Figure 6.21.
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Figure 6.20 Minimum distance calculation
From a programming perspective one o f the reasons the task was suspended was because 
when the manipulator approached the obstacle, the matrix (J0N )+ from the equation C40, 
(which is a component of the kinematics control algorithm), yielded unacceptably large 
numbers. This meant that the kinematics control loop could not produce the desired joint 
velocity to satisfy the specified tolerance. The program therefore continued looping until it 
reached the looping limit. This problem is also identified by A. A. Maciejewski and C. A.
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Klein (1985) who discuss some possible solutions. Another possible reason for the suspension 
of the task could have been that the Hydro-Lek robot arms did not possess good joint 
configuration, which would affect the way the joints were aligned to form the arms and their 











Figure 6.21 Illustration of a selection of the Hydro-Lek links that failed to respond to the
collision avoidance function
6.7.3 Alternative test on Hydro-Lek manipulator
The kinematics control algorithm was explored, improved and tried with different robot 
configurations during the author’s research collaboration work with the Sugano team at 
Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan. The aim of this was to test the effectiveness o f this 
algorithm in different contexts and to explore the possibility the adoption o f this algorithm by 
the Sugano team for the TWENDY-ONE robot collision avoidance problem.
In order to validate the kinematics control algorithm for collision avoidance, experiments 
were undertaken to compare the 6-DOF configuration Hydro-Lek arms and the 7-DOF 
redundant two planar manipulators. The joint configuration o f the 7-DOF planar manipulators 
is illustrated in Figure 6.22b as compared with the Hydro-Lek arms as shown in Figure 6.22a.
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H y d r o le k
(a) Hydro-Lek arm
P la n a r
Z s
(b) 7 DOF planar arm
Figure 6.22 Robot arms configuration
StartPoht EndPoiit S u ccess o rN o t
X Y Z X Y Z H vdro-Lek 7D0 F Plannar
Horizontal Base 750 750 O O
HorizontalX+100 850 0 850 0 0 0
HorbontalX-lOO 650 0 650 -400 X 0
HorbontalZ+lOO 750
100 750 100 0 0
HorizontalZ-100 -100 -100 0 0
V erticalBase 750 750 X 0
VerticalX+100 850 -100 850 -100 X X




VerticalY -100 200 200 X 0
Table 6.2 Comparison between Hydro-Lek arm and 7 DOF Planar arm
These multi-arms are settled as the Master-Slave manipulators, thus, in this experiment, one 
arm is in a static position and posture while the other arm moves from the Start Point to the
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End Point with a circular trajectory. The position o f both the Start Point and the End Point are 
defined in Table 1 6.2. The letter ‘O ’ indicates if the kinematics control with collision 
avoidance method is successful and ‘X ’ is filled if it is unsuccessful.
These experiments provide the minimum distance between the arms at the periodic time. The 
distance is plotted on the Y-axis and time on the X-axis as shown in Figures 6.31, 6.32, 6.33, 
6.34, 6.35, 6.36, 6.37, 6.38 and 6.39. This method was not appropriate because it was unable 
to avoid collision and could not help aborting. Table 6.2 shows that the 7-DOF planar 
obtained more successful results than the Hydro-Lek arms, however, it was not possible to 
prevent collisions with the other arm. This suggests it is necessary to apply more settings on 
joint configurations, or provide more DOF.
Figure 6.23 below shows the modifications carried out for the control panel.
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Figure 6.23 Control panel for the kinematic control algorithm in MatLab
The new features added to the control panel shown above are:
(a) 6 DOF planar robot arm configuration with new D-H table
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(b) 7 DOF planar robot arm configuration with new D-H table
(c) Horizontal or vertical bars
(d) Distance adjustment between the bar (task) and robot arm end-effectors
(e) Drawing and redrawing o f the selected robot arm
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The following Figures illustrate and compare the results plotted for the minimum distance 
against time for the Hydro-Lek arms and the 7 DOF planar arms. It was concluded that the 
code used to generate the trajectory path for each task was successful but the generation o f the 
collision avoidance using the minimum distance specified for the arms was not responding.
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(a) Hydro-Lek (b) 7-DOF planar















(b) Hydro-Lek (b) 7-DOF planar









(a) Hydro-Lek (b) 7-DOF planar



















(a) Hydro-Lek (b) 7-DOF planar
Figure 6.34 Using horizontal bar with distance o f Z+100
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(b) 7-DOF Planar 













(a) Hydro-Lek (b) 7-DOF Planar
Figure 6.36 Using vertical bar with distance o f X+100
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(a) Hydro-Lek (b) 7-DOF Planar





















(a) Vertical Y +100 (b) Vertical Y -100
Figure 6.39 Using vertical bar with 7-DOF planar arm with (Y+100 and Y-100)
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6.8 Redundant Manipulators
A robot manipulator is specified as redundant or kinematically redundant when it possesses 
more DOF than is needed to execute a given task. A redundant manipulator can be exploited 
to achieve more dexterous robot motions and for collision avoidance.
6.9 Conclusion
This chapter has discussed a variety o f approaches to collision avoidance methods for a multi­
arm robot system; and the importance o f using a suitable collision avoidance algorithm for 
effective task execution while avoiding possible collision. The chapter has also examined the 
control strategy and the implementation, testing and evaluation o f a kinematics control 
algorithm for the Hydro-Lek multi-arm system and tested on the planar manipulator and the 
Hydro-Lek arms. Finally the chapter has reviewed tests on the kinematics control algorithm 
used for the Hydro-Lek multi- arm system at Lancaster University, and undertaken at the 
Sugano Laboratory at Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan (2008) as part o f the collaborative 
research project. The robot arms cooperation method and collision avoidance method 
implemented by Sugano Laboratory and Kosuge & Hirata Laboratory are illustrated in 
Appendix C.
In conclusion it was decided that the kinematics control algorithm approach would not be a 
suitable approach to apply for the Hydro-Lek arms in order to facilitate collision avoidance.
The disadvantage o f this approach is that it can only be applied with redundancy DOF o f a 
robot arm, whereas Hydro-Lek arms only possess 6 DOF. Although the research found that 
the kinematics control algorithms are easy to implement but are only suitable for applications 
which possess a redundant manipulator with a specified end-effector trajectory. The adoption 
of the force potential field algorithm developed by Sugano Laboratory can be applied to 
MARS-ND with the master-slave coordination system. The master-slave control strategy was
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adopted for MARS-ND because it uses a hierarchical control scheme for the two manipulators 
which assigns different level priorities for the two arms in order to execute their given tasks. 
The control system can configure the slave arm’s trajectory with constraints that will prevent 
it colliding with the master arm while in motion. The constraints on the slave arm trajectory 
generation can be used for many purposes including a jo in t’s angular velocity and acceleration 
control. The master-slave control strategy has been applied by many researchers in the area o f 
multi-arm robotic systems due to the ease o f implementation.
When the kinematics control algorithm was tested on both the two Hydro-Lek arms and the 6- 
DOF planar manipulators, it was found that the algorithm worked well for the 6-DOF planar 
manipulator but not so well for the Hydro-Lek arms. This 6-DOF planar manipulator 
possessed a different joint configuration to the Hydro-Lek arms and had high redundancy. 
When tested with the kinematics control algorithm it gave a good result and prevented a 
potential collision between the robot and the obstacle. In the test on the Hydro-Lek 
manipulators the potential collision was prevented and the manipulator had no redundancy to 
reconfigure the joints to continue tracking the path without collisions. The primary task, 
however, to trace a specified end-effector trajectory, was also suspended. The reason for the 
failed test when using the Hydro-Lek arms can be summarised as follows:
1. Hydro-Lek arms is not a redundant manipulator
The tests undertaken at the Sugano Laboratory, using the kinematics control algorithm with a 
7-DOF planar manipulator, were compared with new tests on the Hydro-Lek arms based on a 
simulation using MatLab. The following changes were made under these tests:
(a) Horizontal and vertical bars were used
(b) Different distances between the bar (task) and robot arm end-effectors
(c) Drawing and redrawing the selected robot arm
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(d) Saving the animation o f each trajectory generated for the selected arm 
In response to the tests undertaken regarding the kinematics control algorithm both at 
Lancaster University and Sugano Laboratory, the following recommendations can be made:
1. More experiments are needed to test the kinematics control algorithms with different 
types o f manipulators. For example adjusting the jo in t configurations o f the 
manipulator; using 7 or more joints; adjusting link lengths; and adjusting task location 
before each test
2. The program code o f the algorithm may need amendment or improvement. It would 
then need to be re-tested again for effectiveness and responsiveness
3. The condition o f the manipulator redundancy needs to be satisfied in order to fully 
implement the kinematics control algorithm
The next stage for the advancement o f MARS-ND beyond this thesis, therefore, is the 
development o f coordination and collision avoidance algorithms applied with suitable 





The novel aspect to this thesis broadly focuses on two issues which can be divided into two 
sections, the development o f MARS-ND; and the investigation o f solutions to the problems o f 
coordination and collision avoidance for a multi-arm robot system such as MARS-ND. 
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 outlined the development o f MARS-ND using modem tools and explained 
how these tools can be integrated and interfaced together. The integration and interface 
processes for MARS-ND used a modem development path which requires the engineers to be 
able to move between different engineering disciplines, and integrate theory and practice in 
the building o f a robotic system. The traditional path for developing a robotic system requires 
a team of engineers to work together, each engineer with a specified and defined role. 
Chapters 6 discussed the investigation and finding o f a solution to the problem o f coordination 
and collision avoidance for a multi-arm robot system such as MARS-ND. As part o f these 
investigations research collaboration was undertaken with Sugano laboratory at Waseda 
University, Tokyo, Japan.
7.1 Methodological results
The underlying premise o f this thesis was to investigate, study, build, integrate and interface a 
multi-arm robot system for nuclear decommissioning applications using tested off-the-shelf 
tools. This process involved the use of the latest technology by a single engineer, this 
requiring a mechatronics approach to the development o f the robotic system. The use o f the
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latest technology as the basic tools allowed this research to integrate all the different parts 
purchased and interface them using an easy to use Programmable Automation Controller and 
single operating software for operating, obtaining feedback, monitoring and updating the 
robot system. As discussed in Chapter 3, the specific tools chosen for MARS-ND were 
selected because o f the ease with which they communicated with one another, and could be 
integrated and controlled from one operating system. The application of mechatronics 
concepts within this research allowed me to develop MARS-ND without the need for external 
expertise in terms o f software and hardware integration, programming and motion control of 
the robot. These choices proved to be an effective approach to the development o f MARS-ND 
in terms o f both the functionality o f the robot with respect to the off-the-shelf tools selected; 
and the ability for one researcher to integrate the software and hardware systems and to build 
the motion control profile.
The design o f the Hydro-Lek arms received for this research did not meet our original design 
specifications; therefore the weight o f the attached Hydro-Lek multi-arm system exceeded the 
maximum payload o f the Brokk arm. This made it essential to apply the front stabiliser o f the 
Brokk machine to counter balance the excessive loads.
The use o f LabVIEW operating software facilitated the creation o f motion control for the 
robot arm because of the ability of Lab VIEW to integrate and communicate with all o f the 
off-the-shelf tools within a single user interface. This is a different approach to previous 
research projects which have used specific pieces o f software for each tool, creating several 
user interfaces to facilitate control of the robot arm. The application o f LabVIEW within this 
research simplified this process because of the use of one user interface.
The design o f a motion controller in LabVIEW, as discussed in Chapter 4, provided an 
interface with external sensors and a simulation package. This type o f controller is called a 
Low Level Controller. The development and application of a single motion controller for the
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Hydro-lek arms with the use o f LabVIEW as the operating software is a step forward from 
previous projects which have used many different controllers and software for the various 
movements o f the robotic arms. Thus the use of LabVIEW and the Low Level Controller 
simplified the motion control process of the Hydro-lek arms. Valve calibration was 
undertaken in order to help provide the arm joints with meaningful input values. This process 
was carried out by normalising the input voltage o f each joint into input demands. The low- 
level controller design is based on the individual joint control strategy. In this strategy each 
joint o f the robot arm was modelled by applying a trial and error method with the PID gains 
using LabVIEW PID toolkit. The effectiveness o f the low level controller for each joint o f the 
robot arm was tested. This method was chosen because o f the relative ease o f its application.
Chapter 4 also commented on the issues that emerged during the research process in relation 
to structural problems o f the Hydro-Lek HLK-7W arms. The problems highlighted the 
importance o f carrying out FK and IK as part o f the design process, before the manufacturing 
stage. The problems also demonstrated the necessity for rigorous research within the robotics 
industry.
Using 3D robotic simulation software, the FK and IK of the Hydro-Lek arms can be formed 
and used to build the low-level and high-level controllers for MARS-ND. These issues were 
demonstrated in Chapter 5. Chapter 5 also showed that the motion control o f the robot arms 
can be improved significantly, in terms of operator flexibility and control o f the robot arms, 
when third party devices such as SpacePilot and USB joystick are interfaced with the 
LabVIEW high-level controller of MARS-ND. The advantages and limitations o f these third 
party devices became evident during the simulation, testing and experimentation with the 
Hydro-Lek arms.
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7.2 Collision avoidance algorithm for MARS-ND
The coordination o f two or more robot arms, the classification o f coordinated motion control 
algorithms, and the selected arm coordination approach for MARS-ND was examined. 
Master-slave motion control algorithm was applied with MARS-ND. In this approach one arm 
controls motions (the master) while the other arm kinematically follows and is responsible for 
complying with the interactive force (the slave) (T. Ishida 1977). The kinematics o f the multi­
arm robot system is controlled in such a way as to keep the slave arm in a symmetrical 
relationship to the master arm during point-to-point motion (A. Hemami 1986). Simple 
control strategies for multi-arm robot systems can be derived from control strategies for single 
arm systems (A. K. Ramadorai et cil. 1994).
The type o f coordination method used for the robot TWENDY-ONE and how it was 
implemented using their motion controller, has the most significance for the development o f a 
system for arm coordination and collision avoidance for MARS-ND. This modelling method 
models each joint o f the arm as a sphere, and then exploits the kinematics o f both arms with 
the use o f force potential field method. The task execution using this motion controller is 
achieved using position control, posture control and force control. This coordination and 
control method is useful for MARS-ND because the kinematics o f MARS-ND can also be 
exploited and used with the force potential field method for collision avoidance. In order to 
explore this it is first necessary to model the arm coordination o f MARS-ND which can then 
lead to the implementation of the Sugano arm collision avoidance technique using the force 
potential field method. This process is discussed in more detail in Appendix C. If it was 
decided, however, to use this identical method for MARS-ND then it would be necessary to 
adopt the Sugano idea of collision avoidance using force potential field method into the 
LabVIEW environment. Many modifications need to be carried out to the LabVIEW control 
system currently applied with MARS-ND, because the control system used at Sugano 
Laboratory was built using a traditional programming language with its own architecture.
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Another possible solution that would allow application o f the Sugano method is to use NI 
MathScript within the LabVIEW environment. This would allow the Sugano potential field 
method to be imported into the LabVIEW user interface and then simplified and linked with 
the MARS-ND motion control VI.
7.3 Experimental results
Chapter 6 outlines two experiments that were undertaken to examine the control strategy; and 
the implementation, testing and evaluation o f a kinematics control algorithm for collision 
avoidance for:
1. The Hydro-Lek multi-arm system and a planar manipulator with 6-DOF
2. The Hydro-Lek multi-arm system and a planar manipulator with 7-DOF
The first experiment reviewed tests on the kinematics control algorithm used for the Hydro- 
Lek multi-arm system at Lancaster University using one Hydro-Lek arm and an obstacle; the 
second experiment tested the same algorithm at the Sugano Laboratory at Waseda University 
using the Matlab models o f Hydro-Lek arms.
Through the results o f these experiments, it became clear that the kinematics control 
algorithm approach would not be a suitable solution to the problem o f collision avoidance for 
the Hydro-Lek multi-arm robot system. The reasons being that this approach can only be 
applied to redundant robot amis, whereas the Hydro-Lek ami possessed 6-DOF. In reality, 
however, robot arm redundancy implies 6-DOF or more. The first simulation tests carried out 
at Lancaster University showed little effect and no response from the collision avoidance 
algorithm function within the program code when the configuration o f the Hydro-Lek arm 
was used to carry out a straight line movement using its end-effector while an obstacle was 
placed under the arm. When the 6-DOF planar robot ami with a different joint configuration 
was applied to undertake the same task, the arm followed its trajectory until it moved close to
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the obstacle and then stopped to avoid the obstacle. The positive result of this test was that the 
minimum distance function for calculating the distances between the planar arm segments and 
the obstacle responded, but not fully, for the collision avoidance algorithms to allow the arm 
to continue following its path until it reached the specified goal for its end-effector. The 
simulation tests may have failed because of lack o f redundancy o f the Hydro-Lek robot arm. 
The second simulation tests carried out at Sugano Laboratory, compared two Elydro-Lek arms 
and two 7-DOF planar manipulators. The test when using two 7-DOF planar manipulators for 
executing a task on horizontal and vertical bars showed improved results compared to the tests 
carried out at Lancaster University. The arms executed their given trajectories perfectly but 
the collision avoidance algorithms failed to respond when a potential collision between the 
two arms appeared to be imminent. The results o f the experiments led to the following 
conclusions as to why the collision avoidance algorithm may not have responded as expected, 
however, further tests would be necessary to clarify these conclusions:
1. The method used for implementing the collision avoidance algorithm during the 
programming process may not have been well structured and executed
2. The type o f planar robot arm used may have been unsuitable with this algorithm
3. The tests at Sugano Laboratory proved that a redundancy DOF robot arm must be 
used when the kinematics control algorithm is applied for collision avoidance. This is 
a condition o f this algorithm and possibly a limitation. Further tests are also therefore 
necessary to prove the effectiveness o f this algorithm for multi-arm robot systems
This thesis has also laid out the groundwork for the kinematics control algorithm and the 
following suggestions have been made for further work that may help achieve the collision 
avoidance needed when a redundancy multi-arm robotic system is used:
1. The use o f advanced distance calculation algorithm. This research project has used a 
simple distance calculation algorithm that represents objects as line segments or 
points. The algorithm is fast for computation and easy to implement, but it has less 
accuracy. Most of the practical manipulators, however, have complex shapes and
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cannot be simply represented as lines or points. It is therefore recommended to 
implement an algorithm that can calculate the minimum distances between complex 
convex objects such as the GJK algorithm. The GJK algorithm was presented by E. G. 
Gilbert et al (1988) for computing the minimum distance between complex objects in 
3-dimensional space.
2. Slave manipulator end-effector path planning. The collision avoidance control for a 
multi-arm robotic system still needs a separate path planned for the end-effector. In 
addition, the generated path for the slave arm should not be disturbed by the master 
arm or the path re-planned when it has been disturbed.
3. Adjustment on variables. In the kinematics control algorithm there are some 
adjustable variables such as di? du and v0. It will be useful to find more information 
regarding how these variables influence the collision avoidance control algorithm.
4. Decision making for using the pseudo-inverse o f matrices. This refers to the problem 
mentioned in the test on the Hydro-Lek manipulators. Sometimes the algorithm yields 
a very large number which causes the kinematics control loop to not have the desired 
joint velocity in order to satisfy the specified tolerance. The result o f this is that the 
program continues looping until it reaches the looping limit. This phenomenon was 
also reported by A. A. Maciejewski and C. A. Klein (1985) and some possible 
solutions were discussed in their paper.
7.4 Novel aspects, achievements and contributions of this research
• The design, building and testing o f a multi-arm robot system for nuclear 
decommissioning tasks by a sole researcher using a mechatronics approach
• Studying and identifying specific modem off-the-shelf tools for the development of 
MARS-ND
• Integration o f two Hydro-Lek arms and a universal bracket for the formation o f a 
multi-arm system
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• Integration of the multi-arm system and a Brokk mobile platform for the development 
o f MARS-ND
• Development and application o f hardware and software interfaces
• Using single operating software for the design o f a simple PID motion control system 
to control the multi-arm robot system. Testing the PID algorithms with the Hydro-Lek 
arm joints individually to test their effectiveness. These tests were positive and 
therefore demonstrated that the simple PID algorithms developed for the Hydro-Lek 
arms were successful
• Specifying an arms coordination system for the multi-arm system
• Finding an appropriate collision avoidance algorithm for the multi-arm robot system
when undertaking a given task; and assessing the risk o f potential collision between 
the two arms. Testing a kinematically controlled collision avoidance algorithm on 
Hydro-Lek multi-arm system at Lancaster University, then improving and re-testing it 
at Sugano Laboratory. The findings o f these experiments using simulation created a 
foundation for this algorithm to be developed further. It also showed that in order for 
the algorithm to work it needs arms with redundancy. The Hydro-Lek arms, although 
apparently possessing adequate redundancy in actuality did not possess sufficient 
redundancy to meet the requirements for MARS-ND
• Undertaking research collaboration with Sugano laboratory at Waseda University in 
Tokyo, Japan in order to develop further understanding and to find a suitable collision 
avoidance algorithm for MARS-ND
7.5 Recommendations for future work and research
Recommendations for future research can similarly be divided into the methodological and 
application areas. To begin with the methodological developments, the most obvious avenue 
for future research to emerge from this thesis would be to continue and fully develop and test 
the collision avoidance algorithm for MARS-ND by adopting the Sugano method, the force
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potential Held algorithm. The Sugano method needs to be used in conjunction with the master- 
slave arm coordination control strategy that was adopted for MARS-ND because it uses a 
hierarchical control scheme for the two manipulators which assigns different level priorities 
for the two arms in order to execute their given tasks. The Sugano method will need to be 
tested within the LabVIEW environment or by importing the C-code using NI MathScript 
which is an add-on tool in LabVIEW software. The reason for this is that the motion control 
system for MARS-ND is built and implemented within the LabVIEW operating software.
In terms o f practical applications o f this research, existing research has focused on the use o f 
vision systems as a feedback mechanism for the operator in the area o f robotic systems for use 
in hazardous nuclear applications where humans are not allowed to operate. It is therefore 
recommended that the next stage o f this research is to obtain vision systems and interface 
them with the LabVIEW environment for feedback. The advantages o f using a vision system 
with MARS-ND are as follows:
1. To help the operator precisely track the movement o f the end-effectors when 
executing given tasks
2. To enhance the implementation of a collision avoidance method for potential 
collision between the two manipulators
3. To increase operator confidence when working with the robot while it is in a 
separate location
Other recommendations for future research include:
1. The use o f the Proportional-Integral-Plus (PIP) control system introduced by Young 
et al. (1987) as a low level controller o f all o f the robot joints for improved motion 
control for MARS-ND
2. Further developments in MARS-ND are likely to focus on the high level control 
system that supervises the pipe cutting task and other selected tasks with the use o f
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additional sensing devices such as a vision system such as cameras as mentioned 
earlier
3. Similarly research using MARS-ND for pipe cutting tasks may benefit from the use o f 
force control sensors to support the existing positional controller
4. To obtain and use a specialised joystick for MARS-ND to provide set points for 
position and force control
5. The consideration and use o f on board rechargeable battery so that the MARS-ND 
system become completely wireless
To conclude, MARS-ND is a good example o f a robotic system specifically designed for 
hazardous nuclear decommissioning applications. It demonstrates the complexity o f such a 
system from a number of aspects such as the need for mobility, control, sensor and system 
design, and integration using modem tools that are available off-the-shelf. In addition the use 
o f these modem tools allows a single mechatronics engineer to design, integrate, interface and 
build a motion control system for MARS-ND as compared to the traditional way o f building a 
similar robot by a team of specialised engineers.
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A.l Lab VIEW Software
LabVIEW software (National Instruments 2005) is a general-purpose programming system 
that contains a complete library o f built-in elements for open connectivity and system 
integration. It is designed for the development o f  open connectivity with a broad range o f 
devices to speed test system integration quickly and effectively. The devices include off-the- 
shelf tools for robotic systems, protocols, and interfaces required by test and measurement 
applications. Baroth et al (1999) conducted a comparison study for the performance of 
LabVIEW with other well known graphical programming software. They found that the 
advantages o f LabVIEW are its efficient control o f PC cards used for data acquisition, 
instrument control and industrial automation. LabVIEW also offers other features such as 
multithreading, programmatic menu bar, graphical differencing tools, and translation and 
documentation tools. LabVIEW simplifies the overall process o f designing a user graphical 
interface for a robotic system for researchers and this is extremely important in the context of 
this research.
LabVIEW as illustrated in Figure A .l was chosen as the universal operating software for this 
research because o f its connectivity with a broad range o f devices, protocol, and interfaces 
required for measurement applications. It contains libraries o f functions and development 
tools specifically designed for data acquisition, instrument control and automation control.
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LabVIEW also uses VI (as explained in Chapter 2, section 2.3.3) for its graphical 
programming through which the object in graphical programming simulates the actual 
instruments. VI has been useful in this research because it has allowed the operator to use the 
LabVIEW libraries which contain all the necessary icons needed to build the control model 
for the MARS-ND. This has eliminated the need for expertise in programming language such 
as C++. The VI structure consists of: Front Panel, which is an interactive user interface for 
data entry and output visualisation. Block diagram , which represents the source code for the 
application and consists o f icons connected together by wires through which the data flows. 
The iconic functions in the block diagram  can be other Vis, called sub Vis.
L a b V I E W  S o f t w a r e
L a b V I E W  R e a l - T im e  
S o f t w a r e<7 1
D o w n lo a d  t o  H a r d w a r e
, ,  . .  . C o m p a c t  F i le d P o in t  H a r d w a r e
D e v e lo p  o n  H o s t  C o m p u t e r
Figure A .l LabVIEW software (National Instruments 2006)
A.2 Graphical Simulation Software
The graphical simulation process is used extensively in the robotics industry to examine robot 
programs before they are downloaded to the actual robots. The use o f this method reduces the 
standstill time. The simulation tools are used to aid the choice o f manipulator configuration 
and to test the usefulness o f the robot by virtual scenarios. Different simulation packages are 
used for real-time control for robots such as IGRIP and TELEGRIP (Jo et al 1996). These 
packages can be used in conjunction with sensors to continuously update a virtual robot and
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adapt its motion to the new environment information sent by the sensors. From this 
information a new position can be sent back again to the actual robot. In other situations 
simulation is used for monitoring the actual robot on-line (Nilson and Johansson 1999). The 
use o f graphical simulation has many applications in the construction and decommissioning 
industries, which can be summarised as follows:
1. Understanding the kinematics and the configuration o f the robot
2. Environmental modelling
3. Tools, equipment and robot modelling
4. Motion planning
5. Monitoring and real-time control
For MARS-ND, Workspace 5 robotic simulation software (Flow Software Technologies 
2004) was used in the simulation o f the Hydro-Lek robot, tool and the working environment 
(see Figure A.2).
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Figure A.2 Workspace 5 software with D-H table
The graphical simulation process o f the robot using Workspace 5 depends on the Denavit- 
Hartenberg (D-H) parameters (Denavit-Haretenberg 1955), which can be derived by 
constructing a kinematical diagram for the Hydro-Lek robot arm. The derivation o f the D-H
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parameters is discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Figure 3.12 also shows the D-H parameters 
produced by the Workspace 5 simulation software.
A.3 SolidWorks 3D Software
SolidWorks is a 3D mechanical Computer-Aided Design (CAD) program. Its core product 
includes tools for 3D modelling, assembly, drawing, sheet metal and freeform surfacing. It 
can import numerous file types from other 2D and 3D CAD programs. It also has an API for 
custom programming in Visual Basic and C. In this research, SolidWorks was used to model 
and import the 3D aspects o f the Hydro-Lek robot arms, assemble them for motion analysis 
and interface them with NI LabVIEW Software for off-line simulation.
A.4 NI LabVIEW-SolidWorks Mechatronic Toolkit
The NI LabVIEW-SolidWorks Mechatronic Toolkit (National Instruments 2006) is designed 
to help the development o f complex multi-axis motion profiles for the robot manipulators and 
validate them using simulation.
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Figure A.3 LabVIEW-SolidWorks Mechatronic Tookit
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This toolkit enables engineers to design motion profile; collision detection; simulate the 
mechanical dynamics o f the robot system including mass and friction effects; estimate cycle 
time performance; and validate component selections for motors, drivers and mechanical 
transmissions. Through the use o f SolidWorks 3D CAD model the simulation o f the 
mechanical and electrical performance o f the robot system, as shown in Figure A.3, can be 
carried out in a short time. To simulate the performance o f a machine such as a robot system 
that contains both mechanical and electrical components in the past, would have been a 
difficult and time consuming process that required highly specialised expertise.
A.5 USB Joystick
A USB Joystick called Predator GM-2500, shown in Figure A.4, is a 12-user definable 
buttons joystick with accurate analogue movement control. It is a simple Plug & Play device 
designed for the gaming industry. It has been used in this research because it can be used 
without the need for any third party code. The LabVIEW library contains an interface for 
reading the joystick buttons through the USB port. LabVIEW interface VI has been designed 
to recognise the joystick, mouse and keyboard. It is therefore simple to calibrate and assign 
each o f the joystick buttons to control the movement o f each joint o f the robot arms.
Figure A.4 USB Joystick
A.6 BUFFALO Wireless Router
The BUFFALO wireless router (Buffalo-technology 2005) as shown in Figure A.5 is a 
wireless high speed router and access point with data transfer rate 10/100 Mbps. Its access 
mode is infrastructure mode and automatically detects and configures a cable or DSL internet
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connection. In this research, the BUFFALO router is used to send sensor data signals and 
receive control signals between the cFP controller and the PC desktop by communicating with 
a wireless USB NETGEAR.
Figure A.5 BUFFALO wireless router 
A.7 Wireless USB NETGEAR
A wireless USB NETGEAR as shown in Figure A .6 provides wireless communication access 
between the PC desktop and the BUFFALO wireless router connected to the cFP controller. It 
delivers consistent wireless connections.
Figure A.6 Wireless USB NETGEAR
A.8 Compact FieldPoint 2120 Controller
Compact FieldPoint (cFP) Controller is an expandable programmable automation controller 
(PAC) composed o f I/O modules and intelligent communication interface. The cFP device is 
used to design embedded control applications for industrial control applications performing:
•  Advanced embedded control
•  Data logging
•  Network connectivity
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The PAC shown in Figure A .7 (a) is a reliable platform for rugged industrial environments 
that demonstrate shock, vibration, and temperature extremes, such as nuclear 
decommissioning environments. The PAC runs on LabVIEW Real-Time in order to transform 
signals from the controller into meaningful command signals to the robot manipulators. This 
provides the functionality, connectivity, and flexibility o f NI LabVIEW software
cFP 2120 Specifications:
Processor: 188 MHz processor 
Memory: 128 MB non-volatile; 128 MB DRAM 
Network: lOBaseT and 100BaseTX Ethernet 
Serial Ports: 3 RS232; 1 RS485 
Power: 11 to 30 VDC 
Weight: 278g
Operating Temp.: -40 to 70 °C
Figure A .7 (a) cFP-2120 controller (National Instruments 2005)
The cFP-2120 controller is also designed for use in intelligent distributed applications such as 
process and discrete control systems. It is used to open and close valves, run control loops, log 
data on a centralised or local level, perform real-time simulation and analysis, and 
communicate over serial and Ethernet networks. The cFP-2120 controller can manage a bank 
o f up to eight Compact FieldPoint I/O modules. The controller is mounted securely on a metal 
backplane that provides the communication bus as well as a solid surface for the cFP I/O 
modules and the controller. Through the use o f LabVIEW software, programming is 
simplified with drag and drop functionality. Local or distributed I/O can be added from any 
Compact FieldPoint bank by dragging I/O from a LabVIEW project to the VI required to read 
or write to the specific FieldPoint tag. LabVIEW VI with FP Read and FP Write is shown in 
Figure A .7 (b) and the following is specifically identified:
1. I/O with FP Read icon from cFP-Analog Input-100 module on the cFP-2120 bank 
added to a new VI. This reads information such as a measurement signal submitted 
by a sensor, for example the potentiometer sensor or pressure sensor.
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2. I/O with FP Write icon from cFP-Analog Output-210 module on the cFP-2120 bank 
added to the same VI. This sends the control signal needed and can be used, for 
example, to move the robot arm to a certain angle by controlling the hydraulic 
actuator valves.
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Figure A.7 (b) LabVIEW VI with FP Read and FP Write
This PhD research used a cFP-2120 controller with LabVIEW motion control models 
downloaded to the cFP embedded controller. The network communication interfaces 
automatically publish all the measurements with either an Ethernet network or wireless 
network.
A.9 Ethernet/Serial Interface for Compact FieldPoint
The NI cFP-1808 is designed to communicate with a cFP real-time embedded controller 
(PAC) and a window computer running LabVIEW. The NI cFP-1808 used in this research is 
an integrated network interface (Ethernet or serial) and 8-slot backplane as shown in Figure 
A .8. This NI cFP-1808 interface connects eight cFP I/O modules to a high-speed Ethernet 
network or to an RS232 serial port. It connects directly to Ethernet networks using a protocol 
based on standard TCP/IP to maintain full compatibility with existing networks. This network 
interface monitors the connected I/O modules and publishes I/O data only when the value
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changes. The analog signals can change value within selectable ranges called deadbands, 
without causing the system to report data. This method, along with data compression, helped 
maximise communication efficiency. The use o f RS232 serial communication through direct 
connectivity allows data to be read and written directly from the PC or embedded controller. 




Figure A .8 NI cFP-1808 backplane (National Instruments 2005)
The capability o f NI cFP-1808 to act as an interface between the controller, I/O modules and 
the host PC made it easier to build a flexible, modular distributed measurement and 
automation system such as MARS-ND.
A.10 Analog Input and Analog Output (I/O) Modules
In this research, cFP-AI-100 with 8 input channels (input type: voltage and current) and cFP- 
AO-210 modules with 8 input channels (output type: voltage) were used with a Compact 
FieldPoint controller to measure signals from the sensors and send signals to the actuators. 
These NI modules were used with Compact FieldPoint built-in signal conditioning to connect 
directly to high-voltage, milliamp and low-voltage signals; thermocouples, and bridge circuits 
such as strain gauges. The I/O modules provide a power distribution bridge to power sensors 
or to connect 2-wire current loops.
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A.10.1 cFP-AI-100 Module
The cFP-AI-100 as shown in Figure A.9 (a) has eight single-ended input channels; all eight 
channels share a common ground reference that is isolated from other modules in the 
FieldPoint system.
For the building o f MARS-ND the analog input module cFP-AI-100, was directly connected 
to sensors that were under test in order to get high accuracy measurements. Figure A.9 (b) 
shows cFP -AI-100 analog input circuit for one channel. cFP-AI-100 was also able to filter, 
calibrate, and scale raw sensor signals from the robot joints to an engineering unit and perform 
self-diagnostics to look for problems with the wiring. The LabVIEW software was able to 
read a linearised, calibrated, and scaled value from this AI module.
cFP
cFP-AI-100
Figure A.9 (a) cFP-AI-100 module (National Instruments 2005)
Controller
cFP Backplane
Each input channel on the AI-100 has four terminals:
1. Voltage input (VrN)
2. Current input (I[N)
3. Common (COM)
4. Power connection to power field 
devices or loop powered current 






Figure A.9 (b) Analog input circuit
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A.10.2 cFP-AO-210 Module
The analog output module cFP-AO-210 as shown in Figure A. 10 (a) includes eight 0-10 V 
output channels, each channel provides a voltage source capable o f supplying up to 1mA. 
Upto 10mA can be obtained by powering it with an optional external power supply o f 15 to 30 
VDC. The COM terminals o f all the channels are connected internally to each other and to the 
C terminals. The V S u p  terminals are all connected to each other and to the V terminals. The 
cFP-AO-210 has an output range o f 0-10V and the factor default power-up setting for each 
channel is 0V.
For MARS-ND the cFP-AO-210 was connected directly to the actuators in order to obtain 
high accuracy control. With LabVIEW software it was able to write an engineering value to 
the AO modules where the AO modules calibrated and scaled engineering units to sensor
signals. Figure A. 10 (b) shows the wiring schematic for the cFP-AO-210 module.
1--------------
+ J _  Externa]








I s u p
T Y
Current ! v out 
Limit | Load
requiring up to 
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[c]FP-AO-210
(a) cFP-AO-210 (b) Wiring schematic
Figure A. 10 cFP-AO-210 module (National Instruments 2005)
The cFP-AO-210 has:
1. Eight 0-10 Voltage output terminals ( V 0u t )
2. 16 common terminals (COM)
3. 8 power connections for field devices or current loops ( V S u p )
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A .ll Integrated Connector Block for Wiring to Compact FieldPoint I/O
The cFP-CB-1 as shown in Figures A .l 1 (a) and A .l 1 (b) is a general purpose connector block 
with strain relief. It is designed for hazardous voltage operation and is suitable for use with 
any NI I/O modules. The cFP-CB-1 contains 36 terminals and also features both a built-in 
strain relief bar and a separate wire tie connector in order to create secure wiring setups for 
high shock and vibration applications.
cFP-CB-1 connector block
*  H71IH83P?13??37«7S76377«??.»3I33 V *
j j o o o o o g O -




Figure A.l 1 (b) cFP-CB-1 parts and mounting on cFP backplane (National Instruments 2005)
The cFP-CB-1 parts are:
1. Tie-wrap anchors 2. Screw hole for strain-relief bar
3. Screw terminals 4. Screw hole for top cover
5. Mounting screw 6. 37-pin I/O connector
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A.12 Wiring I/O Modules
Three analog output and two analog input modules were used in this research to accommodate 
the signals sent to and from the robot joint actuators and potentiometer sensors, as they 
possess sufficient channels for this purpose. Each module was installed with a connector block 
in a designated slot o f the backplane. The power supply and signal cables were wired inside 
the connector block (see Figure A.12).
D A N G E R  41 5 V  AC
Figure A.12 NI I/O modules wiring
A power supply box was developed and installed next to the cFP controller. This power 
supply box supplies power to both the Brokk machine and all the electronic devices used to 
operate the proportional amplifiers and potentiometer sensors.
A. 13 Hydraulic System Integration
The BROKK 40 hydraulic system has enough power to drive the Hydro-Lek arms either 
separately or together. The Brokk 40 robot is designed with an extra hydraulic function for the 
operation o f rotators and other demolition tools such as cutters and drillers as demonstrated in 
Figure A. 13 (a). This extra hydraulic function is a proportional function for applications 
where precise operation is required. The pressure o f the hydraulic function is 175 Bar.
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The hydraulic integration is setup in such a way that the hydraulic pump used for operating 
the Brokk machine also operates the multi-arm system; this occurs through an on/off switch. 
The
Quick-coupling fo r single-ac­
to n  hydraulic attachments
Quick-coupling for dual-action 
hydraulic attachments
Spring clips
Noses coupled together 
on tool
Figure A. 13 (a) Brokk 40 tools attachment (Brokk Technical Document 2006)
on/off switch was setup to control the opening and closing o f the valves so that the hydraulic 
oil could be diverted either to operate the multi-arm system or the Brokk machine itself.
Figure A. 13 (b) Brokk 40 extra hydraulic functions
Figure A. 13 (b) shows the extra hydraulic function in the Brokk machine used to supply the 
hydraulic oil to and from the valve packs. It became apparent during the initial setup
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however, that a pressure difference was needed to operate the solenoid valves. Fortunately, it 
was found that this problem was due to incorrect fitting o f the inlet and outlet hoses to the 
valve packs. The solution was to fit the inlet and outlet hoses to the correct ports o f the valve 
pack. The oil pressure from the Brokk pump then became sufficient to control the two Hydro- 
Lek arms, as the maximum operating pressure for the valve packs was 250 Bar which was 
greater than the oil pressure from the Brokk hydraulic pump.
A.14 Hydraulic Valve Packs
For the construction o f MARS-ND two valve packs that already existed in the department 
were adapted to control the flow of the hydraulic oil to the hydraulic cylinders o f the Hydro- 
Lek robot arms, as shown in Figure A.14 (a). These valve packs consist o f proportional 
solenoid operated spool valves, as shown in Figure A.14 (b), which were used in this research 
to control the flow direction to and from the hydraulic cylinders.
(a)
To and from actuator cylinder 
A B
(b)
Figure A.14 Valve pack with solenoid spool valves (Wandfluh 2006)
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The proportional solenoid spool valves are manufactured by Wandfluh and are attached to a 
manifold. This type o f solenoid valve uses an electromechanical valve with liquid. It is 
controlled by running or stopping an electrical current through the solenoid, a coil o f wire, 
which in turn changes the state o f the valve. Most solenoid valves have two main parts, the 
solenoid and the valve. The solenoid converts electrical energy into mechanical energy which 
in turns opens or closes the valve. By controlling the amount o f  the electrical current the 
opening and closing o f the valve can be controlled proportionally thus controlling the amount 
o f hydraulic oil fed to the joints o f  the robot arms in order to move them to the desired angles 
at a required speed.
A.15 Proportional Amplifier P02
The P02 proportional amplifiers used in this research are also standard components 
manufactured by Wandfluh. The P02 amplifier shown in Figure A.15 (a) was directly installed 
on to each o f the proportional solenoid valves.
Features:
Nominal voltage 12 VDC and 24 VDC 
Dither frequency adjustable 
Min. and Max. solenoid current adjustable
Figure A.15 (a) Proportional amplifier P02 (Wandfluh 2006)
I n p u t  s ig n a l  c a b le s
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Figure A.15 (b) Plug in proportional amplifier P02
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The proportional amplifier is a plug-in device as shown in Figure A.15 (b) and supplies the 
solenoid valve with current proportional to an input control voltage (0-24 VDC). A 
superimposed dither reduces the effects o f friction and increases the linearity o f the valve. In 
order to open and close the oil ports to a desired proportion the dither frequency and 
amplitude, ramp time, and maximum and minimum current can be adjusted to match the input 
signals required to move the spool valve.
A.16 Fitting the Valve Packs
The hydraulic valve packs for the Hydro-Lek arms were installed onto one o f the Brokk arm 
links close to the hydraulic integration point as shown in Figure A.16.
Figure A.16 Valve packs fitting
The specific location chosen was the Brokk manipulator link closest to the machine base and 
to the connection points, to allow the Brokk machine to act as a stabiliser when the link with 
the attached valve packs was moved up and down. As stated earlier in this chapter, the valve 
packs used in this research were nearly 20 years old and it was necessary to undertake 
maintenance and install new proportional P02 amplifiers. In addition the coil inside the 
solenoid valves were tested to make sure that they did not stick during the operation. During 
the research process it was discovered that some o f the fitting points for the solenoid valves 





‘Collision Detection’ is about detecting colliding, or potential colliding, between the 
manipulator links and obstacles, or between the manipulator links themselves. The idea is to 
find the minimum distances between the corresponding objects. There are various methods o f 
detection. For example sensor detecting or measuring may use laser sensors, ultrasonic, sonar, 
or bumpers; and object visualisation uses geometrical calculations. The literature in this 
appendix discusses a variety o f techniques to calculate the minimum distance between 
visualised models o f corresponding objects, namely the manipulator links or obstacles.
B.1.1 Basic minimum distance functions
The simplest way to model the links o f manipulators or obstacles is to represent the objects as 
points and lines. The minimum distance can be obtained by calculating the minimum distance 
between point and point, point and line, or line and line. In this appendix the minimum 
distance calculations are represented in three-dimensional space (Weisstein, E. W. 2007).
B .l.1.1 The distance between point and point
The calculation o f the distance between two points is represents the easiest distance 
calculation between two objects in three-dimensional space. Figure B .l shows two points
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P ,(x l5 yi, zj) and P2(x2, y2, z2) in three-dimensional space; d  is the distance between the two 
points. 2




Figure B .l Distance between two points
In order to  represent the distance d, the points Pi and P2 are represented in vector form as:









Therefore, the distance, d, can be represented as the magnitude o f vector P 1P 2.
(B2)
^ = | P 1P2| =  |P1 -P2I (B3)
Where
PiP2 =  P i - P 2 =
O i  -  x2)
O 1 -X 2 )
( z \ - z 2)
(B4)
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Therefore, the distance, d, is:
d  = |Pj - P2| = y j(x i -  x 2)2 + O i  -  T 2 )2 +  O i ~  Z2)1 (B5)
B .l.1.2 The distance between point and line segment
The shortest distance between a point and a line is the distance o f the normal from the point. 
The shortest distance between a point and a line segment can be different.
Z
▲
P2 (x2, y2, z2)




Figure B.2 Distance between a point and line segment
Figure B.2 shows Line 2 is the normal o f Line 1 from P3(x3, y3, z3). The distance o f Line 2 is 
the shortest distance between point P3(x3, y3, z3) and Line 1. If  P4(x4, y4, Z4) is on segment 
P 1P2, then the shortest distance is the distance o f Line 2, otherwise, the shortest distance is the 
distance between P3(x3, y3, z3) and one o f the end points o f the segment PiP2. The key to 
determining the minimum distance between a point and a segment therefore is to determine 
the coordinates o f P4(X4, y4, Z4).
Any point on a line can be represented as:
Point + Vector x  Scalar (B6)
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Because P4(x4, y4, Z 4 ) is on both Line 1 and Line 2 the point P4(x4, y4, Z 4) can be represented
as:
P4 = Pi + (P2- P i ) t f  (B7)
P4 = P3 + (P4- P 3) 6  (B8)
These two equations can be rewritten as:
X4 X\ ( x 2 -  Xi) X\  +  ( x 2 -  X i ) a
p4= y  4 = y i + 0 2 - X 1 ) a  = y i  +  ( y i  -  y \ ) a
_ Z 4 _ _Z\_ _ ( z 2 - Z i ) _ Zi +  (Z 2 - Z i ) f l _
X4 x 3 ( x 4 -  X3) x 3 +  ( x 4 -  x 3) b
p4= X 4 = y  3 + ( y 4 - y s ) b  = y s  +  (X 4 -  y ? ) b
Z4 z3 ( z 4 -  z 3) z3 +  (z4 -  z 3) b
Since Line 1 and Line 2 are perpendicular to each other,
(P2- P , )  •  (P4 -  P3) = 0 (B l l )
This equation can be rewritten as:
( x 2 -  X]) (x4 -  X3) ( x 2 -  * 1) Xi + (x2 -  X\ )a  -  x 3
( y i - y d • ( T 4 - T 3 ) = 0 2 - X 1 ) • y \  +  { y i - y \ ) a - y 3 = 0
_(z2-zi)_ _(z4- z 3)_ _(z2-z ,)_ _z i  +  ( z 2 - z l) a - z 3 _
(B12)
Solve the above equation for a ,
-  (x 2 -  sQ O i -  x 3) ~ O 2 -  y x) ( y x -  y 3) -  ( z 2 ~  zi)(zi -  z 3)
(x2 -  xi) 2 +  O 2  -  yO2 + O2 -  z j 2
(B13)
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The coordinates o f P4(x4, y4, z4) can be determined once the scalar a ’ is available.
1, i f  a  >  1 
0, i f  a  < 0 




JCj +  (X2 ~  X i)tf'
y i  +  O 2 -  y\)a '
Zj + (z2 -  Zi ) a ’
(B15)
The problem has thus become the calculation o f the distance between point P3(x3, y3, z3) and 
point P4(x4, y4, z4). The minimum distance, d, between the point P3(x3, y3, z3) and the segment 
P 1P2 is therefore:
d  = |P3 -  P4| =^J(x3 -  x 4) 2 +  ( y 3 -  y A)2 +  (z 3 -  z 4)2 (B16)
B .l.1.3 The distance between two line segments
P2 (x2, y 2, Z2) Z
>ae 1
Pi (X i ,  yi, Z i)
> Y
X
Figure B.3 Distance between two line segments
Figure B.3 shows two line segments P ^  and P3P4. In order to represent the shortest distance 
between Line 1 and Line 2, Line 3 has to be perpendicular to both o f them. In order to 
calculate the length o f Line 3, the coordinates o f point P5(x5, y5, z5) and point P6(x6, ye, z6)
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must be determined. Because P[P2 and P3P4 are two segments, if P5(x5, y5, z5) or P6(x6, y6, z6) 
are on the two segments, then the minimum distance o f the two segments is the length o f Line
3. Otherwise the minimum distance o f the two segments is not the length o f Line 3. The 
solution o f this will be discussed at the end o f this section.
To determine the distance between P5(x5, y5, z5) and P6(x6, y6, z6) the same strategy is used as 
in the previous section. Because Ps(x5, y5, z5) is on L inel and P6(x<$, y6, z^) is on Line 2, the 
point P5(x5, y5, z5) and Pe(x6, ye, te) can be represented as:
P5 = Pi + (P2- P i ) «  
P6 = P3 + (P4-P3)6
(B17) 
(E l 8)
These two equations can be rewritten as:
*5 Xi ( x 2 -  Xi) Xi +  ( x 2 -  x \ ) a
p5= Ts = y i + ( y i - y i ) a  = y i  +  (T2 -  y i ) a
_ Z s _ _Z\_ _ ( z 2 - Z i ) _ Z\ + ( z  2 -  z \ ) a
x 6 x 3 {XA ~  X3) jc3 + (jc4 -  x 3) b
p6= y e = X3 + 04-X 3) b = X3 + (X4 -  y i ) b
Z 6 Z3 ( z 4 -  z 3) z 3 + (z4 -  z 3) b
(B19)
(B20)
Since Line 3 is perpendicular to both Line 1 and Line 2,
(P2 - P 1) •  (p6- p 5) = o
(P4 - P 3) •  (P6 - P 5) = 0
(B21)
(B22)
The equations can be rewritten as:
( x 2 - X i ) (x6 -  X5)
1 1 X ' 
1
(T 2 -T 1 ) • ( ye -ys ) = ( y 2 - y 0 •
_(z2-Zi)_ _ ( z 6 - z 5)_ _(z2- z , ) _
*3 +  ( x 4 -  x3)b — X\ — (x2 -  X \)a  
X3 +  (X4 -  yz)b - y i -  ( y 2 -  yi)a 
z 3 + (z4 -  z3)b - z \ -  ( z 2 -  z { ) a
0 (B23)
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(x4 -  X3)
i*IX1 (x4 -  x3)
( X 4 -  Xa) • (ye -  ys) = ( X 4 - X 3 ) •
_(z4- z 3)_ _ ( z 6 - z 5)_ _(z4- z 3)_
x3 + (x4 -  x 3) b  - X \ -  (x 2 -  X\ )a  
Xb +  ( X 4  -  yi)b - y \ -  ( y 2 ~ yi)a  
z 3 +  ( z 4 -  Z3) b  - z \ -  (z 2 -  z x) a
= 0 (B24)
A new equation can be generated by manipulating the two equations above and collecting 
terms as given below:
-(x 2 - x xf  - ( y i  - y f  - ( z 2 - z xf  




(xx -  x 3)(x 2 -  x x) +  ( yx -  y 3)(y2 -  y\) +  ( z x -  z 3) ( z 2 -  z x)  
(Xi -  x 3) ( x 4 -  x 3) +  ( y i  -  y 3)(y4 -  y 3) +  ( z x -  z 3) ( z 4 -  z 3)
(B25)
This can be solved for a  and b.
In order to constrain the points P5(x5, y5, z5) and P6(x6, y6, ze) on the line segments, the scalars 
a  ’ and b ’ must be defined as:
1, if a  > 1 
a ’=< 0, if a  <  0 
a, if 0 < a  <  1
(B26)
1, i f  b > \  
£ ’=<jO,if b  < 0 
6 ,if 0<Z><1
(B27)
Then the coordinates o f P5(x5, y5, z5) and P e f e  ye, Ze) can be determined:
x5 Xi + (x2 -  Xi)a '
P5 = y s = y  1 + O 2 -  y\)a'
_Z5_ _zi + (z2-z,)a'_
x 6 x3 + (x4 -  x 3)b'
P6 = y e = y s  + (X4 -  y s )b '
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The minimum distance, d, of two line segments can then be calculated as:
d =  |P6 — PsI = y/( x 6 -  x 5)2 + ( y 6 -  y 5)2 + ( z 6 -  z 5)2 (B30)
There are however some exceptions for the calculation. If a V  aUor b ’ =£ bUox a ’ and b ’
^ b, then the calculated minimum distance may be incorrect. Figure B.4 gives an example in
which the point P6’ is outside of the segment P3P4. That means:
b >  \ , b ’ = 1 
P6 = P4 
I P 4 - P 5 I
Z




Figure B.4 A special situation for distance calculation between two line segments
d  may not be the real minimum distance, however, between the two segments. The true 
minimum distance should be the shortest distance from each line segment endpoint to the 
corresponding segment.
B.2 Introduction to kinematics control for a robot manipulator
The configuration o f a robot manipulator can be specified by the joints o f the manipulator. 
The way in which the joint angles are used to specify the position and orientation o f the end-
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effector is called the forward kinematics. If the position and orientation of the end-effector is 
represented by vector* and the joint angles by vector 0, then the relation between* and 0 can 
be represented in the following equation (L. Zlajpah and B. Nemec 2002):
* = / ( 0 )  (B31)
where f  is the function of the manipulator forward kinematics.
There is also an equation that describes the relation between the end-effector velocity and 
joint velocity. The end-effector velocity is represented as a six-dimensional vector* and the
joint angular velocities are represented as ^-dimensional vector# . Where n is the number of 
DOF of the manipulator. The equation is denoted as:
x = J 0  (B32)
where /  is the Jacobian matrix (Paul. R., 1981).
Due to the redundancy of the manipulator the inverse of matrix J  cannot be defined in this 
case. The joint angular velocities 0 however, can be solved by using the pseudo-inverse (E. 
H. Moore 1968), which gives the best approximate solution. The pseudo-inverse of Jacobian 
matrix J  is represented as J + . The generalized solution of 0 which is solved from the 
equation B32, is described as equation B33 (L. Zlajpah and B. Nemec 2002):
0 = J +x  + Nz (B33)
Where z is an arbitrary vector in 0 -space and A  is a projection operator matrix which 
representing the projection onto the null space of / ,  N =1 - J +J , where /  is an nxn 
identity matrix.
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B.3 Collision avoidance strategy
A manipulator is described as redundant when it can still move its links in some directions 
without disturbing the aim o f the end-effector to achieve its primary goal. This property o f the 
redundant manipulators can be used for collision avoidance. The strategy o f collision 
avoidance is to identify the point on the manipulator which is closest to an obstacle, denoted 
as collision avoidance point A a^ and then assign to it a motion component that moves the point 
directly away from the obstacle as shown in Ligure B.5 below:
Obstacle





Figure B.5 Obstacles avoidance (L. Zlajpah and B. Nemec 2002)
In the case o f dual-arm manipulators the minimum distances d0 between each link of the two 
arms can be calculated using virtual models which have the coordination information for all
links o f both arms. The direction o f the collision avoidance point can also be obtained in the
same way. The end-effector moves with a desired velocity in its specified trajectory, hence the 
primary goal o f the specified end-effector motion and the secondary goal o f collision 
avoidance can be described by the following equations:
J eO =  x e (B34)
J o0  = x 0 (B35)
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Where
J e : Jacobian matrix o f  the end-effector
J 0 : Jacobian matrix o f  the collision avoidance point
x e : Velocities vector o f  the end-effector
x 0 : Velocity vector o f  the collision avoidance point
B.3.1 The general solution for collision avoidance
To find a common solution of both equations (B34) and (B35), it is necessary to transfer the 
equation (B34) into the general solution form of equation (B33) and substitute the solution 
into equation (B35); this yields:
J o J e * e  + J 0NZ = * 0 (B36)
The solution to the equation (B36) for z yields
Z = ( J „ N ) * ( x o -  J 0J * x , )  (B37)
When z is substituted back into the equation (B33) it gives the final solution for 0 , which is
the desired solution to achieve the two goals of the specified end-effector motion and the
collision avoidance. The final solution for 0 is described as:
0 = j ; x e + N ( J oN ) +(xo - J oJ : x e) (B38)
Since the projection operator N  is hermitian and also idempotent, the solution (B38) can be 
simplified to
0 = r ex e + ( J0N ) + (xQ - J or ex e) (B39)
Each of the terms from the equation (B39) can be easily explained. When the manipulator has 
sufficient redundancy the term J*x  acts as a role which guarantees that the end-effector will
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move in exactly the desired velocity with the minimum join t velocity norm. The term 
( J 0N ) + ( x o -  J 0J * x e) is a homogeneous solution which allows the manipulator to use the 
rest o f the redundancy to satisfy the different goals. In this case it is used to achieve collision 
avoidance. The term J 0N  represents the degree o f redundancy available to move the 
collision avoidance point without affecting the motion o f the end-effector. Its pseudo-inverse 
( J 0N ) + maps the Cartesian velocity o f  point A 0 into the jo in t velocity, and the term
( x 0 —J 0J * x e) is the vector which describes the desired motion o f the collision avoidance
point A 0. It is composed o f the specified collision avoidance point velocity x o subtracted by a 
vector which represents the motion at A 0 caused by the motion o f end-effector.
B.3.2 Distance influence control
The collision avoidance efficiency o f this algorithm relies on the volume o f the influence of 
the minimum distance between the manipulator and the obstacle. Hence, to efficiently control 
the collision avoidance, the equation (B39) can be modified with some gain parameters as:
0 = J e x e + a h( J 0N ) + (a 0v 0 -  J 0J e x e) (B40)
where a o is the collision avoidance point velocity gain. H erevo is termed as a unit vector
which represents the direction o f the collision avoidance point velocity. Therefore the 
following equation can be used:
X 0 = a oVo (B41)
a h is the gain o f  the homogenous solution. It indicates the volume o f the homogenous solution 
that will be included in the whole solution. Figure B.6, given below, illustrates how the 
control gains a 0 and a^w ork when they are considered as functions versus the minimum 
distance.
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G a in  ^
Km ax
l
>  D istance
Figure B.6 Control Gains a o and a h Versus Minimum Distance 
(Maciejewski and Klein 1985)
Figure B.6 indicates three critical distances, dc, du and d„ where dc is the system abort 
distance. This is used if the manipulator is too close to the obstacle, then the task will be 
aborted. du is the unit gain distance where the homogenous gain a h becomes ‘1’. This means
that the complete homogenous solution is included and the velocity gain a o starts to influence
the avoidance velocity inversely against the minimum distance, d, is the influence distance 
when the collision avoidance point approaches du from d,. The homogenous solution is 
partially included in the total solution, which gives an even velocity o f the collision avoidance 
point because o f the motion o f the end-effector.
B.4 Determination of the end-effector velocity
Since the end-effector trajectory is specified, the end-effector velocity Xe can be defined as
the difference between the end-effectof s current position and the target position in every 
period o f time. Therefore, the end-effector velocity can be described as:
x e = t r 2 d i f f ( T c ,T t ) (B42)
where Tc is the homogenous transformation matrix for the current position o f the end-effector. 
T, stands for the target position and tr ld i f f  is the function that returns a differential motion
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vector representing the displacement from Tt to Tc (P. I. Corke 1996). The solution is 
described in the following equations:
The transformation matrix T  can be represented in the form as [13]
T  =
n x SX Px
n y s y Py n s a P~
n 2 Sz °z Pz 0 0 0 1_









P . - P .
1/2 (n c x n t + o c x o t + a c x a t )
(B43)
(B44)
Therefore the end-effector velocity x e is obtained.
B.5 Determination of the collision avoidance velocity
From equation (B41) it can be seen that the avoidance velocity xo can be determined by the 
velocity gain ao and the unit vector vo; where ao scales to adjust the volume and the unit 
vector vo gives the direction. Here the velocity gain ao is defined as a function relative to the 
minimum distance d m, as shown below in equation (B45):
a = <
f d . v
\ d m j
- 1  d m < d u 
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Figure B.7 The Curve o f a o Relative to the minimum distance dn,
The direction unit vector vo is calculated by the virtual manipulators modelling module. If we 
know the position o f the minimum distance points on both the manipulator and the obstacle, 
then the direction vector vocan be calculated. For example there are two points on the 
manipulator P] and on the obstacle P2, as shown in Figure B.8 below, where Pi and P2 is the 
position vector formed a s [x ,y ,z ]7 . Hence the direction o f the unit vector which point the 
direction from P2 to Pi can be described as:
P -Pf  2 r l
Ip -  p I2 r l
(B46)
Slave Manipulator
Figure B.8 Slave arm  w ith  obstacle
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The position o f Pi and P 2 can be obtained from the virtual modelling module which is 
discussed in section B6 below.
B.6 Determination of the Jacobians
B.6.1 Jacobian generation
The Jacobian is the term that relates the angular velocities o f the joints to the translational and 
rotational velocities o f a point on the manipulator expressed in the base coordinate system. 
There are various methods to generate Jacobians for a manipulator. The method described 
below was introduced by Antti J. Koivol989. Assuming there is a six DOF manipulator, the 








The transformation matrix for each jo in t is represented as:
”x *x P X
T  = n y a y Py
n. ^z a z Pz
_ 0 0 0 1
vector are represented as:
Ac « x "
R  = y y y
_«z Sz a z .
P x
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Hence, for all the joints (1-6) we have:
r p  1 r p  2 r p  3 r p  4 r p  5 r p  6 
I 0 ’ -*0 5 0  5 (1 5 * 0  5 f l
p i  J » 2  n 3  p 4  n 5  p (
* ^ 0  5 * * 0  5 - ^ 0  5 - * ^ 0  5 * * 0  5 J* L
p l  p 2  p 3  p  4 p 5  p f




There is also a term k z which is the unit vector representing the positive direction o f z  axis:
/f =
For i =  (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) we therefore have:
k a = R \,k1,
P6 — P6 _ P'
/  —  0  - * 0  5
j z, = k n x p ; ,
And:
=
The Jacobian can therefore be generated in the following form as:
J  =
k :o x ^o6 " k :i x P ,6 - ' k ,5 x P *







Where k z0 = 0 and P 0° = 0 , since the base coordinate system does not move.
B.6.2 End-effector Jacobian
In the case o f the slave manipulator the joints configuration is known, this is represented a s 0 . 
By applying the forward kinematics the following equation is formed:
T  = f k in { 0 ) (B60)
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where fk in  is the forward kinematics function; T stores all the transformation matrices as 
(B51) and other matrices. The transformation matrices can thus be obtained from the function 
fkin. It is then necessary to apply the Jacobian generation method for the end-effector
transformation matrix Tq which is represented below (B61) as:
J e -  ja c o b ia n  _  e(T^ ) (B61)
where jacobian_e  is the end-effector Jacobian generation function. The end-effector Jacobian 
J e can then be determined.
For full details o f the function fk in  and the end-effector Jacobian generation function, please 
refer to the MATLAB code for Forward Kinematics Function at the end o f  this appendix.
B.6.3 Jacobian for collision avoidance point
The difference between the Jacobian generation for the end-effector and the collision 
avoidance point is that the Jacobians are for different locations o f the manipulator. To 
generate the Jacobian for the collision avoidance point therefore, it is important to obtain the 
location o f that point. The virtual manipulator modelling module provides the functionality 
which indicates the coordination o f the collision avoidance point in a position vector as shown 
in Figure BIO.
In Figure B.9 below A 0 is the collision avoidance point on ‘Link i \  its coordinates are 
obtained through the virtual modelling module and are represented as [x ,jp ,z ]r  which is 
described with respect to frame {i}. To get the Jacobian for point A o, however, it is necessary 
to obtain the transformation matrix T f  o f A o , which is relative to the base frame.
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y
Ligure B.9 Jacobian for Collision Avoidance Point A 0
Here we have the coordinates o f A „ :
P a = (B62)
The transformation matrix o f A o with respect to frame {i}:
rp  a _
"1 0 0 "1 0 0 X
0 1 0 r 0 1 0 y
0 0 1 0 0 1 V
0 0 0 1 _ 0 0 0 i _
(B63)
Therefore, can be obtained as:
T0° = ToX (B64)
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Applying the Jacobian generation method on this transformation matrix:
J Q =  j a c o b ia n  _ o { T j )  (B65)
Where jacobian_o  is the Jacobian generation function for the collision avoidance points 
(please see the End-effector Jacobian Generation Function at the end o f this appendix). The 
Jacobian matrix o f point A () is therefore generated.
B.6.4 Virtual manipulators modelling
There is a virtual manipulators modelling module which models the two manipulators in real­
time according to the information o f jo in t angles obtained from the system. It is necessary to 
provide the minimum distances, the location o f the collision avoidance point, and to indicate 










M in im um  I— Minimum Distance—►]
Distance




Figure B.10 Virtual manipulators modelling module
This modelling system represents the links o f the two manipulators as line segments. The line 
segments can be represented by two points which are the two end-points. The minimum
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distance between the segments can be calculated. For example if there are two line segments 
they can be represented as L, and L2 as follows:
L j = segm ent (P X, P 2) (B66)
L2 = seg m en t(P 3,P 4) (B67)
A segment is the function that constructs a segment object with two specified end-points. P] 
and P2 are the two end-points o f line segment ; and P3 and P4 are the two end-points of 
line segm entL 2. The minimum distance can thus be calculated by a distance function as:
d min = d istance (L15L2) (B68)
In Figure B .l 1, given below, it can be seen that Link i, then P 5 will be the collision avoidance 
points, assuming L, represents a link o f the slave manipulator. The coordinates are relative to 
the world coordination system (the base frame o f the slave manipulator).
>  Y
X
Figure B.l 1 Distance between two line segments
In order to get the position that relative to the frame {/}, the position vector is transformed as:
7 Y5 = (T‘y'r / 5 =  (B69)
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The new coordinates can thus be obtained according to the equations (B62) and (B63).
This virtual modelling module can also determine the direction o f avoidance velocity. For 
example in Figure B.l 1 the direction would be from P6 to P5.
B.6.5 Algorithm flow control
We will now define a h and then put this together with the other variables defined above in
order to complete the kinematics control. With regards to a h, the homogenous solution gain
indicates the volume o f the homogenous solution that will be included in the whole solution. 
In this case it has been selected as:
a , = <
1
K l + cos(^^'" ~ f “ ))
d, -  d„
0
d m ^  d u 
d u < d m <
d. < d„
(B70)
The curve o f the relation between a h and dm is illustrated in Figure B.12 below:
Gain
I
>  D istance
d,
Figure B.12 The Curve o f ah Relative to Minimum Distance dm
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After all the variables are defined the kinematics control can be implemented as a whole, as 














du < < d,
r_
H = ah(J0N Y ( a 0v0 - J 0j : x e)
mn = norm(6) 
0 =  0 +  0
Return 0
Figure B .l3 Kinematics Control Flow Chart Diagram
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The algorithm can be described in pseudo-code as given below:
KCONTROL
INITIALISE VARIABLES 
WHILE MININORM > TOLERANCE
GET VARIABLES FOR END-EFFECTOR T*, x e, J e , J +e , N  
GET VARIABLES FOR AVOIDANCE POINT dmin, vo, J0
LOOP FOR EACH OBSTACLE 
IF dmin<du 
THEN
a =  SMOOTHER MOTION FUNCTION RELATIVE TO dmin 
ELSE






a h = SMOOTHER MOTION FUNCTION RELATIVE TO dmin 
ELSE
a h ~ 1
H += ah(J0N ) \ a 0v0- J 0J +exe)
LOOPEND 
0 = J^x + H
INCREACE JOIINT ANGLES BY 0  
GET MININORM OF 0  
WHILEEND 
RETURN JOINT ANGLES
From the pseudo-code it is easy to find that the kinematics control algorithm controls the 
manipulator at the velocity level. It minimises the norm o f jo in t velocity for the best solution 
and returns the joint angles back to the system.
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CD CONTENTS 
Robot Manipulator Motion Simulation MATLAB Scripts
Control Panel Function 
Kinematics Control Function 
Minimum Distance Function 
Primary Distance Function 
Animated Function 
Draw Link Function 
Minimum Distance Plot Function
End-Effector Cartesian Space Trajectory Generation Function
D-H Parameters Loading Function
Jacobian Generation Function







ROBOT ARMS COORDINATION AND 
COLLISION AVOIDANCE
C.l Introduction
In the nuclear industry, successful autonomous completion o f  complex, hazardous tasks by a 
robotic system currently relies predominantly on human input for control. The unpredictability 
and density o f information provided by the environment surrounding a robot, combined with 
inaccuracies in sensor measurements make most tasks difficult for a robotic system to 
complete autonomously in this environment. In addition, situations may arise where the 
control o f robotic systems becomes very complex to the point that controlling all the degrees 
o f freedom synchronously in order to complete a task may prove difficult for the operator to 
direct. An example o f this is Honda’s ASIMO humanoid robot (Honda 2008) which requires 
the operator to be constantly aware o f and control 26 degrees o f freedom simultaneously, in 
order to guide the robot through tasks and avoid damage to itself or its surrounding 
environment. When a task requires two robot manipulators to work in a common workspace 
the potential for collision exists between the two moving arms. Many tasks therefore require 
some kind o f motion coordination between the two arms for efficient operation, by planning a 
set o f collision-free paths; for example, the motion time o f the arms can be minimised.
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In recent years, the cooperative motion o f two robot manipulators has become an important 
area o f research. Most o f these studies consider the task to grasp or move a common object (T. 
Tsuji et al. 1997). In many cases the two-robot manipulators system has redundant DOF, but 
the use o f a system with redundant DOF creates problems with regards to control (Hayashi et 
al. 1990; Hirose, S. and Ma, S. 1991). These problems include optimal force distribution for 
multiple manipulators (C. R. Carignan and D. L. Akin 1989; and F. T. Cheng and D. E. Q r i n  
1990); and trajectory planning to move a common object along a specified path (J. E. Bobrow 
et al. 1990; and S. B. Moon and S. Ahmed 1990). The adoption o f multi-arm robot systems 
instead o f single-arm robot systems is vital for tasks such as parts mating and safe 
transportation o f heavy or large objects. Multi-arm cooperation allows parts to be assembled 
and manipulated without the aid o f fixtures or jigs. It is important to note that the research o f 
multiple co-operative arms for robotic systems has a close relationship with research on 
dexterous robotic hands, which concerns the safe and robust grasping o f an object and the 
dexterous manipulation o f a grasped object with multiple articulated fingers (J. K. Salisbury 
and B. Roth 1983; J. K. Salisbury and J. J. Craig 1982; H. Kobayashi 1985).
When the dimension o f joint space is greater than that o f  the operational space required for a 
particular task, arm redundancy occurs. This allows the optimal selection o f joint 
configurations for the avoidance o f singularities and collisions; balancing joint loads; and 
minimising required energy or time. An integral part o f  the development o f multi-redundant- 
arm co-operative task execution is the automation o f motion planning and control. Motion 
planning is concerned with the determination o f Cartesian position and force trajectories o f 
individual arms under the kinematic and kinaesthetic constraints imposed by multi-arm 
cooperation; and the selection o f the optimal trajectory o f jo in t configurations. Motion control 
is concerned with the control o f kinematic and dynamic interactions between the two arms to 
accomplish the planned position and force trajectories. Approaches to multi-arm control 
include the following:
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1. Master-slave control. In this approach one arm controls motions (the master) while 
the other arm kinematically follows and is responsible for complying with the 
interactive force (the slave) (T. Ishida 1977). The kinematics o f  the multi-arm robot 
system is controlled in such a way as to keep the slave arm in a symmetrical 
relationship to the master arm during point-to-point motion (A. Hemami 1986).
2. Object-centred control. In this approach the desired object position and force 
trajectories are transformed to become the control goals o f the individual arms (J. H. 
Lim and D. H. Chung 1985; M. Uchiyama et al. 1987; P. Dauchez 1986; H. West and
H. Asada 1985). The control o f  the incremental movement o f the multi-arm robot 
system when it grasps a rigid object is based on the differential kinematic relation 
between the grasped object and the two robot arms (J. H. Lim and D. H. Chyung 
1985).
3. Force control. This is applied to the coordination o f two arms engaged in parallel and 
rotational object transfer. The difficulty o f  compensating the interactive force 
between the two cooperative arms is discussed by T. Ishida 1977.
The development o f  MARS-ND raised two important areas for consideration, the creation o f 
motion coordination algorithms to achieve successful collaboration between the two arms 
when carrying out a specific task; and the development o f a collision avoidance system to 
prevent the two arms colliding w ith each other or other obstacles.
C.2 Multi-Arm cooperation for task execution
A multi-arm robot system has the following advantages over single arm robot systems:
1. An object can be assembled in space without the aid o f  fixtures or jigs
2. It is easy to re-grasp an object for performance optimisation, if  necessary, by 
exchanging the object between arms
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3. Although a multi-arm robot system enlarges the workspace, it can work with heavy, 
voluminous, and non rigid objects
These advantages however, come at the expense o f increased complexity with regard to 
control due to the additional requirements o f collision avoidance, and control o f kinematic and 
dynamic interactions.
There are two different modes o f task execution by a multi-arm robot system, the distributed 
mode and the cooperative mode. In the distributed mode, the two arms carry out two different 
subtasks separately with no kinematic and dynamic interaction (J. N. Anderson 1986). In the 
cooperative mode, the two arms engage in one task cooperatively with kinematic and dynamic 
interactions between the two arms. In this mode the kinematics o f one arm are constrained by 
those o f  the other arm. Sometimes a task assigned to a multi-arm robot system may require 
both modes o f task execution.
Simple control strategies for multi-arm robot systems can be derived from control strategies 
for single arm systems (A. K. Ramadorai et al. 1994). The control architecture shown in 
Figure 6.1 is based on the tri-level hierarchical control o f two robot arms. In this hierarchy, 
the low level achieves the desired motion and operates in millisecond time scale, the 
intermediate level determines the motion desired for the subtask in second time scale, and the 
high level plans the sub-task sequences in minute time scale. The high level plans the task to 
be performed and decomposes the task into appropriate subtasks for the right and left arms. 
The intermediate level transforms each subtask into a sequence o f synchronous desired 
trajectories o f end-effector motions and applied forces. The low level is concerned with the 
execution o f the desired trajectories and employs feedback from the current status o f the arms. 
The single-arm control strategies developed in this research can be applied at the low level of 
this hierarchy as shown in Figure C. 1.
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In every multi-arm strategy a suitable task-related coordinate frame of reference can be 
chosen for each arm, and the desired motions and applied forces o f each arm can be expressed 
in this frame. In this way the individual arm can move as though it were carrying out the 
commanded motion by itself in this frame.
There are many interesting studies that have been undertaken over the last decade with regards 
to the generation o f a trajectory for a multi-arm robot system. S. Lee (1989) proposed a 
method for dual-arm robots that uses a manipulability measure. O. Al-Jarrah and Y. F. Zheng 
(1994) suggest a method for dual-arm robots handling flexible objects using compliant motion
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scheme. S. B. Moon and S. Ahmed (1991) applied a trajectory time-scaling concept to multi­
arm robots. They later developed this approach to reduce computation time by developing 
sub-time-optimal trajectory planning for cooperative multi-arm robots using a load 
distribution scheme (S. B. Moon and S. Ahmed 1993). An algorithm for time-optimal 
trajectory generation was also proposed by F. Y. Wang and B. Pu (1993) based on a cell-to- 
cell mapping method.
Only a few studies have been undertaken to consider complex tasks o f a multi-arm robot 
system. M. Yamanoto and A. Mohri (1991) proposed a trajectory generation method for a 
multi-arm robot system to undertake a cooperative task in which one arm grasps and moves an 
object and the other arm processes the surface o f the object. T. Tsuji (1993) has recommended 
a method that utilises redundant degrees o f freedom o f a closed link system composed of 
multiple robotic arms. Both o f these approaches generate trajectories based on geometrical 
constraints o f a closed link structure composed o f multi-robotic arms. Planning a trajectory for 
each arm, however, normally requires a complete set o f information on movements o f all 
other arms. A centralised system for planning movements o f all arms using a single computer 
will therefore eventually face problems as the number o f arms or degrees o f freedom o f  the 
joints increase. These problems can include failure resistance, flexibility, and expandability. 
One possible solution that can be taken to overcome such problems is to construct an 
autonomous decentralised control system composed o f a set o f autonomous subsystems in a 
distributed manner (T. Fukuda et al. 1990 and R. C. Arkin et al. 1993).
Several other methods have also been proposed to coordinate the control o f  two robot arms 
carrying a solid object, where the object was assumed to be grasped rigidly by both arms and 
the relative position and orientation o f the arms was fixed during the entire execution o f the 
robot’s task (Y. H. Zheng and J. Y. S. Luh 1986, J. Lim and D. FI. Chyung 1985, A. K. Bejczy 
et al. 1986, N. Iwasawa et al. 1987). Under this setting, however, some tasks such as carrying 
an object along a pre-specified path cannot be accomplished due to the insufficient number o f
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DOFs available to each arm. An example o f this is the master-slave controls coordination. In 
this context the generation o f the motion commands for the slave arm are based on the master 
arm ’s motion. When the master arm ’s motion leads the slave arm to a singular region, or when 
the motion command generated from the master arm ’s motion requires the slave arm to violate 
its jo in t limits and, or to collide with obstacles, the task cannot be accomplished with the 
invariant grasping position unless the desired path is modified or the number o f the slave 
arm ’s DOFs is increased. This difficulty can be overcome by relaxing the assumption o f 
invariant grasping position o f the slave arm. With this relaxation the slave arm becomes a 
redundant manipulator with no joints added physically, the slave arm ’s motion commands are 
then generated by employing the kinematic control techniques commonly used for redundant 
manipulators (A. Liegeois 1977, C. A. Klein and C. H. Huang 1983, W. D. Fisher 1984, P. H. 
Chang 1986, R. C. Gonzales et al. 1987, A. A. Maciejewski and C. A. Klein 1985, L. Zlajpah 
and B. Nemec 2002). The kinematic control algorithm o f a redundant manipulator allows the 
jo in t angles and velocities to be found in such a way that the end-effector o f the redundant 
manipulator attains the desired positions and orientations.
C.3 Coordination of two or more robot arms
In order to coordinate two or more robot arms it is necessary to make the execution o f their 
respective movements compatible, so that they execute their tasks without colliding. This is 
achieved by means o f adjustment o f the geometric paths by fixing the velocity profiles so that 
the robot arms do not cross the same place at the same time. The following aspects are 
involved in the coordination o f two or more robot arms (Todt, E., et al 2000):
1. Geometric Path (GP): the sequence o f configurations that the robot arms follow in 
order to execute the task from an initial configuration to a final one
2. Trajectory (T): the geometric path plus a velocity associated with each configuration
3. Velocity Profile (VP): the description o f the robot velocity as a function o f the 
configuration
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If the generation o f the geometric path and the velocity profiles are determined by considering 
the coordination o f the robots arms, then the coordination methods can be classified as 
coupled. If this does not occur the coordination methods are considered as decoupled. The 
velocity profile is independent o f the geometric path; although a modification o f the velocity 
profile implies an adjustment o f space-temporal movement, the defined geometric path 
remains the same.
The coupled method plan the geometric path, the velocity profiles and the generation o f the 
trajectories and their coordination o f all the robot arms in one phase as inseparable processes, 
as shown in Figure C.2.
Start
Single phase
Coordinated generation of right arm (GP1 & 
VPi) and of left arm (GP2 & VP2)
End
Figure C.2 Coupled coordination o f trajectories
The decoupled method presents a coordination phase that is separate from the path-planning 
phase. The decoupled method can adjust the geometric paths, introduce pure delays in the 
execution o f the movements, or modify the velocity profiles as shown in Figures C.3 and C.4.
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Generation phase
Coordination phase
(  Coordinated generation of right arm Velocity Profile (VP,)ar§ 
left arm Velocity Profile (VP2)
Figure C.3 Decoupled coordination o f trajectories: independent generation o f GP with
coordinated generation o f VP
Start of generating GP
v  _
Start
£ Generation phase 1
and VP,
Coordination of VP, and VP2 or GP, & GP2, VP, & VP2
1
I n
1f Coordination phase ^r
Figure C.4 Decoupled coordination o f trajectories: independent generation o f GP and VP with
coordinated adjustment
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It should be noted that the pure delay is a particular modification o f the velocity profile that 
consists o f the introduction o f wait times at the instants where the velocity o f the robot that 





f  Coupled coordination Decoupled
method y  coordination method W
Without modifying GP th e re fo re  V P ^
X
i ~ L
Pure delay ■ Modification or
^  v  generation of VPi W
Figure C.5 Classification o f the coordination methods according to the generation and
coordination
Coordinated time can be carried out off-line before task execution, or on-line once the robot 
arms have already started moving. There are two types o f off-line coordination explained as 
follows:
1. Fixed off-line coordination: the coordination is determined based on already known 
data and is not altered during the execution o f the coordinated tasks
2. Variable off-line coordination: the coordination o f the robot arms is determined based 
on already known data off-line, but there exists the possibility o f choosing alternatives 
at certain points during the execution o f the movements. For example, as a function of 
run-time acquired information.
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Coordination priorities also exist and therefore the coordination methods can be classified as:
• With priorities: in which one o f the robot arms has higher priority in the execution o f 
its movements. In this context the other robot arm has to adapt their movements in 
order to avoid collisions. Different priorities can be used to define an order o f priority 
relationship among all the robot arms o f the system.
• Without priorities: none o f the robot arms has higher priority than the others, therefore 
a conflict has to be solved to avoid a collision.
C.4 Classification of coordinated motion control algorithms
Coordinated motion algorithms for manipulators can be classified as follow:
A. Master-slave control algorithms (Nakano et al. 1974, Kurono, S. 1975, Uchiyama, M. 
1990, Luh J.Y.S and Zheng, Y.F 1987). In this method a manipulator referred to as a 
master controls how the object is held based on the position control law (J. T. Wen 
and S. Murphy 1990). The slave manipulator controls the force and moment applied 
to the object, based on the force control law (T. J. Tam et al. 1988).
B. Hybrid control algorithms (Takase, K. 1985, Hayati, S. 1986 and Tam et al. 1985). In 
this system the robot needs to have six DOF to control the motion o f the object in 3D 
space. It also needs six DOF to control the internal force and moment applied to the 
object. In this control algorithm multiple robots control the six DOF with respect to 
both the motion o f the object and the internal force and moment applied to the object 
using the 6«-DOF o f n manipulators. This control algorithm is regarded as a 
generalisation o f the master-slave algorithm.
C. Compliance based control algorithms (Hanafusa, H. and Asada, H. 1977 and Koga et 
al. 1992). In this algorithm the object is grasped compliantly through manipulator 
compliances or impedances realised by the hardware or the software.
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D. Augmented dynamics based control algorithm (Khatib, O. 1987). This algorithm is an 
extension o f the hybrid position and force algorithm and is based on the manipulator 
dynamics and the object dynamics.
The motion equation o f an object supported by multiple manipulators is expressed as follows 
(K. Kosuge and Y. Hirata 2005):
m r 0 = F 0 + m g  (C l)
M w 0 +  w 0 x  (M w 0) =  N0 (C2)
W here
m  is the mass o f the object
r 0 is position vector from the origin o f the absolute coordinate system to the origin o f the 
object coordinate system 
g  is the acceleration gravity 
w0 is the angular velocity o f the object 
M  is the inertia matrix o f the object
F0 and JV0 are the resultant force and the resultant moment applied to the object by all 
manipulators. These are expressed as follows:






F[ and Nt are the force and the moment applied to the object by the ith manipulator in the 
object coordinate system with respect to the absolute coordinate system. The motion o f the 
object is generated based on the force F0 and the moment N0, which are the resultant force 
and the resultant moment applied to the object by the manipulators.
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Putting equations (C l) and equation (C2) together, the following equation (C5) emerges:
Where L  is the manipulator load and /  is NxN identity matrix.
C.5 Recommended arm coordination for MARS-ND
The study and understanding o f arm coordination issues and implementation with the multi­
arm Hydro-Lek system has been an important aspect o f this research. In addition if algorithms 
were found and formed for the coordination o f the arms, then the next task would be to find a 
suitable collision avoidance method and implement it alongside the coordination algorithms 
using the motion controller developed for MARS-ND. Through the research process it became 
evident that the above two issues, o f arm coordination and collision avoidance between two 
robot arms undertaking different tasks, was a new area o f research that required collaboration 
with other research groups from the UK or internationally who were undertaking similar 
projects. In order to develop understanding o f these issues, a six-month collaborative research 
project was undertaken with Sugano Laboratory at Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan. This 
project also involved a short visit to Kosuge and Hirata Laboratory, Tohoku University, Japan. 
The Sugano laboratory team and the Kosuge and Hirata team have been involved in the 
development o f multi-arm robot systems and humanoid robot systems(Sugano 2007 and 
Kosuge 2007) .Within their research they encountered the same issues and developed a variety 
o f solutions, as are discussed below.
m l 3 
- 0 (C5)
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Figure C.6a below shows a 3D CAD model o f the Hydro-Lek multi-arm system. Figure C.6b 
shows a simplified 3D CAD model o f the same system, to be used for coordination 
demonstration purposes.
Figure C.6a 3D CAD Model o f Hydro-Lek multi-arm system
Figure C.6b Simplified 3D CAD model o f Hydro-Lek multi-arm system (Bakari 2008)
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After close consultation and supervision with Professor Derek Seward o f the Engineering 
Department at Lancaster University, it was proposed that the nature o f the arm coordination 
could be categorised in increasing degrees o f complexity as follows:
1. Spatial and sequential in time: for example gripping or steadying a work-piece with 
one arm before carrying out an operation with the other arm, as shown in Figure C.7a 
and C.7b.
Figure C.7a
Figure C.7b Gripping and unscrewing multi-arm coordination (Bakari 2008)
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2. Large parallel identical independent tasks with a possible time offset: for example 
undoing two wheel nuts on a car with both arms at the same time, as shown in Figure 
C.8a, C.8b and C.8c.
Wheel
Figure C.8a Isometric view
Figure C.8b Side view
Figure C.8c Undoing two wheel nuts with both arms (Bakari 2008)
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3. Close spatial and time coupling for a single task: for example using two hands on a 
spanner to give extra force, as shown in figure C.9a and C.9b.
S p an n er
figure C.9a Isometric view
Figure C.9b Using two arms on a spanner for extra force (Bakari 2008)
4. Close spatial and time coupling for different but linked tasks: for example taking nails 
out o f a box and positioning them with one hand whilst hammering them with the 
other, as shown in Figure C.lOa and C.lOb.
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Figure C.lOa Side view
Figure C.lOb Positioning a nail on a work piece with one arm whilst hammering them with
the other arm (Bakari 2008)
The following sections discuss the collaborative work carried out in Japan with the Sugano 
group in the Department o f Mechanical Engineering at the School o f Science and 
Engineering, Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan (March-September 2008); which included a
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short visit to Kosuge and Hirata Laboratory at Tohoku University, Japan (August 2008). 
These sections will introduce the different multi-arm and humanoid robotic system projects 
within the departments and summarise the coordination methods developed.
C.6 Arm coordination control for the multiple mobile robots
A master slave control method was used for the arm coordination control o f the multiple 
mobile robots. A single-master multi-slave manipulator system was proposed, based on the 
concept o f  task-oriented control (K. Kosuge et al. 1990). In this system, an operator is 
required to manipulate a single master arm with six DOF whose motion is related to the task 
that the robot has to undertake.
C.7 The concept of task-oriented control
A master-salve manipulator system consists o f a master operated by a human and a slave used 
for real operations. In the conventional bilateral feedback system, motion o f the slave arm is 
controlled so as to follow the motion o f a master arm and the master arm is controlled so as to 
feedback the reaction force applied to the slave arm to the operator. A slave arm is designed 
for general purposes, but the task it executes is specific. In order to undertake a task the 
operator has to specify the motion o f the slave arm. In task-oriented control, the control 
system is designed to tailor the relation between a master and slave in order to meet the 
specific tasks to be undertaken and assist the operator to execute them. In this framework, the 
operator can perform a task easily by an appropriate choice o f the relation.
The task-oriented control developed for the multiple mobile robots used control architecture 
for the slave arm and the master arm that controlled the task-oriented variables using Virtual 
Internal Model (VIM), as discussed by K. Kosuge et al. 1990. VIM is a reference model 
driven by sensory information and used to describe the desired relation between the motion of 
a master arm and task oriented variables.
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C.8 Collision avoidance methods
The artificial potential field (APF) approach proposed by O. Khatib (1986) for obstacle 
avoidance was adopted at the Sugano Laboratory. The essential concept o f APF is to make 
local decisions at each step based on the distance vectors to the goal and various obstacles that 
eventually leads to the goal position. This method treats the robot, represented as a point in 
configuration space, as a particle acting under the influence o f a potential field whose local 
variations are expected to reflect the structure o f the free space. The potential function is 
defined over the free space as the sum o f an attractive potential which pulls the robot toward 
the goal configuration; and a repulsive potential which pushes the robot away from the 
obstacles to prevent collisions. Virtual forces are defined by negative gradients o f potential 
function. The robot is controlled by the sum o f  the force moving from high potential 
configuration to low potential configuration.
C.9 The potential field function and its modelling
Figure C .l 1 below shows the processes involved in the creation o f repulsive forces to prevent 
two robot manipulators colliding while carrying out a task in a close restricted environment.
C.9.1 Direct kinematic calculation
Direct kinematic calculation involves the identification o f each point o f  the sphere created for 
every jo in t o f  the robot arm and any static or moving obstacles surrounding the robot system. 
Figure C.12 below shows a multi-arm robot system with a sphere attached to each joint o f  the 
arms and the obstacles.
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Calculate direct kinematics for each point in 
the spheres and the moving obstacles
Calculate Jacobians 
(Inverse kinemaics)
Calculate the diameter of the 
spheres






Verify which condition meet for the 
generation of repulsive forces
Figure C .l 1 Flowchart for repulsive forces generation
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It is desirable that the size o f the sphere is equal to the size o f the actual robot joint. In order to
obtain the exact location o f each point on the sphere in the robot joints and the obstacles, the 
forward kinematics is established and made available. As mentioned earlier in this thesis, in 
order to calculate the forward kinematics o f a robotic arm and moving obstacles it is necessary 
to understand how to implement the D-H convention to determine its four parameters. Figure
C .l3 above shows the Kinematic relationships between joints P7, P9 and the sphere points. 
Having determined all the D-H parameters the transformation matrix T can be computed.
The homogeneous transformation matrix is a 4 x 4 matrix which maps a position vector, 
expressed in homogeneous coordinates, from one coordinate system to another coordinate 
system. A homogeneous transformation matrix can be considered to consist o f four 
submatrices. The upper left 3 x 3  submatrix represents the rotation matrix; the upper right 3 x 
1 submatrix represents the position vector o f the origin o f the rotated coordinate system with 
respect to the reference system; the lower left 1 x 3 submatrix represents the perspective 
transformation; and the fourth diagonal element is the global scaling factor, as shown in 
equation C6.
The homogeneous transformation matrix T represents a rotation o f a angel about the OX axis, 
followed by a translation o f a unit along the OX axis, followed by a translation o f d along the 
OZ axis, followed by a rotation o f 9  angle about the OZ axis as shown in equations (C7) and 
(C8) below:
rp ___ *  J X 1
- f l x 3  1 x 1
^ 3 x 3  ^3
rotation matrix position vector'
perspective transformation scaling (C6)
(C7)
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'cos 9 -- sin 9 0 O' '1 0 0 O' '1 0 0 a
sin 9 cos 9 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0T = X X
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 d 0 0 1 0
. 0 0 0 1. .0 0 0 1. .0 0 0 1.
'1 0 0 O' cos 9 — cos a  sin 9 sin a  sin 9 a cos 9 ’
0 cos a — sin a 0 sin 9 cos a  cos 9 - sin a  cos 9 a sin 9
0 sin a cos a 0 0 sin a cos a d
.0 0 0 1. . 0 0 0 1
(C8)
Performing the composition from the «th frame to the base frame is illustrated in Figure C.14 
below:
Figure C.14 Transformation from end-effector frame to base frame
The transformation matrix can be written as: 
Tn° = T? x T } x T } ..........
0
d°n (C9)
Given a set o f joint angles, the forward (direct) kinematics problem is simply to compute the 
position and orientation o f the tool-tip frame relative to the base frame o f the robot arm.
C.9.2 The Jacobian calculation
The next step is the calculation o f Jacobian, which is the numerical solution algorithm for the 
inverse kinematics o f the robot arm.
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The solutions o f the manipulator inverse kinematics can be split into two categories:
1. Closed form solutions: In which the forward kinematics may be rewritten in a manner 
that leads to a set o f highly structured non-linear equations that may be solved 
explicitly for the joint variables.
2. Numerical solutions: In which a numerical algorithm is applied that explicitly 
generates all solutions in a computationally feasible manner.
At the Sugano laboratory the Jacobian was used to solve the IK problem. The Jacobian matrix 
is a matrix o f differentials in which any differential changes in the end-effector location are 
caused by differential changes in the joints variables. The manipulator Jacobian matrix relates 
the jo in t velocities in jo in t space to the end-effector velocity in Cartesian space. Please refer to 
Chapter Four for a full discussion o f the Jacobian algorithm and its application for a multi-arm 
robot system.
C.9.3 Diameter and distance between spheres point calculation
The diameter o f each sphere is decided within the programming code developed and used by 
Sugano team. As mentioned earlier, it is desirable to keep the diameter o f  the sphere the same 
as the jo in t diameter. If the diameter o f the sphere is bigger than the actual joint diameter then 
this will lead to undesirable restrictions for the arms to move around. It will also reduce the 
flexibility o f movement o f the arms while carrying out a given task. If  the diameter o f the 
sphere is smaller than the actual size o f the joint diameter this increases the chance o f collision 
avoidance. There is no time for the program code to help generate repulsive forces as 
illustrated in Figure C .l5 as the ranges tend to be smaller.
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Repulsion forces 
generation
Calculate the distance 
between spheres
Calculate the diameter of the 
spheres
Verify which condition meet for the 
generation of repulsive forces
Figure C .l5 Repulsive force generation process
C.9.3.1 Setting up the spheres parameter
Figure C .l6 below demonstrates the parameters o f the spheres for jo in t 4 o f the multi-arm 
robot model used in this chapter for the demonstration.
Where: r4A(j) represents the radius o f the sphere for jo in t 4 o f the left arm 
r4A(i) represents the radius o f the sphere for jo in t 4 o f  the right arm 
rF(j) represents the range o f the repulsion force
rs(i)(j) represents the distance between the two spheres position matrix 
P(i) represents the position coordinate o f  jo in t 4 o f the left arm 
P(j) represents the position coordinate o f jo in t 4 o f the right arm
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P0) = (X4L, Y4L, Z4L)
Left Arm joint 4 sphere
Right Arm joint 4 sphere
0
Figure C.l 6 Parameters o f the spheres for joint 4 
C.9.3.2 Deciding the repulsive force range
From Figure C .l6 the repulsion force range can be decided in advance. It is desirable that the 
range is adequate to stop both arms colliding into each other. If the range is smaller than that 
required this will lead to late repulsion force generation and eventual collision.
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C.9.3.3 Calculating the distance between the two spheres
The finding o f the distance rs(i)(j) is shown in Figure C .l 7.
Left Arm joint 4 sphere
Right Arm joint 4 sphere
Figure C .l7 Distance calculation
There are three contexts in which the program decides when to generate a repulsion force. The 
three contexts arise from the distance calculation between the two joint positions and the 
consequent generation o f repulsive forces for collision avoidance between the two arms. The 
three contexts are given below:
(a) Case one
If the condition for the following relation is correct:
r F(j)  +  r4L(i) < rs (i)(/) (CIO)
then there will be no repulsion force generated as the distance needed to avoid collision is safe 
enough for both arms to move in the workspace. This is illustrated in Figure C .l8 below:
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Left Arm joint 4 sphere
r4L(i)
P(i)P(j)
Right Arm joint 4 sphere
Figure C .l8 Safe distances and no collision avoidance
(b) Case two
If the condition for the following relation is correct:
r 4i ( 0  +  r (/’) <  r s ( i ) ( j )  < rF( j ) +  r 4R(j)  (C l 1)
then the program will generate repulsion forces in order to move the right arm away from a 
potential collision with the left arm as illustrated in Figure C .l9 below:
^  N
/  \  Left Arm joint 4 sphere
P(.)
Right Arm joint 4 sphere
Figure C .l9 Non safe distances and possible collision occur
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(c) Case three
If the condition for the following relation is correct:
rs (i)(j) < ?4l(0 + U R(j) (Cl2)
then the program will be unable to generate repulsion forces in order to move the right arm 
away from a collision with the left arm, as the distance will be too small. The collision will 
therefore occur as illustrated in Figure C.20 below:
/  N. Left Arm joint 4 sphere
PG) P(i)
Right Arm joint 4 sphere
Figure C.20 No repulsion force generation
In conclusion, the three cases discussed above demonstrate that they all depend on the 
following points:
1. The type o f task to be carried out by the end-effectors o f the robot arms. This is where 
the attraction forces begin to function.
2. The relative velocity o f the end-effector. Lower velocity results in the generation of 
lower attraction forces and higher repulsion forces. Higher velocity generates higher 
attraction forces which may be too great for the repulsion forces to work.
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There are also gain parameters for the repulsion forces that need to be set up during the 
experimentations. These gains are set according to the type o f task the robot arms will 
undertake. The gain parameters are illustrated below in Figure C.21:
Joint 4 o f  one o f  the 
m ulti-arm  system
K a R epulsion  force gain 
param eter
D.




B igger d istance
Figure C.21 Gain parameters for the generation o f repulsion forces (Bakari 2008)
In Figure C.21:
d: represents r4A(j) which is the radius o f the sphere for joint 4 o f the left arm 
d|! represents rF(j) which is the range o f the repulsion force (border)
Shorter and larger distance: represents rs(i)(j) which is the distance between the two sphere 
position matrix
Figure C.21 shows that if the distance between the two links o f the multi-arm system are too 
close then the collision avoidance algorithm will quickly generate a maximum repulsion force
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in a short time in order to prevent collision occurring; if  the distance between the two links is 
big enough but can get closer then the algorithm will generate a repulsion force with plenty o f 
time. As mentioned earlier, the repulsion force gain parameter that needs to  be set in the 
collision avoidance algorithm programming code depends on the type o f  task the robot will 
need to carry out. Examples o f the gain setting for collision avoidance and the type o f task 
used are:
1. fmaxi = F max where d. > d
2. f  max2 ^  F max where d] = d
3. Fmax3 > F max where dj > d
C.10 Laplace’s potential field method
The artificial potential field method is a useful tool in path planning for robotic systems. The 
main idea is to construct an attractive potential at the goal and repulsive potentials on the 
obstacles. The path is then generated by following the gradient o f  a weighted sum o f 
potentials. The use o f potential functions was introduced by O. Khatib (1985) for robot path 
planning. The method proposed by Khatib envisions every obstacle as exerting a repelling 
force on an effector, while the goal exerts an attractive force. Other authors (J. Barraquand et 
al. 1989; Bruce H. Krogh 1984; W. S. Newman and N. Hogan 1986; Damian Lyons 1986; R. 
C. Arkin 1987; J. K. Myers 1985; D. E. Koditschek 1987) have used a variety o f potential 
functions all based on this underlying approach. The speed and facility o f this method make it 
a useful tool for constructing paths for robots. The usual formulation o f potential fields for 
path construction does not preclude the spontaneous creation o f local minima and the 
achievement o f a stable configuration short o f the goal. Several authors (J. Barraquand et al. 
1989; O. Khatib 1985; R. C. Arkin 1987) have mentioned this problem. The following section 
discusses the application o f this method by the Sugano Laboratory for Twendy-One Robotic 
system.
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C.10.1 Summary of Laplace’s potential field method used by Sugano group
The Sugano group stated that they used Laplace’s potential field method as illustrated in 
Figure (C.22a) for simple reaching and handling. This method was applied in conjunction 




\  / / / /  '■Al/ •
W  \ \
/ / /
(b)
Figure C.22 (a) Potential field method, (b) Roadmap method (Sugano Lab. 2008)
This method was applied for TWENDY-ONE Robot because this human symbolic robot 
needs to be safe at all times when operating in an environment full o f humans and when 
following a human. In addition Laplace’s potential field method has advantages over other 
approaches because there are no deadlocking problems and the robot can reach its designated 
destination. The disadvantage o f the Laplace’s potential method is that its implementation in 
the PC controller requires a very large amount o f calculation. The Laplace’s potential method 
involves the following steps:
1. Separating the space to the square lattice and transforming Laplace’s equation to a
differential equation as explained in Figure C.23 and equation (C l3)
2. Setting the lattices with the initial value and boundary condition (see Figure C.24)
3. Attaining continuous potential field by interpolation as illustrated in Figure C.25 and
equation (C 14)
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4. Obtaining the forces by the steepest descent method from the potential field as 
demonstrated in equation (C l5)


















U y ' \ \ u  /
1 , / e - 1 /
V
Figure C.23 Spaces in the square lattice
Once the space to square lattice has been separated and Laplace’s equation has been 
transformed into a differential equation, it is then necessary to attain each potential value from 
the 3-dimensional version o f Laplace’s equation by averaging the nearest six potential values.
Laplace’s equation:
(C 13)
For TWENDY-ONE robot, the initial value and boundary condition set for the lattice were 
based on the conditions that the potential value o f the destination had to be minimised; and the 






Figure C.24 Setting initial value and boundary condition
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In order to obtain the continuous potential field by interpolation, it was necessary to add 
together the eight potential values multiplied by the volume o f the opposing corners as 






Figure C.25 Attaining continuous potential fields by interpolation
U(x, y, z ) i j k  =  UiJik(i + 1 -  x ) ( j  +  1 -  y)(/c +  1 -  z) 
+ U i+ i j , k ( - i  +  * ) ( /  + 1 -  y X k  +  1 “  z ) 
+ u i j , k+ i  (.i + 1 -  *)(/ + 1 -  y X - k  + z)
+  * ) ( /  +  1 -  y ) ( - k  +  z) 
+ U i j + i  ,k(i + 1 -  x X - j  +  y ) ( k  +  1 -  z)
+ ty + ij+ i.fc (- i  + x X ~ j  + y)(/c + 1 -  z) 
+ (/u+1)k+1(i + 1 -  * ) ( - ;  + yX~k  +  z)
+ ^ i+ u + i,fc + i( - i  + * ) ( - ;  + y)(-fc + z)
Obtaining the forces by the steepest descent method from the potential field:
l d U ( x , y ,  z )  i j k
\FX\ r  dx
1 U(x + Ax, y, z ) iJik -  U {x, y, z ) iJk  
r  Ax
_  Fy _  l d U (x ,y ,  z ) iijik 
\Fy \ r  dy
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1 dU(x,  y, z ) iJik
r  dz
1 U ( x , y , z  + Az ) iJ>k -  U (x, y, z ) iJik
r A z
(C15)
W here Ax, Ay, and Az «  interstice lattice distance
and r  =
\ ua, /  \ u y /  \ u z . /
Where r = the vector length for expressing the force
vector as a unit vector.
C .ll Collision avoidance for Mr Helper
There are a number o f studies that have examined the development o f mobile robot assistants. 
These include B. G raf et al. (2002) who developed mobile robot assistants called Care-O.Bot 
to assist humans in the home and in the production environment. O. Khatib et al. (1999) who 
proposed the concept o f the “robot assistant” using a mobile manipulator. H. Hashinuma et al. 
(2002) who have studied the applications o f humanoid robots including tele-operations o f 
construction machines by the humanoid robot “HRP” and construction works in the open air. 
This research has found that humanoid robots and mobile manipulators, both o f which have 
redundant DOF, are very useful for realising a variety o f tasks in cooperation with a human. 
These robot systems are however likely to have self-collisions because o f their redundancy. 
This can include collisions between the robot’s body and its arms, and collision between two 
legs. When self-collision occurs the robot can be damaged or lose its balance and possibly 
harm humans working around the robot. The possibility o f self-collision increases when the 
robot cooperates with humans because the motion o f the robot can be affected by interaction 
between the robot and the human. It is therefore essential to solve this problem when a robot 
works in an environment where humans are also working.
K. Kosuge et al. (2000) have developed a mobile robot with dual arms referred to as Mobile 
Robot Helper (Mr Helper). The task o f Mr. Helper is to handle an object in cooperation with a
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human based on impedance control. The Kosuge and Hirata laboratory have developed a real­
time self-collision avoidance system for robots based on cooperation with humans. They have 
proposed a method o f representing the robot’s body by elastic elements; this approach is 
referred to as RoBE (Representation o f Body by Elastic elements). Within their research, they 
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